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Abstract
Fragile X Syndrome (FXS) is the leading inherited cause of mental retardation, and the
most common identified genetic cause of autism. Although many phenotypes have been
associated with the disorder, arguably the most well-studied and interesting is a pattern of
dendritic spine “dysgenesis”, found in patients and animal models of the disorder. Specifi-
cally, dendritic spines, thorn-like protrusions associated with synapses, appear “immature”:
often exhibiting abnormal length and shape, and found in higher than typical density in
many brain regions.
The phenotype described is consistent with the hypothesis that deficient synaptic prun-
ing results in the observed spine phenotype. However, directly testing this hypothesis is
not possible using traditional methods because the history and fate of particular spines is
unknown. Through the use of repeated in vivo imaging using 2-photon microscopy I was
able to track the fate of individual spines over different periods of development on layer V
dendritic tufts. Spine turnover, including both the formation of new spines and the elimi-
nation of existing spines, is enhanced in the Fmr1 knockout (KO) animals compared with
wildtype (WT) controls. Furthermore, the increased population of transient spines in the
KO mice are not sensitive to modulation by sensory experience, such as by chessboard
whisker trimming.
Newly formed and eliminated spines were found to be more-immature appearing com-
pared to stable spines, suggesting that these spines could contribute to the abnormal spine
profile described in Fragile X. However, multiple experiments showed KO spines from the
layer V dendritic tufts do not display the spine phenotype previously described for this re-
gion of neocortex. Instead, my analysis of spine morphology and dynamics in this region
suggests that morphology and size are strong predictors of instability, but that in the KO
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mouse, there is some dysregulation of this relationship.
Using lithium, a model pharmacological treatment for Fragile X, I was able to demon-
strate that the dynamic, in vivo spine phenotype can be modulated in both WT and KO
mice. Lithium caused increased turnover of spines, and may specifically lead to more
elimination of spines in the Fmr1 KO in some contexts, potentially explaining the pheno-
typic rescue described for this drug in the literature.
Finally, in order to test whether the spine phenotype could be modified in adult animals,
I used recombinant adeno-associated viral vector (rAAV) to induce reexpression of FMRP
in the brain. Analysis by Golgi staining showed that expression of FMRP altered the spine
phenotype towards a profile resembling the phenotype in WT animals injected with control
vector.
Together, these findings support a dynamic model of the dendritic spine phenotype that
is responsive to the current environment and context, rather than being subject to devel-
opmental constraints. This novel dynamic spine phenotype observed in Fragile X mice,
including an increased population of labile dendritic spines and abnormal responsiveness
to sensory modulation, will be an important target for pharmacological (or gene replace-
ment) rescue, as it may represent the capacity and proclivity of the network to learn and
change.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. ETIOLOGY OF FRAGILE X SYNDROME 
 
Fragile X mental retardation syndrome (FXS) is the leading cause of inherited mental 
retardation, with an estimated incidence in males of 1/3000-1/4000 (Brown, 1996; Crawford et 
al., 2002; Turner et al., 1996). DNA hypermethylation, caused by expansion of a trinucleotide 
repeat, leads to transcriptional silencing of a single, regulatory mRNA-binding protein, FMRP. In 
addition to low IQ, FXS includes characteristic physical features such as elongated facial 
structure and protruding ears, hyperflexible joints, and in males, enlarged testicles (Davies, 
1989; Hagerman and Hagerman, 2002; Warren and Nelson, 1994; Weng et al., 2006). FXS is 
often accompanied by symptoms of attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder as well as 
autism, and is considered an autism spectrum disorder. Furthermore, FXS is also the most 
prevalent single-gene disorder associated with autism, and thus is one of the only models of 
autism amenable to animal research.  
The most predominant and disabling characteristic of FXS is profound intellectual 
disability, with reduced IQ (Hagerman, 1997; Hatton et al., 2002). Other common symptoms of 
FXS include enhanced seizure susceptibility, sensory hypersensitivity, and heightened anxiety 
(Hagerman and Hagerman, 2002; Hagerman and Sobesky, 1989; Hatton et al., 2002). Studies 
have suggested that symptom severity is correlated with the level of FMRP expression 
(Tassone et al., 1999). Females benefit from a second, unaffected X chromosome, and unequal 
X inactivation leads to a situation in which some cells contain normal levels of FMRP, while 
others contain none. Since the debilitating features of FXS involve the nervous system, 
development of treatments for FXS patients requires understanding the underlying neural 
phenotype and its development.  
Gross brain morphology of FXS individuals often shows abnormalities, such as a smaller 
cerebellar vermis, enlargement of the fourth and lateral ventricles, and an enlarged 
hippocampus and caudate nucleus (Hessl et al., 2004). Head circumference growth during early 
life is accelerated in FXS, and studies have also noted size differences of specific brain regions 
(Chiu et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2007; Reiss et al., 1994), which could result from altered cell 
division or abnormal dendritic growth and pruning. The most well characterized structural 
phenotype in the brain is an abnormal profile of dendritic spines, post-synaptic dendritic 
protrusions that give the characteristic “thorn-bush” appearance to most excitatory neurons. 
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Mental retardation of unknown etiology has long been associated with malformation of spines in 
the cerebral cortex (e.g., Marin-Padilla, 1972; Marin-Padilla, 1975; Purpura, 1974). Early studies 
of FXS identified a roughly similar phenotype in autopsy tissue from patients with the disease: 
cerebral cortical spines exhibited a thin, elongated morphology in Golgi preparations and 
reduced synaptic contact size in electron microscopy, both reminiscent of synapses in immature 
or experience-deprived cortex (e.g., Hinton et al., 1991; Matus, 2005; Rudelli et al., 1985). In 
1994, the first transgenic mouse model of FXS was created by insertion of a neomycin cassette 
into exon 5 of the mouse gene, fmr1 (Bakker et al., 1994; Consortium, 1994; Oostra and 
Hoogeveen, 1997). Although no gross morphological changes were seen in overall brain 
structure in fmr1 KO mice, analysis of Golgi stained tissue revealed a dendritic spine phenotype 
consistent with what had been observed in FXS patients (Comery et al., 1997; Irwin et al., 2002; 
McKinney et al., 2005). Dendritic spines were higher in density, and more immature-appearing 
in both the mouse model of the disorder, as well as subsequent quantitative analysis of autopsy 
tissue from Fragile X patients (Irwin et al., 2001). Although almost all known forms of mental 
retardation are associated with disturbances in the dendritic spine profile, the FXS phenotype 
appeared unique in that there were more spines per unit length of dendrite, rather than fewer, 
suggesting that spine development may be a key to understanding the syndrome. As dendritic 
spines are the sites of most of excitatory connections in the brain, abnormalities in their 
morphology and number may represent disturbances in network connectivity or plasticity.  
Recent studies have now also revealed a phenotype of increased spine density in a population 
of patients with autism spectrum disorder (who were not diagnosed with FXS), making research 
into the ontogeny of the phenotype even more important for both disorders (Hutsler and Zhang, 
2010). 
 
1.2. ENDOGENOUS FUNCTIONS OF FMRP 
One major reason for the extensive interest in FXS is that the endogenous protein appears 
to be intimately and directly involved with learning and memory in the normal brain, and is at the 
forefront of research into local protein synthesis and its role in these processes (Grossman and 
Aldridge et al., 2006). Whereas research on disease models often starts at the phenotype and 
works backward, looking for the role of a specific protein in normal brain function, in the case of 
FXS, a major advance in the molecular research of the protein began during a study of synaptic 
translation in normal mice. Weiler et al. (1997) identified 10 mRNAs out of a set of dendritic 
cDNA clones that were specifically enriched in synapse preparations. Of those mRNAs, two 
were then shown to respond to stimulation by DHPG, a selective agonist for group I 
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metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR1), by associating with the ribosome fraction on a 
sucrose-gradient, suggesting that they might be locally translated in response to stimulation. 
Subsequent analysis revealed that one of those mRNAS corresponded to Fmr1 (the other 
mRNA remains unidentified), and furthermore, that FMRP levels were indeed increased upon 
stimulation of synaptoneurosomes with the mGluR1 agonist (Weiler et al., 1997). 
These findings set off a wave of interest in the endogenous function of FMRP and its role in 
FXS. Some clues to the function of FMRP were already known: FMRP contains three potential 
RNA binding regions (two KH domains and an RGG box), and had been shown to bind to a 
variety of mRNAs, including its own (Ashley et al., 1993; Gibson et al., 1993; Siomi et al., 1994; 
Verkerk et al., 1991). Weiler et al. and others therefore suggested that FMRP might regulate the 
translation or transportation of mRNAs at the synapse in response to stimulation, such as might 
occur from incoming neuronal pathways during Hebbian learning.  
Both enhanced mGluR dependent LTD and reduced long-term-potentiation (LTP) have been 
reported in certain brain regions of the FXS mouse (Desai et al., 2006; Huber et al., 2002; Zhao 
et al., 2005). For example, in layer V visual cortex, LTP in WT mice appears to be primarily 
dependent on mGluR5, and synaptic plasticity mediated by the receptor is absent in Fragile X 
KO mice (Wilson and Cox, 2007). Hippocampal LTP in area CA1 had previously been reported 
to be normal in KO mice (Godfraind et al., 1996; Larson et al., 2005; Li et al., 2002; Paradee et 
al., 1999), although recent evidence has suggested that the variability in results between labs 
may be due to ceiling effect of some paradigms. KO animals appear to have the mechanisms 
for plasticity, and can use them at high stimulation levels, whereas decreased stimulation 
reveals differences between the genotypes (Lauterborn et al., 2007; Meredith et al., 2007).  
Although the exact function of FMRP is still hotly debated, there is now evidence that FMRP, 
and its alternatively spliced isoforms, may serve multiple different roles, including (but not 
limited to) shuttling, transport and translational-regulation of mRNAs (Bagni and Greenough, 
2005). FMRP is found both in the nucleus and the cytoplasm and may shuttle between the two 
by way of its nuclear-export and nuclear-localization signals, leading to the hypothesis that one 
function of FMRP may be involvement in the transport of “cargo” mRNA out of the nucleus. 
Some evidence for this hypothesis comes from research showing that cells which have been 
treated with leptomycin B, known to block mRNA transport out of the nucleus by way of 
exportin1, causes an increased retention of FMRP within the nucleus (Tamanini et al., 1999). 
FMRP is also found in dendrites and dendritic spines, including in mRNA containing granules 
that can be visualized moving within dendrites. The expression level of FMRP (and its mRNA) 
within dendrites, as well as the movement of FMRP and fmr1 containing granules, appears to 
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be regulated by mGluR stimulation, suggesting that FMRP could be involved in activity 
dependent transport of mRNA to synaptic sites (Antar et al., 2004). Furthermore, we recently 
showed that mRNA containing granules show a pattern of deceleration after stimulation by 
mGluRs, potentially to dock at synaptic sites, and that this deceleration of motion is dependent 
on the presence of FMRP (Kao et al., 2010). Finally, there is much debate over the role of 
FMRP in translational regulation. On the one hand, translation of new protein in 
synaptoneurosome preparations is not responsive to mGluR stimulation in the absence of 
FMRP. Furthermore, in the intact brain, electron microscopy has shown decreased poly-
ribosomal aggregates at KO synapses, suggesting that FMRP plays a role in promoting local 
translation (Weiler et al., 2004). On the other hand, there is evidence that FMRP functions to 
inhibit protein synthesis (Laggerbauer et al., 2001; Li et al., 2001) and this is supported by 
elevated protein synthesis levels in the cerebral cortex of Fmr1 KO mice (Qin et al., 2005). 
There are cases of other mRNA-binding proteins (such as ZBP), which suppress translation of 
cargo mRNAs (i.e., actin) until reaching a specific location in the cell, whereupon translation is 
triggered (Huttelmaier et al., 2005). Thus it seems plausible that FMRP may repress translation 
of its bound mRNAs during transport and under quiescent conditions, but allow translation in 
response to specific stimuli or direct it to the translational apparatus (Ceman et al., 2003; Weng 
et al., 2006). FMRP activation may not be limited to regulating protein synthesis in response to 
mGluR. Instead, its specificity may relate more to its mRNA cargos, whose translation it may 
regulate in response to various receptor signals that converge on ERK (Osterweil et al., 2010) 
These findings have led to multiple hypotheses regarding how impaired FMRP expression leads 
to Fragile X Syndrome, discussed below.  
 
1.3. PATHOGENESIS OF FRAGILE X SYNDROME 
 
1.3.1. CURRENT HYPOTHESES 
 
The “mGluR Theory of Fragile X,” (Bear, 2005; Bear et al., 2004), the leading hypothesis for 
the underlying cellular cause of Fragile X Mental retardation, was initially conceived based on 
three findings: 1) FMRP is an mRNA binding protein that is synthesized in response to mGluR 
stimulation (Weiler et al., 1997) 2) Long-term depression (LTD) in the hippocampus triggered by 
mGluR (rather than NMDA) receptor activation is dependent on rapid de novo protein synthesis 
(Huber et al., 2000).  3) This form of synaptic plasticity, mGluR-LTD, was found to be 
exaggerated in the Fmr1 KO mouse (Huber et al., 2002). The mGluR theory brought together 
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these three findings in a simple and elegant model: mGluR stimulation promotes synthesis of 
both proteins that stabilize LTD, as well as the FMRP protein, which then acts as a negative 
feedback mechanism. Without feedback from FMRP, mGluR induced synthesis of these 
proteins is exaggerated.  
The strongest evidence for this theory comes from the use of selective mGluR5 antagonists 
to alleviate symptoms of the disorder, including audiogenic seizures in the mouse model (Yan et 
al., 2005). This finding has been followed up by recent evidence showing that FMRP KO mice 
heterozygous for the mGluR5 receptor are more similar to WT on a variety of phenotypes, 
including lowered spine density in layer II/III neurons in the neocortex, lowered basal methionine 
incorporation (reflecting reduced protein synthesis), and reduced inhibitory avoidance extinction 
(normally enhanced in the fmr1 KO) (Dolen et al., 2007). Additional data from Drosophila also 
support this theory (Broadie and Pan, 2005; McBride et al., 2005). 
However, since its conception, the mGluR theory has also had to adapt to a variety of new 
findings and information. One of the most interesting of these has been the finding that mGluR-
dependent LTD (induced either by PP-LFS or DHPG) is resistant to protein synthesis inhibitors 
(PSIs) (Nosyreva and Huber, 2006). Additionally, AMPA receptor internalization, the molecular 
correlate of functional LTD, was unaffected in the KO mouse. The conclusion that has been 
drawn from these findings is that exaggerated mGluR-induced synthesis in the KO creates a 
surplus of “LTD” proteins, which allows this form of plasticity to be maintained in the absence of 
de novo protein synthesis. Most recently, this finding was expanded to include signaling through 
M1 mAchRs (Volk et al., 2007), leading to the suggestion that many Gq-coupled receptors 
converge on a common protein synthesis phase that is required for the maintenance of AMPA 
receptor internalization, and, again, that this translation is exaggerated, allowing LTD in the KO 
to become protein synthesis-independent. The mGluR theory has thus evolved into a Gq theory, 
but the original name remains.  
A second, albeit less popular hypothesis holds that the symptoms and phenotypes of Fragile 
X syndrome are connected not by the particular receptor responsible for inducing translation, 
but rather the identity of the specific mRNA cargos carried and regulated by FMRP itself (Bagni 
and Greenough, 2005; Davidovic et al., 2005; Miyashiro et al., 2003; Weiler, 2005; Weiler et al., 
1997; Weiler et al., 2004). For example, the mRNA for the glucocorticoid receptor alpha (GR) 
was identified as an FMRP cargo by using antibody positioned RNA amplification (APRA) from 
live neuronal culture. Subsequent analysis of protein distribution in the intact brain revealed 
decreased expression of GR protein specifically within the dendrites, but not the soma, of fmr1 
KO mice, suggesting either impaired translation or impaired transport. Interestingly, 
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glucocorticoid signaling (known to be strongly regulated by feedback inhibition by GR receptors) 
is abnormal in both FXS patients as well as mouse models of the disease, and has even been 
implicated in dendritic spine changes during stress and learning (See Chapter 3). Similarly, the 
aberrant dendritic morphology in FXS patients and the KO mouse may be related to increases 
and/or deficiencies in the availability or targeted translation of the protein products of specific 
cargo mRNAs at distal synapses. Clear relationships between the expression of certain genes 
and specific deficits in synaptic and neuronal structure have been described in humans (eg. 
Pak3, LIM-Kinase1, etc. as reviewed in (Newey et al., 2005) (also see section 1.4).  
According to the cargo hypothesis, FMRP acts as a translational repressor under basal 
conditions (potentially in the soma and dendrites), but regulates local translation at the synapse 
or in targeted locations in response to activity. Under unstimulated conditions, specific mRNAs 
(characteristic for the neuron type and period of development) may be constitutively expressed in 
KO dendrites due to lack of FMRP mediated translational repression. The excess protein 
products may contribute to the formation of excess spines (seeking new contacts) or 
perseverance of incorrect synapses (lack of pruning), leading to the observed structural and 
physiological abnormalities (Figure 1.1). Stimulation, by causing targeted translation of a 
specific profile of mRNAs, may then induce brain-region specific strengthening of synapses in 
WT brain. In the KO, the absence of this process could lead to the characteristic “immature-
appearing” spines, whose phenotype varies by brain region (see section 1.6). This model was 
derived from much the same data as the mGluR theory, namely, that FMRP is rapidly translated 
in response to mGluR stimulation, and that in its absence, there is loss of stimulation-induced 
translation in the synapse (Weiler et al., 1997; Weiler et al., 2004). Thus, two interpretations 
from the same data suggest either that translated FMRP acts as negative feedback inhibitor 
(mGluR theory), or instead, that the translated FMRP acts to regulate (positively and negatively) 
further translation of specific mRNAs.  
However, although the emphasis is different (receptor-focused vs. mRNA-focused), both the 
mGluR theory and the Cargo hypothesis focus on activity-dependent translation. Recent 
evidence suggests that FMRP may either repress or allow translation, depending on post-
translational modifications (Ceman 2003). Thus, the role of newly translated FMRP, hotly 
debated between the two hypotheses, may not be as immediately important as the balance of 
signaling kinases and phosphatases responsible for modulating it. The time course of a 
phosphorylation-state response has recently been suggested by evidence showing that PP2A, 
an essential phosphatase implicated in neuronal plasticity, is activated within 30 seconds of 
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mGluR stimulation, and that this leads to dephosphorylation of FMRP between 1-2 minutes after 
stimulation. Signaling pathways also activated by mGluR activation then serve to inactivate 
PP2A, and FMRP returns to its phosphorylated state (Narayanan et al., 2007). This brief period 
of FMRP dephosphorylation might thus promote a short, time dependent period of protein 
synthesis, independent (and preceding) effects of newly translated FMRP.  
 
1.4. MOLECULAR BASIS OF CHANGES IN SYNAPTIC MORPHOLOGY 
 
1.4.1. DIRECT ACTIONS ON ACTIN POLYMERIZATION 
 
Targeted synthesis of synaptic proteins could serve as a mechanism by which FMRP 
influences synaptic morphology and strength (Figure 1.1). Additionally, direct interaction 
between FMRP and the cytoskeleton has been proposed, and could act in concert with this 
mechanism. Abnormalities in spine morphology and density have been noted in various forms of 
mental retardation beyond FXS. Although this correlation has long been established (Purpura, 
1974), only recently has the discovery of specific cytoskeletal regulators associated with mental 
retardation suggested that spine abnormalities have the potential to directly cause mental 
impairment, rather than just be a reflection of the altered neuronal circuitry. Indeed, disruption of 
several proteins regulating Rac, a protein upstream of actin polymerization control, causes 
mental retardation in humans (Newey et al., 2005). Disruption of PAK3 (within this same 
pathway, but downstream of Rac), causes mental retardation in humans, as well as dendritic 
spine abnormalities in animal models (Boda et al., 2004). PAK KO mice have elongated spines 
as well as numerous filopodia on cultured neurons, while in vivo the PAK KOs show reduced 
spine density and large, bulbous spines (Boda et al., 2004; Hayashi et al., 2004). A double 
knockout of PAK and FMRP appears to rescue much of the PAK phenotype, suggesting the 
possibility of an interaction between these two pathways (Hayashi et al., 2007). FMRP interacts 
with Cytoplasmic FMRP-interacting protein (CYFIP), and in Drosophila, the two proteins 
together directly interact with Rac1 (Schenck et al., 2003). Additionally, one of FMRP’s putative 
mRNA cargos is the actin-binding protein profilin. Interestingly, decreasing the abnormally high 
profilin levels seen in Drosophia dfmr1 mutants can rescue several specific phenotypes in this 
model, including abnormal dendritic growth (Reeve et al., 2005). In mammals, FMRP appears to 
bind PP2A mRNA, the translated protein of which in turn regulates the small actin-binding 
protein, cofilin. In KO fibroblasts, lack of FMRP leads to impaired regulation of this pathway, with 
increased levels of PP2A, decreased levels of phosphorylated cofilin, and increased Rac-1 
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induced actin remodeling (Castets et al., 2005). There is extensive evidence showing the 
involvement of these pathways in activity dependent spine changes. For example, activity drives 
profilin into the heads of dendritic spines, where it is thought to promote stability (Ackermann 
and Matus, 2003). Cofilin, on the other hand, appears to mediate the NMDA induced spine 
shrinkage that occurs along with LTD (Zhou et al., 2004).  
Thus, at least three direct mechanisms may contribute to the abnormal spine 
morphology in FXS: (1) loss of protein–protein interactions leading to disruption of 
morphogenesis pathways (eg. CYFIP-Rac1); (2) mislocalization of mRNA cargoes, any number 
of which could be critical for spine morphogenesis and 3) dysregulated local or activity-
dependent synthesis of proteins from mRNA cargos important for morphogenesis; Potential 
morphogenesis related cargoes include Ca2/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) 
(discussed below), calbindin, the glucocorticoid receptor, and cadherins (for more complete 
lists, see Sung et al., 2000; Brown et al., 2001; Miyashiro et al., 2003).  
 
1.4.2. LOCAL TRANSLATION AND SPINE MORPHOGENESIS1 
 
Specific proteins and biochemical pathways have been associated with spine 
morphogenesis (Tada and Sheng, 2006); many of these pathways lead ultimately to actin 
rearrangement in the spine cytoskeleton. Rho GTPases such as Rac1, for example, are 
upstream modulators of actin polymerization. Their activity is regulated by environmental signals 
such as visual input, and stimulation of these Rho GTPase pathways affects spine morphology 
and stability (Sin et al., 2002; Tashiro and Yuste, 2004). Proteins that are important for spine 
formation and remodeling and that are locally translated can be grouped into two broad 
functional categories: (1) direct or indirect “regulators” of spine formation and remodeling (such 
as FMRP) and (2) “plastic structural elements” that integrate structurally into the synapse, thus 
influencing synaptic physiology and potentially altering the capacity for future morphogenesis. 
Although direct evidence linking local (rather than somatic) synthesis of specific proteins to 
spine changes is sparse, proteins from both of these categories are linked to pathways that can 
affect spine morphogenesis (Fig. 1.2). 
Ca2/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CAMKII)  
                                                
1 Section 1.4.2 is reprinted, with permission, from Grossman, AW*, Aldridge, GM*, Weiler IJ, Greenough WT. (2006). "Local 
protein synthesis and spine morphogenesis: Fragile X syndrome and beyond." J Neurosci 26(27): 7151-7155. 
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CamKII makes up a substantial proportion of the postsynaptic density (PSD) and may 
function both as a regulatory kinase and a scaffolding molecule for recruiting synaptic proteins 
(Merrill et al., 2005). Local protein synthesis appears to play a significant role in the regulation of 
dendritic CaMKII; its mRNA is observed throughout apical dendrites of hippocampal neurons, 
and mice missing dendritic targeting regions of CaMKII mRNA have reduced levels of the 
protein in their PSDs (Martone et al., 1996; Miller et al., 2002). The dynamics of local CaMKII 
translation remain unclear but may involve association of FMRP with CaMKII mRNA through the 
small RNA BC1 (Zalfa et al., 2003). Introducing phosphorylated CaMKII causes immediate 
formation of long, thin filopodia and shorter dendritic spines; in contrast, preventing CaMKII 
phosphorylation inhibits morphological changes that follow LTP induction (Jourdain et al., 2003). 
In mice in which CaMKII is restricted from dendrites, late-phase LTP and spatial memory are 
impaired, as are associative fear conditioning and object-recognition memory (Miller et al., 
2002).  
The proposed roles of CaMKII in spine morphogenesis are threefold. (1) It 
phosphorylates signaling proteins, potentially activating or repressing morphogenesis pathways. 
For example, CaMKII phosphorylates SynGAP (synaptic GTPase-activating protein), a regulator 
of the RAS-Rac1 actin-polymerization pathway (Song et al., 2004). (2) CaMKII acts as a 
regulator of protein translation through activation of cytoplasmic polyadenylation element-
binding protein (CPEB) (Atkins et al., 2004) and could therefore, like FMRP, wield influence on 
morphogenesis through mRNA targets. (3) CaMKII may act as a plastic structural element by 
accumulating at the PSD in response to neuronal stimulation (Otmakhov et al., 2004), and by 
binding nearby synaptic proteins. For example, the NR2B subunit of NMDA receptors, which are 
important for spine morphogenesis, may be recruited to synapses by CaMKII (Zhou et al., 2004; 
Robison et al., 2005). Local synthesis of synaptic structural elements used by rapidly developing 
or remodeling spines can replenish pools of raw material. They may also provide a substrate for 
future morphological change, or plasticity. For example, mRNA for the cytoskeletal protein ß-
actin is localized to dendrites in an activity-dependent manner (Tiruchinapalli et al., 2003). 
Upregulation of ß-actin RNA stimulates the formation of dendritic filopodia, whereas exclusion of 
ß-actin mRNA from dendrites disrupts the production of filopodia (Eom et al., 2003). Activity-
induced remodeling of actin filaments provides a dynamic scaffold for localization of additional 
kinases and receptors (Ouyang et al., 2005), potentially affecting postsynaptic responses and 
the capacity of the spine to exhibit future morphogenesis. The concept of plastic structural 
elements is consistent with the idea of “metaplasticity” and may enable “synapses to integrate a 
response across temporally spaced episodes of synaptic activity” (Abraham and Tate, 1997). 
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POST-SYNAPTIC DENSITY 95 (PSD-95) 
PSD-95 is a locally synthesized scaffolding molecule, the expression levels of which 
increase after stimulation of mGluRs (Todd et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2005). Overexpression of 
PSD-95 in cultured hippocampal neurons leads to synapse maturation, clustering of glutamate 
receptors, and increased spine density and size (El-Husseini et al., 2000). PSD-95 can also 
bind to and recruit the PSD essential synaptic components, many of which independently affect 
spine shape (e.g., NMDA receptors, Homer, and others) (Kim and Sheng, 2004). Furthermore, 
PSD-95 binds and targets kalirin-7, a regulator of Rac1 signaling and spine morphogenesis 
(Penzes et al., 2001). Finally, the mGluR-induced increase in PSD-95 appears to require FMRP 
(Todd et al., 2003), suggesting that in FXS, deficits in local translation of PSD-95 could lead to 
abnormal spine morphogenesis and may affect spine responsiveness to future signals. 
SHANK AND HOMER 
SHANKs are scaffolding elements that bind indirectly to PSD-95 and F-actin (Boeckers 
et al., 2002). The mRNAs for SHANK1 and SHANK3 are localized to dendrites, and SHANK has 
dramatic effects on spine morphogenesis, inducing development of spines on non-spiny 
neurons (Bockers et al., 2004; Roussignol et al., 2005). It interacts with actin-associated 
proteins such as cortactin and appears to assemble NMDA receptors and mGluRs at spines 
(Boeckers et al., 2002). SHANK may exert some of its synaptic effects by binding the locally 
synthesized adapter protein Homer2 and together recruiting synaptic components such as IP3 
receptors, PSD-95, and F-actin to the spine (Sala et al., 2001; Schratt et al., 2004). Homer can 
cluster mGluRs at plasma membranes and can interact with Rho GTPase pathways (Shiraishi 
et al., 1999; Kammermeier, 2006), thus potentially affecting postsynaptic responses to 
neurotransmitter signals. Together, the SHANK–Homer2 complex increases the density of 
mushroom and multi-synapse spines (Sala et al., 2001). In mice lacking FMRP, phosphorylation 
of Homer protein is impaired, as is its association with mGluRs; lower levels of PSD-associated 
mGluRs in fmr1 knock-out mice suggest that Homer dysregulation contributes to the spine 
phenotype of FXS (Giuffrida et al., 2005). 
 
1.5. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SPINE DENSITY AND SPINE MORPHOLOGY 
Most models of learning involve the strengthening and weakening of the connection 
between neurons (Neves et al., 2008). Although the potential mechanisms of plasticity have 
expanded beyond the original Hebbian “fire-together, wire-together”, fundamentally, most 
models of learning and memory still rely heavily on changes in the synapse, the specific site at 
which neurons exchange information. There are two major methods by which neurons can 
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change their degree of connectivity: 1) Neurons can change the number of synapses that 
connect any two neurons, or 2) neurons can change the strength or “weight” of individual 
synapses between those same neurons. Although it has been suggested that the former may be 
involved in long-term memory, and the latter in short-term memory, learning is more likely to 
include a combination of these processes. Furthermore, changes in strength at individual 
synapses can include short (eg: receptor-desensitization), medium (eg: receptor-internalization 
or protein phosphorylation), and long-term (eg: synthesis of new proteins) mechanisms. Early 
evidence that learning paradigms (such as sensitization) could be directly linked to molecular 
changes occurring at the synapse came from studies in the sea slug Aplysia (Kandel and 
Schwartz, 1982). Subsequent studies by multiple authors linked structural changes, such as 
changes in synaptic density and size, to memories formed during learning (reviewed by: Bailey 
and Kandel, 1993). 
 
1.5.1. SPINE DENSITY 
The number of dendritic spines, visible by light microscopy, has been shown to be an 
accurate estimate of the number of excitatory synaptic synapses on a particular (spiny) 
pyramidal cell dendrite, excluding the less frequent excitatory axo-dendritic synapses. Studies 
using electron microscopy of spines previously imaged in vivo have shown that dendritic 
protrusions containing a spine head (as opposed to headless filopodia) always contain a 
synaptic contact. This includes newly formed spines less than a day old (Trachtenberg et al., 
2002). 
Changes in spine (and synapse) number occur over a wide variety of situations, 
including, but not limited to, development, learning (and related cellular plasticity), injury, stress, 
aging, and disease (eg: Catala et al., 1988; Chen et al., 2010; Engert and Bonhoeffer, 1999; 
Ferrer et al., 1989; Peters et al., 2007), also reviewed in (Bailey and Kandel, 1993).  During 
development, spines are overproduced in some brain regions and then pruned, presumably as 
proper connections are retained and improper ones are removed (Eckenhoff and Rakic, 1991; 
Huttenlocher, 1979; Takacs and Hamori, 1994). The earliest evidence for this comes from 
studies by Hubel and Wiesel (eg: 1970) who showed that formation of proper connections in the 
visual cortex required visual experience during early development, and that visual deprivation 
leads to permanent alterations in synaptic number and behavioral sensory ability.  
Interestingly, Greenough et al. (1985) found that exposure to a novel experience (an 
environment enriched with novel toys and playmates) induced an increase in synaptic density, 
and that these new synapses were likely formed in response to the experience, evidenced by 
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the predominance of polyribosomal aggregates (PRAs) found at the synapse base. These 
findings suggested that learning experiences might induce production of synapses, such that an 
overproduction and pruning process similar to that occurring during the developmental setup of 
neural networks, could function during adult learning on a smaller scale. Most recently, live 
animal brain imaging has provided direct evidence that the formation of new memories is linked 
with the formation, retention, and selective elimination of new spines, that these changes occur 
specifically in brain regions associated with the learning task, and most importantly, that the 
degree of change can be correlated with performance on the task (Xu et al., 2009; Yang et al., 
2009).  
 
1.5.2. SPINE MORPHOLOGY 
Changes in synaptic strength can occur both through more transient, molecular 
mechanisms such as protein phosphorylization and receptor internalization, as well as through 
seemingly more persistent changes in the structural machinery of the synapse. Changes in the 
size and shape of spines (the morphological profile) are postulated to reflect changes in 
synaptic strength and function, both directly and indirectly. For example, spine size is correlated 
with the PSD size, and thus is an indirect measure of the quantity of synaptic receptors and 
machinery available to the synapse, whereas the shape of the spine has direct physiological 
effects on the electrical and biochemical properties of the synapse (Matsuzaki et al., 2001) 
(Bloodgood and Sabatini, 2005). 
Spine morphological profiles differ among neuronal cell types, by brain region, over 
development, and through experience-driven plasticity, including learning. There has thus been 
much debate over the functional relevance of spine morphology. Spines have been 
hypothesized to promote biochemical compartmentalization, acting as a trap to Ca2+ and 
signaling pathways within the spine and confining synaptic membrane-bound and associated 
proteins to the synapse. Recently, it has become possible to study a single spine in sufficient 
detail to explore how spine morphology affects function. Spine morphology involves two 
important features: 1) The spine head is a bulbous swelling that contains the post-synaptic 
density, a diverse meshwork of scaffolding and signaling proteins as well as receptors for 
excitatory neurotransmitters. 2) The spine neck, or shaft, is a local narrowing between the spine 
head and the dendritic shaft. Based on the presence or absence of the spine head and/or neck 
along with the size of each feature, spines are classified as stubby, mushroom, thin, and 
filopodia (Ethell and Pasquale, 2005; Harris et al., 1992). Classically, filopodia are extremely 
long protrusions, with distinct, relatively rapid motility that are pervasive in early development 
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and on growth cones, but there also appear to be shorter, somewhat more persistent headless 
spines that may have synaptic contacts. Filopodia, for the most part, are thought not to be 
contacted by presynaptic elements (Huang et al., 2006).  
Spine shape may also regulate membrane-bound receptors. Lateral diffusion of AMPA 
receptors, for example, is much greater at the dendritic shaft than at the spine head (Hayashi 
and Majewska, 2005). Shorter, mushroom shaped spines have many AMPA receptors, while in 
long, thin spines, AMPARs are sparse or absent. Furthermore, receptor expression appears to 
be correlated with the size, as well as presence of the spine head (Matsuzaki et al., 2001). 
Thinner spines lacking AMPARs may represent “silent” synapses that are poised for 
transformation into active spines by adding receptors, or may serve some other, yet unknown 
function.  
The size of the spine head and neck can profoundly affect spine function. Head size has 
been shown to directly correlate with the NMDA-mediated current after uncaging of glutamate at 
single spines (Noguchi et al., 2005). Furthermore, Ca2+ dynamics directly reflect spine 
geometry. Noguchi et al. (2005) found that spines with thinner necks compartmentalized Ca2+, 
allowing for a significant rise in the local concentration in the spine head, with much less 
reaching the dendritic shaft. This could initiate local signaling cascades within the spine head, 
leading to remodeling of individual synapses via cytoskeletal changes or local protein synthesis. 
Spines with thicker necks (or no neck at all) allow a greater efflux of calcium into the dendritic 
shaft, where it could potentially influence signaling cascades in dendritic shafts and neighboring 
spines, or initiate local dendritic protein synthesis. Since diffusion through the spine neck is 
dynamically controlled by activity, this suggests that the spine neck is more than just a physical 
barrier (Bloodgood and Sabatini, 2005). Thus spine morphology is associated with 
characteristics essential for plasticity, and different spine morphologies are likely to contribute to 
particular aspects of neuronal wiring.  
 
1.6. THE DENDRITIC SPINE PHENOTYPE IN FRAGILE X SYNDROME 
 
1.6.1. EARLY STUDIES 
 
Dendritic spine abnormalities are one of the best-characterized phenotypes in the fmr1 KO 
mouse, as well as fragile X patients. Based on non-quantitative work of others, early studies 
from our laboratory investigated spine density along dendrites quantitatively at the optical 
microscopic level in both the KO mouse (Comery et al., 1997; Irwin et al., 2002) and in human 
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autopsy samples from FXS patients (Irwin et al., 2001) and found a higher density of spines in 
FXS cortex compared to matched controls. Although various causes of mental retardation in 
humans are characterized by altered or lowered spine densities, the FXS phenotype is unique in 
that there are more spines per unit length of dendrite, suggesting the possibility of a failure of 
developmental synaptic pruning. Head circumference growth during early life is accelerated in 
FXS, and studies have also noted size differences of specific brain regions (Chiu et al., 2007; 
Lee et al., 2007; Reiss et al., 1994), which could result from altered cell division or defective 
dendritic growth and pruning. Evidence for the latter has been found in the somatosensory 
barrel cortex and olfactory bulb of Fragile X knockout (Fmr1 KO) mice (Galvez et al., 2005b). 
Normally, dendrites projecting outside the barrel are pruned away in an activity-dependent 
manner (Greenough and Chang, 1988; Tailby et al., 2005). Adult KO mice, however, have 
excess deviant dendritic material oriented into the barrel, suggesting improper pruning (Galvez 
et al., 2003). Excess unpruned dendrites were similarly found in mitral cells of the olfactory bulb 
in adult fmr1 KO animals (Galvez et al., 2005a). As incorrect pruning of spines and synapses 
could potentially lead to faulty pruning of dendrites, these studies increased interest in the 
developmental processes occurring in the Fragile X mouse.  
 
1.6.2. DEVELOPMENTAL SPINE PHENOTYPE IN THE NEOCORTEX 
 
Since early studies in FXS mice were all obtained in adult animals, it was not possible to distinguish 
between different causes of higher spine density (e.g., altered pruning vs overproduction). A report by 
Nimchinsky et al, (2001) demonstrated excess spine length and density in early postnatal 
somatosensory (SS) cortex of KO animals (~1 week old), which gradually waned such that by postnatal 
day 27 (the oldest age studied) the phenotype had virtually disappeared. Since all previous 
measurements showing abnormal spines in the KO mouse (and human FXS patients) had utilized 
adults, Galvez and Greenough (2005) compared animals at the age where the phenotype was reported 
to disappear (postnatal day 25), to young adulthood (postnatal day 75) in SS cortex. The study showed 
that excessive numbers of long, thin spines and higher spine density were not present in most dendritic 
segments at p25, as reported by Nimchinsky et al., but that this phenotype appeared to reemerge 50 
days later (Fig 1.3A, Galvez and Greenough (2005). Thus, compatible both with Nimchinsky et al. and 
prior data, the FXS spine phenotype, at least in the mouse SS cortex, appears to develop with age. 
Furthermore, these studies showed a developmental decrease in spine density that occurred in the WT 
animals, but not in fmr1 KO mice, potentially leading to the reemergence of the phenotype. Together, 
these data supported the hypothesis that increased spine density in the adult KO might be due to a 
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failed developmental period of dendritic pruning. The pruning hypothesis, depicted in figure 1.3B, 
summarizes these findings.  
 
1.6.3. DEVELOPMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DENDRITIC SPINES IN THE 
DENTATE GYRUS 
 
In order to test the pruning hypothesis, we decided to follow dendritic spine development in 
a different brain region and cell type, specifically granule cells in dentate gyrus of fmr1 KO mice 
(Grossman et al., 2010). Dentate gyrus development has been examined across several species 
(e.g., Duffy and Rakic, 1983; Meyer and Ferres-Torres, 1978; Norrholm and Ouimet, 2000; 
Steward and Falk, 1991; Yan et al., 1997). Although there is disagreement as to the timing and 
specifics of dendritic spine maturation across studies, there is agreement that maturation in the 
dentate gyrus involves an increase in mushroom spines and a decrease in thin spines, similar to 
the maturation process described in neocortex.  Grossman et al., (2010) examined spines along 
granule cell dendrites in dentate gyrus of fmr1 KO and WT mice on postnatal days 14, 21, 30 and 
60 to determine whether FMRP plays a role in dendritic spine pruning and maturation in this 
brain region. In order to improve visualization and precision of measurements of spine density, 
length and morphology, fully-impregnated Golgi-stained dendrites were examined using High 
Voltage Electron Microscopy (HVEM). In this method, two angled images are taken of each 
dendritic segment, such that a stereoscopic images are created, revealing the 3-dimensional 
structure and projection of each spine. Our study found that the density of dendritic spines along 
dentate granule neurons increased with age in both WT and KO animals, showing no evidence of 
a defined pruning phase like that seen in pyramidal cells in neocortex. Furthermore, spine density 
on these dendrites was elevated overall, across development, in fmr1 KO mice.  Morphologic 
development still appeared delayed in the KO, which showed a higher overall proportion of thin 
headed spines and a lower overall proportion of stubby and mushroom-shaped spines 
compared with WT animals. Therefore the morphologic profile in KO mice appeared immature 
for this brain region.  The increase in KO spine density in the dentate gyrus in the absence of a 
defined pruning period argues for a role of FMRP in processes leading to individual spine 
pruning or plasticity, rather than in a role in controlling a global, developmental pruning phase. 
However, testing this hypothesis is not possible using previously employed, “static” 
methodologies such as Golgi staining, because the fate of particular dendritic spines is 
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unknown. New methodologies, described in Chapter 2, allow individual dendritic spines to be 
followed across development.  
 
1.6.4. MORPHOLOGICAL SPINE PHENOTYPE IN FRAGILE X 
 
In addition to spine density, the morphology of dendritic spines in Fragile X is abnormal, 
and as with density, the phenotype appears to vary with age and brain region examined. 
McKinney et al. (2005) described spine density and morphology in the visual cortex and 
confirmed the presence of longer spines with immature-appearing morphologies in neocortex of 
KO mice. This study showed there was a significant tendency towards an increased proportion 
of stubby and mushroom shaped spines, and a concomitant decreased proportion of thin-
headed spines. Similarly, in the SS cortex, Galvez and Greenough (2005) showed that while the 
spine morphology phenotype in the WT shifts towards an increased proportion of stubby and 
mushroom spines and a decrease proportion of filopodia-like spines in the WT between 25 and 
75 days, this maturation process does not appear to occur in the KO. Thus adult, but not one-
month-old KO animals, have a higher proportion of filopodia-type spines and a lower proportion 
of mushroom/stubby spines in the SS cortex as compared with age-matched WT controls 
(Figure 1.4).  
These findings are consistent with two possibilities regarding the role of FMRP in spine 
morphogenesis. Either the spine morphology phenotype of the Fmr1 KO mouse reflects an 
immature phenotype, or it reflects a tendency of spines lacking FMRP to be longer and thinner 
in general. Grossman et al, (2006) examined the spine phenotype in the CA1 region of 
hippocampus, an area of the brain where younger animals exhibit shorter, wider spines that are 
either transformed to or replaced by longer, thinner spines as they mature (Harris et al., 1992). 
Interestingly, in this region, KO mice appear to have relatively more stubby, thick spines and WT 
mice have more long thin ones (Grossman et al., 2006). At the least, these findings rule out the 
possibility that lack of FMRP always leads to specific morphological changes, such as increased 
length. Additionally, these data may suggest that fmr1 KO animals exhibit the morphological 
profile associated with an immature stage of development in the brain region or cell type being 
examined. This concept is intriguing given our current models of the role of FMRP in spine 
development at the molecular level (1.4). If the morphological changes in FXS were caused by 
the misregulation of one specific protein or pathway, (for example, constitutive overexpression 
of CAMKII), one would expect the spine phenotype to look similar between brain regions, as 
specific pathways often have a consistent effect regardless of the cell type. On the other hand, if 
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FXS symptoms were a result of the failure to regulate multiple cargo mRNAs, it would be 
reasonable to expect that the phenotype in the absence of FMRP would be directly related to a 
temporally and spatially-regulated mRNA profile specific to each neuron. The immature-
appearing phenotype could reflect two distinct mechanisms that might tie the phenotypes in 
disparate brain regions together. Immature-appearing spines might reflect a failure of individual 
spines to mature properly in general, or instead, dendritic spines might appear immature 
because they are actually chronologically younger, as would be found if there were constitutive 
generation and elimination of nascent spines. Again, distinguishing between these hypotheses 
is not possible using standard, fixed-tissue procedures. Instead, we have attempted to address 
these questions using repeated, in vivo imaging (Chapter 2 and 3). By imaging spines at two or 
more intervals during the animal’s life, we are able to distinguish newly-formed spines from 
older, more mature spines, and determine if these spine groups differ between fmr1 KO and WT 
animals.   
 
1.7. PLASTICITY OF THE SPINE PHENOTYPE AND ITS ROLE IN EVALUATION OF 
TREATMENTS FOR FXS 
Dendritic spine density has been used frequently in the evaluation of different treatment 
strategies for FXS. The phenotype is robust (seen in both fmr1 KO mouse strains), and is found 
both in the mouse model and patients with the disorder. Unfortunately, the phenotype also 
appears to be highly plastic, such that a wide variety of treatments appear to rescue the spine 
deficits in the mouse model (see Chapter 4), making it difficult to tie mechanism to phenotype. 
This stems from the fact that many treatments affect net spine number. However, such 
treatments may not necessarily be effective in FXS. For example, mGluR antagonists, chronic 
stress, and in vitro expression of FMRP all lower spine density, but it is not yet clear which 
mechanisms contribute to this spine loss and whether the loss is random or specific, acute, 
gradual, or sustained. It is precisely because of these indiscriminate findings that repeated 
measures, taken within the context of development, will better help us interpret “static” spine 
phenotypes, especially since dynamic imaging at this level is not possible in humans. 
It is important to distinguish between different mechanisms of spine loss. If the basal, 
constitutive elimination rate of spines is lower in fmr1 KO mice compared to WT animals, 
leading to retention of spines and thus higher spine density, then a drug that instead reduces 
formation of new spines in order to normalize spine density is less likely to be therapeutically 
beneficial, and may even amplify the deficits by disrupting compensatory homeostasis. Much 
attention has been focused on interventions and molecular pathways that can “normalize”, or 
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equalize spine density between the WT and KO mouse. However, a normalized density by no 
means represents a normal mouse. Instead, we believe it is the process of selective synaptic 
pruning that is most likely disrupted in FXS. Whereas changes in the overall spine profile seen 
in Golgi stained sections can hint at altered function, the dynamic phenotype (Chapter 2+3) 
provides information about the stability of individual connections and the process of forming new 
ones, that may have important implications in current models of network learning.  
Finally, at the heart of the issue is the fact that we still do not understand the connection 
between anatomical and physiological changes, such as the connection between spine deficits, 
abnormalities in synaptic efficacy, and abnormal behavior in the animal or intellectual disability 
in patients. Addressing these issues requires carefully separating out cellular phenotypes with 
their behavioral correlates, when possible. However, both cellular and especially behavioral 
phenotypes in FXS are notoriously variable. This variability likely stems from genetic and 
environmental variability influencing many secondary genes with which FMRP normally 
interacts. Although variability makes finding significant changes more difficult, it may also make 
findings more generalizable, and thus more likely to be useful or applicable to the human 
population.  
 
1.8. AIMS   
The overall goal of my research is to further our understanding of how dendritic spines 
relate to intellectual disability. However, to address this lofty goal it is essential to break down 
the question down into smaller aims. First, it is necessary to understand what processes are 
causing abnormalities in dendritic spines, seen in the vast majority of cases of mental 
retardation, and exemplified in the Fmr1 mouse model. The process of addition, strengthening 
and removal of synapses has long been thought to be central to the learning process, and yet 
from Golgi stained, fixed tissue it is not possible to determine which of these processes lead to 
the abnormal phenotypes encountered in FXS or other diseases. I have attempted to address 
this question in FXS by using in vivo, 2-photon imaging to follow the fate of individual dendritic 
spines. In this way, we can observe the formation of new spines and the elimination of existing 
ones, and determine whether the pattern of these processes explains the abnormal appearance 
of spines in the KO, and furthermore, if these findings shed light on how these abnormalities 
relate to learning.  
 Secondly, it is necessary to determine how and why the phenotype varies, and what 
molecular pathways are involved. To address this question, I have tried to examine susceptible 
molecular mechanisms by which the spine phenotype may be altered, and the functional and 
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anatomical correlates that may give us clues into how these changes relate to one another. In 
chapter 4 and 5, we have utilized two pharmacology exposures (dexamethazone and lithium) 
that rely on disparate mechanisms, but are known from the literature to alter dendritic spines. 
Dexamethazone activates glucocorticoid receptors (GR), which are thought to mediate the 
effect of stress on dendritic spine morphology in normal animals, and which may, in turn, 
mediate the effects of stress on learning.  The mRNA of GR is a cargo of FMRP, and the 
distribution of the receptor appears to be abnormal in its absence (Miyashiro et al., 2003). 
Furthermore, glucocorticoid receptor signaling is abnormal in both FXS patients as well as in 
one mouse model of the disease (Hessl et al., 2006; Markham et al., 2006).  
The effects of lithium treatment are less specific, but are thought to involve inhibition of 
several enzymes by displacing Mg++ (Phiel and Klein, 2001). Lithium treatment in Fragile X 
patients has been shown to ameliorate some cognitive and behavioral deficits, in addition to 
improving the activation of the ERK pathway in human blood (Berry-Kravis et al., 2008, Weng et 
al., 2008). ERK activation in response to stimulation, a process required for some forms of 
learning, has also been shown to be delayed or abnormal in the brain of fmr1 KO mice (Kim et 
al., 2008).  Additionally, the ERK pathway is thought to have a regulatory role in spinogenesis 
and stabilization of dendritic spines (Alonso et al., 2004; Goldin and Segal, 2003; Sweatt, 2004). 
We are primarily interested in lithium treatment because it appears to ameliorate the ERK 
activation response in FXS, rather than just increasing or decreasing overall levels of 
phosphorylated (activated) ERK.  
Finally, the ultimate question regarding the spine phenotype is “can we fix it?” and if so, 
“does this help?” Pharmacology treatments currently used, or studied, including many discussed 
in Chapter 4, target specific pathways that are hypothesized to be involved in this disease. 
Thus, these treatments give us important information regarding how different molecular 
pathways interact with dendritic spine dynamics and the FXS spine phenotype. In Chapter 6, I 
address whether, and how, the gold standard treatment for FXS, FMRP replacement itself, 
alters the dendritic spine phenotype, and relate this findings to some future directions of this 
research. The aims of this final experiment are two-fold. 1) To determine the feasibility of using 
viral mediated gene replacement in FXS, and 2) to determine how replacement of FMRP itself 
alters dendritic spine dynamics, such that we can compare these changes to those induced by 
specific pharmacology treatments.  
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Figure 1.1 Cargo Hypothesis for Synaptic Regulation: 
The cargo hypothesis suggests that in WT dendrites, translation of mRNA cargos is repressed 
by FMRP, except in response to specific stimulation. In the KO, excess translation of specific 
cargo mRNAs occurs throughout the dendrite. The phenotype in Fragile X is due to two 
consequences of this derepression: the presence of excess translated proteins throughout the 
dendrite (which may be permissive for generating new immature spines) and loss of local, 
targeted translation. The former may change the threshold for plasticity in these neurons, while 
the latter could reduce the specificity of maturation, thereby reducing the number of proper, 
specific connections.
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Figure 1.2 Pruning Hypothesis of FXS
Synaptic stimulation can act via ionotropic glutamate receptors (AMPA/NMDA; 1a) and 
mGluRs (1b) and can initiate translation (2) of locally synthesized proteins (3; shown in 
yellow), including regulators (underlined red text) and plastic structural elements (black text). 
Both broad categories of proteins can interact with a Rho GTPase pathway (4; simplified here 
for illustration purposes), affecting morphology through rearrangement of actin filaments (5). 
Locally synthesized proteins can thereby interact to assemble or reorganize the spine, 
regulating function and affecting future spine morphogenesis (see text for details). 
NMDAR, NMDA receptor; AMPAR, AMPA receptor; PAK, alpha-p-21-activated kinase; LIMK, 
LIM-kinase; IP3R, IP3 receptor; sER, smooth endoplasmic reticulum.
Figure and Caption reprinted, with permission, from: Grossman and Aldridge et al. (2006)
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Figure 1.3 Pruning Hypothesis in Fragile X Syndrome
(A) Spine morphology in the somatosensory cortex of 25 day-old (young) and 75 day-old 
(adult) Fmr1 KO and WT animals, showing an increased density in adult, but not young KO 
animals compared to WT. (Figure 1.3A reprinted, with permission, from Galvez, R. and W. T. 
Greenough (2005). Am J Med Genet A 135(2): 155-160.
(B) Hypothesized spine pruning over development. Spine density has been analyzed in 
early and mid development (1week and 1 month) by Nimchinski et al., (2001) and at 1 month 
and adulthood by Galvez and Greenough, (2005). The findings suggest there may be a failure 
to prune in the Fmr1 KO animals.
 Shapes indicate approximate density from published experiments (not to scale).  Dotted line 
represents ~4 weeks.
B
with the lack of a similar developmental decline in FraX mice
(Fig. 2), consistent with impaired pruning.
Analysis of spine length similarly showed predominantly an
absence of significant differences between youngFraX andWT
mice (Figs. 3 and 4, young), again consistent with the findings
of Nimchinsky et al. [2001]. In contrast, analysis of spine
length in adult mice uncovered a consistent pattern of signi-
ficant effects of genotype on spine length (F(19,114)¼ 10.81,
P< 0.05 apical; F(9,54)¼ 16.31, P< 0.05 apical oblique;
F(4,24)¼ 7.15, P< 0.05 basilar; Fig. 3), with post-hoc analyses
demonstrating that FraX mice had significantly more longer
and fewer shorter spines than WT mice (Figs. 3 and 4, adult).
This observation is consistent with prior findings from adult
occipital and temporal cortex of FXS patients and FraX mice
[Rudelli et al., 1985; Hinton et al., 1991; Wisniewski et al.,
1991; Comery et al., 1997; Irwin et al., 2000, 2001, 2002;
McKinney et al., 2002]. This difference between adult FraX
and WT mice, as in the spine density analyses, appears to be
primarily due to normal developmental shortening of spines in
WT mice (young vs. adult: F(19,114)¼ 9.32, P< 0.05 apical;
F(9,54)¼ 7.65, P< 0.05 apical oblique; F(4,24)¼ 5.79, P< 0.05
basilar), and a lack of such development in FraX mice (Figs. 3
and 4).
Analysis of spinemorphology categories in youngmice again
showed few significant differences between FraX andWTmice
(Figs. 5 and 6, young). However, these spine morphology
categories in adultmice showed a significant effect of genotype
(F(23,138)¼ 11.24, P< 0.05 apical; F(11,66)¼ 14.35, P< 0.05
apical oblique; F(5,30)¼ 3.29, P< 0.05 basilar) with post-hoc
analyses demonstrating, despite some differences among
branch types, that FraXmice contain significantlymore spines
with an immature structure and fewer spines with a mature
structure (Fig. 1e; Figs. 5 and 6 adult). These adult spine
abnormalities are again consistent with observations of
spine properties from occipital and temporal cortex of adult
FXS patients and FraXmice [Rudelli et al., 1985; Hinton et al.,
1991; Wisniewski et al., 1991; Comery et al., 1997; Irwin et al.,
2000, 2001, 2002; McKinney et al., 2002]. This difference
between adult FraX and WT mice, as in the spine length and
density analyses, appears to be predominantly due to a
developmental shift in WT mice from an immature to a more
mature structure (Fig. 1e; young vs. adult: F(23,138)¼ 13.71,
P< 0.05 apical; F(11,66)¼ 6.14, P< 0.05 apical oblique; F(5,30)¼
Fig. 2. Spine density for FraX and WT young and adult mice in
somatosensory cortex. The number of spines per unit dendritic length in
FraX and WT young and adult mice on (A) apical, (B) apical oblique, and
(C) basilar dendrites at fixed intervals from the soma (*P< 0.05).
Fig. 3. Spine length on theapical shaft forFraXandWTyoungandadult
mice in somatosensory cortex. The proportion of spines with various spine
lengths inFraXandWTyoung and adultmice (A) 50–100mmfrom the soma,
(B) 100–150mmfrom the soma, (C) 150–200mmfrom the soma, and (D) 200–
250 mm from the soma (*P<0.05).
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and Greenough (in press) found similarly that the spine
phenotype disappeared at this age and then re-emerged as
mice matured to adulthood. Collectively, these studies provide
further support for involvement of FMRP in normal dendritic
spine development and/or maturation.
Mice used by Comery et al. [1997] were bred in an FVB
background andmay have exhibited a recessive form of retinal
degeneration [Taketo et al., 1991]. Irwin et al. [2002] therefore
repeated the study by Comery et al., using Fmr1 KO and WT
mice bred in an FVB background but unaffected by retinal
degeneration. In these animals, thenormal alleles fromthe129
strain that provided embryonic stem cells for theKOprocedure
had been retained in favor of the Pde6b or rd mutation alleles
found in WT FVB mice [Gimenez and Montoliu, 2001]. Using
these sighted animals, Irwin et al. [2002] found that adult
Fmr1 KO mice still had more longer and fewer shorter den-
dritic spines on apical shaft, apical oblique, and basilar
dendrites of layer V pyramidal cells in visual cortex compared
to littermate controls, although the effect appeared to be less
pronounced thanwhat had been reported in humans.Whereas
Fmr1 KO mice studied by Irwin et al. [2002] also displayed
more dendritic spines with immature-appearing morphologies
than littermate controls, they did not exhibit the statistically
significant overall increase in spine density that had been
observed by Comery et al. [1997] and in FXS patients [Irwin
et al., 2001].
Although they were sighted, the Fmr1 KO mice bred in an
FVB background that were used by Irwin et al. [2002], were
albino (homozygous for the tyr!c allele), and therefore may
have exhibited a number of visual system deficits associated
with albinism [Jeffery, 1997].Given the extensive literature on
effects ofmonocular deprivation and dark rearing on structure
and function of the visual cortex [reviewed by Greenough and
Chang, 1988], results of previous analyses of dendritic spines
in Fmr1 KO mice bred in an FVB background may in part
reflect the interaction between FMRP’s absence and intrinsic
visual deficits of FVB mice. Mouse background has been
demonstrated previously to affect other aspects of Fmr1 KO
phenotype [e.g., Paradee et al., 1999; Dobkin et al., 2000]. The
dependence of some aspects of Fmr1KO phenotypes on mouse
backgroundmaymodel the contribution of genetic background
to the variability in expression of symptoms among individuals
Fig. 1. Dendritic spine morphology in Fmr1KOmice bred in a C57BL/6
background. A: Spine morphology categories. Each dendritic spine was
assigned the letter corresponding to the shape it most closely resembled.
Spine categories A–Ewere considered immature-appearing, and categories
F–H were considered mature-appearing. Adapted from Irwin et al. [2001,
2002].B: Representative images ofGolgi-stained apical shaft dendrites from
WTandFmr1KOmice. Exemplar spines ofmorphologiesA/B, C/D,E, andF/
G are indicated. Scalebar¼ 5 mm. Fmr1 KO mice exhibited significantly
more immature-appearing dendritic spines and significantly fewer mature-
appearing dendritic spines along apical shaft (C), apical oblique (D), and
basilar dendrites (E) than WT mice. Error bars represent SEM *, P<0.05.
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3.54, P< 0.05 basilar), and a lack of such development in FraX
mice (Figs. 5 and 6).
DISCUSSION
Analyses of dendritic spines in FXS patients and FraX mice
have suggested that FMRP is essential for normal develop-
ment of spinedensity, length, and structure in the occipital and
temporal cortex [Rudelli et al., 1985; Hinton et al., 1991;
Wisniewski et al., 1991; Comery et al., 1997; Irwin et al., 2000,
2001, 2002; McKinney et al., 2002]. These analyses suggest
that such spine abnormalities resulting from an absence of
FMRP are most probably a general abnormality found
throughout the neocortex. However, analysis of spine proper-
ties in intracellular EGFP-filled somatosensory cortical neu-
rons demonstrated that spine abnormalities largely disappear
on layer V pyramidal neurons by age 27 days [Nimchinsky
et al., 2001]. Although the authors offered several possible
explanations for the discrepancy between their findings in
young animals and other results in adults, limitations of their
methodology (intracellular EGFP) did not allow them to
determine the cause of this discrepancy. The present study
examined spine properties on layer V pyramidal neurons in
somatosensory cortex, using Golgi–Cox staining so that young
and adult time points could be compared.
The first proposed explanation for this discrepancy was the
possibility that dendritic maturation may differ between
previously examined neocortical regions and somatosensory
cortex. As Nimchinsky et al. [2001] pointed out, prior analyses
of spine development in various cortical regions have demon-
strated comparable time courses [Wise et al., 1979; Miller,
1981], rendering different paths ofmaturation unlikely.Hence
this hypothesis was not tested here.
The second proposed explanation for this discrepancy was
the possibility that as the subjects’ age increased, EGFP
labeling might selectively label ‘‘normal’’ neurons. This would
create the appearance that the spine abnormalities diminish
by p27, the oldest age examined by Nimchinsky et al. [2001].
However, we also found minimal spine abnormality at p25
using Golgi staining, a finding consistent with Nimchinsky
et al. [2001]. Thus, possible selective labeling of ‘‘normal’’
Fig. 4. The proportion of spines with various spine lengths on apical
oblique and basilar dendrites for FraX and WT young and adult mice in
somatosensory cortex. Values are presented for FraX and WT young and
adult mice on (A) apical oblique dendrites 25–50 mm from the apical shaft,
(B) apical oblique dendrites 50–75 mm from the apical shaft, and (C) basilar
dendrites 25–50 mm from the soma (*P<0.05).
Fig. 5. Spine morphology categories on apical shafts for FraX and WT
young and adult mice in somatosensory cortex. The proportion of spines
exhibiting various structures in FraX andWT young and adultmice (A) 50–
100 mmfrom the soma, (B) 100–150 mmfrom the soma, (C) 150–200 mmfrom
the soma, and (D) 200–250 mm from the soma (*P< 0.05).
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n urons with EGFP with increa ing age could not account for
the discrepancy.
This result similarly obviates the thirdproposed explanation
for this discrepancy; that it reflected differences in the
visualization characteristics of the different methodologies
used (EGFP vs. Golgi). No substantive differences in results
using the two techniques were observed at comparable ages in
the two studies. Thus, differences in the labeling method used
cannot account for this discrepancy.
The final proposed explanation for this discrepancy was that
the spine abnormality observed in other neocortical regions
reflects a delayed developmental process arising after age
1 month. Our adult spine analyses showed (1) an increased
spine density, (2) more immature appearing, (3) more longer,
(4) fewer mature appearing, and (5) fewer shorter spines in
FraX compared to WT mice on all dendritic segments
examined, consistentwith prior observed in vivo abnormalities
in FXS patients and FraX mice [Rudelli et al., 1985; Hinton
et al., 1991; Wisniewski et al., 1991; Comery et al., 1997; Irwin
et al., 2000, 2001, 2002; McKinney et al., 2002]. These spine
abnormalities, taken with the lack of spine abnormalities in
young FraX mice, strongly suggest that adult spine abnorm-
alities primarily arise in a later, post 1 month, phase of spine
development. This observation, thus, offers a highly plausible
explanation for the observed discrepancy between the Nim-
chinsky et al. [2001] results and all reported spine analyses of
adult FraX mice.
In addition to resolving a potential conflict in the literature,
the current study also clearly demonstrates a lack of spine
maturation and pruning following the fourth week of life in
FraX mice. Prior analyses of adult spine properties in FXS
patients andFraXmice had largely assumed that development
was abnormal based on the adult morphology, but offered no
insight as to when these abnormalities occurred. Our results,
for the first time, link these previously characterized spine
abnormalities to abnormal spine development occurring after
the first month of life. In contrast to WT mice, FraX mice
exhibit no evident spine pruning (as indicated by the lack of
reduction in spine number) and reduced morphological
modification (shortening and head-widening). WT mice show
a reduction in overall spine number combined with apparent
spine shape frequency changes (more shorter spines with
larger heads) that may reflect both pruning and shape
transformation. These data clearly demonstrate that FMRP
plays a pivotal role in this post 1-month phase of spine pruning
and maturation. Furthermore, unlike early spine differences
that largely disappear by age 25/27 days [Nimchinsky et al.,
2001], spine abnormalities that arise after 1 month of age
persist into adulthood, paralleling the anatomical [Irwin et al.,
2000, 2001] and functional [Hagerman and Hagerman, 2003]
deficits observed in adult FXS patients. The fact that adult
synaptic abnormalities develop between age 4 weeks and
adulthood in the mouse suggests that, if the human develop-
mental process involves late pruning comparable to that of the
mouse (see, e.g., Huttenlocher and Dabholkar, 1997), there
may be a long period during which therapeutic intervention
might be eff ctiv , when such int rventions become available.
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neurons with EGFP with increasing age could not account for
the discrepancy.
This result similarly obviates the thirdproposed explanation
for this discrepancy; that it reflected differences in the
visualization characteristics of the different methodologies
used (EGFP vs. Golgi). No substantive differences in results
using the two techniques were observed at compar ble ges in
the two studies. Th s, differenc s in the labeling method u ed
cannot account for this discrepancy.
The final proposed explanation for this discrepancy was that
the spine abnormality observed in other neocortical regions
reflects a delayed developmental process arising after age
1 month. Our adult spine analyses showed (1) a increased
spine density, (2) more immatur appearing, (3) more long r,
(4) fewer mature appearing, nd (5) fewer shorter spin s in
FraX compared to WT mice on all dendritic segments
examined, consistentwith prior observed in vivo abnormalities
in FXS patients and FraX mice [Rudelli et al., 1985; Hinton
et al., 1991; Wisniewski et al., 1991; Comery et al., 1997; Irwin
et al., 2000, 2001, 2002; McKinney et al., 2002]. These spine
abnormalities, taken with the lack of spine abnormalities in
young FraX mice, strongly suggest that adult spine abnorm-
alities primarily arise in a later, post 1 month, phase of spine
development. This observation, thus, offers a highly plausible
explanation for the observed discrepancy between the Nim-
chinsky et al. [2001] results and all reported spine analyses of
adult FraX mice.
In addition to resolving a potential conflict in the literature,
the current study also clearly demonstrates a lack of spine
maturation and pruning following the fourth week of life in
FraX mice. Prior analyses of adult spine properties in FXS
patients andFraXmice had largely assumed that development
was abnormal based on the adult morphology, but offered no
insight as to when these abnormalities occurred. Our results,
for the first time, link these previously characterized spine
abnormalities to abnormal spine development occurring after
the first month of life. In contrast to WT mice, FraX mice
exhibit no evident spine pruning (as indicated by the lack of
reduction in spine number) and reduced morphological
modification (shortening and head-widening). WT mice show
a reduction in overall spine number combined with apparent
spine shape frequency changes (more shorter spines with
larger heads) that may reflect both pruning and shape
transformation. These data clearly demonstrate that FMRP
plays a pivotal role in this post 1-month phase of spine pruning
and maturation. Furthermore, unlike early spine differences
that largely disappear by age 25/27 days [Nimchinsky et al.,
2001], spine abnormalities that arise after 1 month of age
persist into adulthood, paralleling the anatomical [Irwin et al.,
2000, 2001] and functional [Hagerman and Hagerman, 2003]
deficits observed in adult FXS patients. The fact that adult
synaptic abnormalities develop between age 4 weeks and
adulthood in the mouse suggests that, if the human develop-
mental process involves late pruning comparable to that of the
mouse (see, e.g., Huttenlocher and Dabholkar, 1997), there
may be a long period during which therapeutic intervention
might be effective, whe such interventions become available.
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A
B
C
Figure 1.4  Spine Morphology in Layer 5, Apical Shaft and Apical Obliques
A and B- Spine morphology in the somatosensory cortex of 25 day-old (young) and 75 day-old 
(adult) Fmr1 KO and WT nimals, showing an increased proportion of filopodial-like (A/B) 
spines on the apical shaft in the KO, and an increased proportion of filopodia-like (A/B) and thin 
(C/D) spines on the apical oblique, both at the expense of primarily stubby (G) type spines. 
Reprinted, with permission, from Galvez and Greenough, 2005 Am J Med Genet A 13 (2): 
155-160.
C- Spine morphology in the occipital cortex of adult Fmr1 KO and WT animals. Both apical shaft 
and apical oblique show an increased proportion of thin spines (C/D) in the KO, and decreased 
proportions of mushroom and stubby spin  (F/G). Reprinted, with permissio  from McKinney 
et al, 2005, Am J Med G net B Neuropsychiatr G net 136(1): 98-102.
Section 1.10 Figures and Tables
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CHAPTER 2 
DENDRITIC SPINE INSTABILITY AND INSENSITIVITY TO MODULATION BY 
SENSORY EXPERIENCE IN A MOUSE MODEL OF FRAGILE X SYNDROME1 
 
 
2.1. ABSTRACT 
Fragile X syndrome (FXS) is the most common inherited form of mental retardation and 
is caused by transcriptional inactivation of the X-linked fragile X mental retardation 1 (FMR1) 
gene. FXS is associated with increased density and abnormal morphology of dendritic spines, 
the postsynaptic sites of the majority of excitatory synapses. To better understand how lack of 
the Fmr1 gene function affects spine development and plasticity, we examined spine formation 
and elimination of layer-5 pyramidal neurons in the whisker barrel cortex of Fmr1 knockout (KO) 
mice with a transcranial two-photon imaging technique. We found that the rates of spine 
formation and elimination over days to weeks were significantly higher in both young and adult 
KO mice as compared with littermate controls. The heightened spine turnover in KO mice was 
due to the existence of a larger pool of “short-lived” new spines in KO mice than in controls. 
Furthermore, we found that the formation of new spines and the elimination of existing ones 
were less sensitive to modulation by sensory experience in KO mice. These results indicate that 
loss of Fmr1 gene function leads to ongoing overproduction of transient spines in the primary 
somatosensory cortex. The insensitivity of spine formation and elimination to sensory alterations 
in Fmr1 KO mice suggests that the developing synaptic circuits may not be properly tuned by 
sensory stimuli in FXS. 
 
2.2. INTRODUCTION 
FXS is the most common form of inherited mental retardation, affecting about 1 in 4000 
males and 1 in 8000 females (Warren and Nelson, 1994). Patients who suffer from FXS exhibit 
various degrees of cognitive, socio-affective, and sensory-motor abnormalities (Kooy et al., 
2000). The syndrome is caused by the expansion of a polymorphic CGG trinucleotide repeat in 
                                                
1 Sections 2.1-2.5 are adapted in full, with permission, from:  
Pan F*, Aldridge GM*, Greenough WT, Gan WB. Dendritic spine instability and insensitivity to modulation by sensory 
experience in a mouse model of fragile X syndrome. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A.2010 
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the 5’ untranslated region of fragile X mental retardation 1 (FMR1) gene located on the X 
chromosome (Verkerk et al., 1991). The fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP), which is 
encoded by the Fmr1 gene, binds to many mRNAs and is believed to regulate protein 
translation in various subcellular locations including dendrites and dendritic spines (Bagni and 
Greenough, 2005; Bardoni et al., 2000). 
The Fmr1 knockout (KO) mice demonstrate many abnormalities found in FXS patients, 
such as impairments of learning and memory (BAKKER and 1994; D'Hooge et al., 1997; Zhao 
et al., 2005), social behaviors (Brennan et al., 2006; Mineur et al., 2006; Spencer et al., 2005) 
and sensory processing (Frankland et al., 2004; Yun et al., 2006), thus providing an excellent 
model system to study pathogenic mechanisms underlying FXS. Despite these behavioral 
abnormalities, the gross structure of the brain is largely intact in FXS patients as well as in the 
mouse model of the disorder. The most consistent anatomical finding is an abnormal profile of 
dendritic spines, post-synaptic protrusions that receive the vast majority of excitatory input in the 
brains of diverse species (Bhatt et al., 2009; Hinton et al., 1991; Shepherd, 1996; Wisniewski et 
al., 1991).  
In FXS, the adult dendritic spine phenotype includes an increase in spine density, spine 
length and the number of immature-looking spines in various brain regions examined (Hinton et 
al., 1991; Irwin et al., 2001; Wisniewski et al., 1991). Similarly, in the visual and somatosensory 
cortices of adult Fmr1 KO mice, pyramidal neurons show higher dendritic spine density and 
more immature, long and thin dendritic spines than those in wild type brains (Bagni and 
Greenough, 2005; Irwin et al., 2002; McKinney et al., 2005). Subsequent studies using younger 
mice have shown that an increased spine density in the somatosensory cortex is seen in early 
post-natal life as well as adulthood, but is not found around 1 month of age (Galvez and 
Greenough, 2005; Nimchinsky et al., 2001). While these findings suggest that FMRP is 
important for dendritic spine formation and/or maintenance, the techniques utilized in previous 
studies (post-mortem tissue and Golgi staining, for example) made it impossible to determine 
the fate of individual dendritic spines over time. Thus, it remains unclear to what degree lack of 
FMRP affects spine formation and elimination at different developmental stages. It is also 
unknown whether the abundance of immature-looking spines in Fmr1 KO mice are related to 
abnormal spine plasticity. Specifically, it is possible that there is a higher degree of spine 
turnover in Fmr1 KO mice so that at any point in time there will be more immature-appearing 
spines. Alternatively, the abundance of immature-looking spines in the Fmr1 KO mice could be 
caused by a failure of a subset of spines to mature. 
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In the present study, we examined dendritic spine development and experience-
dependent spine remodeling in Fmr1 KO mice using a transcranial two-photon imaging 
technique that allows re-imaging of individual spines during different periods of development 
(Grutzendler et al., 2002; Pan and Gan, 2008). Our results show that FXS animals have a larger 
population of transient dendritic spines as compared with WT controls both during development 
and in adulthood. Furthermore, transient spines had, on average, smaller head diameter and 
longer spine neck length compared with persistent spines, suggesting that the population of 
transient spines contribute in part to the immature spine phenotype previously reported in Fmr1 
KO. Finally, we show that dendritic spine turnover in response to sensory manipulation is 
abnormal in the KO mice, suggesting that FMRP plays an important role in experience-
dependent modification of sensory circuits. 
 
2.3. RESULTS 
2.3.1. Increased turnover of dendritic spines in Fmr1 KO mice.  
To determine how lack of FMRP affects dendritic spine development, we examined the 
formation and elimination rates of dendritic spines on apical dendrites of layer 5 pyramidal 
neurons in the primary somatosensory barrel cortex using a transcranial two-photon imaging 
approach (Fig. 2.1 A-D). Dendritic spines were imaged twice over a 2-day interval in male Fmr1 
KO mice (Fmr1-/y) and littermate controls (Fmr1+/y, generated from FVB/C57BL/6J Fmr1+/- x 
C57BL/6J YFP, and utilized throughout, except where noted otherwise). We found that the rates 
of spine formation and spine elimination over 2 days were significantly higher in the KO as 
compared with the WT at the ages of 3 weeks and 1 month (Fig. 2.1E-F; P < 0.05). The spine 
formation and elimination rates over 2 days in 3-week-old control animals were 13.3 ± 0.6% and 
14.1 ± 1.5% respectively, while in age matched Fmr1 KO animals, the spine formation and 
elimination rates were 21.1 ± 0.3% and 20.7 ± 2.8% (Fig. 2.1E). At one-month of age, spine 
formation and elimination rates over 2 days were 6.7 ± 1.1% and 8.7 ± 0.8% in control animals 
and 11.8 ± 0.8% and 14.6 ± 1.2% in KO animals, respectively (Fig. 2.1F). To determine whether 
this phenotype of increased spine turnover could be detected in animals from a different genetic 
background, we examined spine dynamics in the Fmr1 KO and wild-type control mice on a 
C57BL/6J background (C57BL/6J x C57BL/6J-YFP F1 cross). In one-month-old animals in this 
strain, dendritic spines also exhibited significantly higher formation and elimination rates in Fmr1 
KO than in WT controls, over 2 days (Fig. 2.1F; P < 0.05). Neither the percentage of filopodia-
like protrusions (headless protrusions) nor their turnover rates was significantly different 
between KO and WT controls, regardless of the ages and the genotypes (Fig. 2.2; P > 0.05). 
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Together, these observations suggest that the loss of Fmr1 gene function leads to heightened 
spine turnover over days in the primary somatosensory cortex during development.  
To further understand how loss of FMRP affects spine development and plasticity, 
dendritic spines were imaged twice with a 2-week interval in 1-month-old mice and adult mice 
(4.9 ± 0.3 months of age). We found that spine formation and elimination rates over 2 weeks 
were significantly higher in the KO than in the controls in both age groups (Fig. 2.1G, H; P < 
0.05). The turnover of dendritic filopodia over 2 weeks was comparable between Fmr1 KO and 
controls (P > 0.2). Notably, in 1-month-old WT mice, the rate of spine elimination over two 
weeks was significantly higher than the rate of spine formation (15.4 ± 0.8% vs 6.4 ± 0.4%, P < 
0.001), consistent with previously published data showing the existence of a spine “pruning 
phase” during late postnatal development (Grutzendler et al., 2002; Zuo et al., 2005a). The KO 
animals also showed a significantly higher rate of spine elimination than that of spine formation 
at 1 month of age (20.4 ± 0.5% vs 11.1 ± 0.9%, P < 0.001), suggesting that the spine “pruning 
phase” appears to be intact in these mutant animals. Furthermore, the developmental decline in 
spine elimination proceeded in a similar fashion in both WT and KO mice from 1 to 4 months of 
age (Fig. 2.1G, H). Together, these results identified heightened spine turnover as a prominent 
abnormality of dendritic spine plasticity in Fmr1 KO mice both during development and in 
adulthood.  
2.3.2. The existence of a larger pool of transient new spines in KO mice.  
The heightened spine turnover observed over 2 days and 2 weeks in Fmr1 KO mice 
suggest that all dendritic spines in these animals could be more plastic than in wild-type 
controls. Alternatively, a subset of spines in the population may be more dynamic and this pool 
of dynamic spines may be larger in KO mice than in controls. To distinguish between these two 
possibilities, we first imaged spines every 2 days for 3 consecutive sessions in 1-month-old 
animals (Fig. 2.3A). We found that 30.0 ± 3.3% and 35.4 ± 2.1% of spines that were formed 
over the first 2 days persisted within the next 2 days in KO and WT mice, respectively. The 
survival rate of these newly-formed spines over the first 2 days was not significantly different 
between the two genotypes (Fig. 2.3B, P > 0.3). Because a larger percentage of new spines 
was formed over 2 days in the KO than in the WT mice (Fig. 2.1F), the total fraction of “short-
lived” or transient new spines (classified as spines formed during the first 2 days and eliminated 
by the following 2 days) was larger in Fmr1 KO mice than in controls (Fig. 2.3C, 8.9 ± 0.6% vs 
4.8 ± 0.9%, P < 0.05). Furthermore, because the spine density at this age (1 month) was 
comparable in the KO compared with control animals (42.1 and 38.2 spines per 100 µm 
dendrites in KO and WT, P = 0.13 in FVB X C57BL/6J background; 42.3 and 42.0 spines per 
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100 µm dendrites in KO and WT, P = 0.93 in C57BL/6J background), the total number of “short-
lived” new spines was also larger in Fmr1 KO mice than in controls. 
In contrast to the low survival rates of newly-formed spines, we found that 93.5 ± 1.3 % 
of pre-existing spines (those surviving for at least the first 2 days) persisted over the next 2 days 
in KO mice, and that this survival rate was comparable between KO and WT mice (Fig. 2.3B; P 
> 0.2). Thus, not all spines were more plastic in KO than in WT mice. Instead, a larger pool of 
“short-lived” newly-formed spines mainly account for the heightened spine turnover measured 
over 2 days in the KO mice.  
In addition, we found that 29.8 ± 9.1% and 39.5 ± 11.2% of “newly-formed” spines that 
appeared during the first 2 weeks persisted over the next 2 weeks in 1-month-old KO and 
controls, respectively (Fig. 2.3D; P > 0.2). On the other hand, 91.7 ± 2.7 % and 90.2 ± 3.9 % of 
spines that existed for at least 2 weeks continued to be maintained over the next 2 weeks in KO 
and control mice (Fig. 2.3D; P > 0.6). Thus, similar to the experiments covering days, there are 
two pools of spines with different stability over 2 weeks. The pool of spines formed over 2 weeks 
and eliminated in the next two weeks was significantly larger in KO mice (7.8 ± 1.1%) than WT 
animals (3.9 ± 0.6%, P < 0.05, Fig. 2.3E). These results further suggest that the higher turnover 
rate in KO mice is mainly due to a larger population of “short-lived” new spines, rather than 
reduced overall spine stability.  
2.3.3. Majority of dendritic spines have similar long-term stability in KO and WT 
mice.  
Previous studies have shown that in WT mice, spines formed early during development 
and surviving into adulthood are remarkably stable, the majority of which are maintained 
through the entire adult life (Grutzendler et al., 2002; Zuo et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2009). To 
further understand how lack of FMRP affects spine development and plasticity, we examined 
spine turnover in WT and KO mice from 1 to 4 months of age. Regardless of the mouse 
genotypes, we found that new spines accumulated from 1 to 4 months of age accounted for a 
small (although potentially important) fraction of the total spines (Fig. 2.4A; WT, 7.6 ± 0.1% and 
KO, 14.6 ± 1.1%). On the other hand, ~72% and ~67% of spines existed at 1 month of age were 
maintained over the next 3 months in WT and KO mice, respectively (Fig. 2.4A). Notably, in WT 
mice, 85.3 ± 0.6% of spines that existed at 1 month of age and persisting for another 2 weeks 
continued to be maintained over the next 2.5 months. The survival rate of this pool of spines 
was 84.6 ± 1.1% in KO mice, which was not statistically different from that in WT (Fig. 2.4B; P > 
0.8). These findings suggest that (1) the majority of spines in both WT and KO adult mice (4-
month-old) come from spines that are formed early during development (before 1 month of age) 
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and persist into adulthood; and (2) lack of FMRP does not have a significant effect on the long-
term stability of most spines in the adult barrel cortex.  
Consistent with the above notion, we found that adult spines that persisted for at least 2 
weeks were maintained at a rate of 97.3 ± 1.0% in control mice and 95.9 ± 0.9% in KO mice 
over the next two weeks (P > 0.2; Fig. 3C). Furthermore, we found that the survival rate of 
spines formed over 2 weeks was low (~45% over the next 2 weeks) and comparable between 
adult WT and KO mice. Together, these results suggest that the higher spine turnover level in 
the adult KO is also due to a larger pool of newly-formed spines, while the majority of adult 
spines are equally and remarkably stable in both genotypes. 
2.3.4. The size of newly-formed and eliminated spines is smaller than that of 
stable spines.  
An over-abundance of immature-appearing, long and thin spines are frequently 
observed in Fmr1 KO mice and in FXS patients (Hinton et al., 1991; Wisniewski et al., 1991). To 
examine whether the larger pool of transient spines in Fmr1 KO mice is related to immature-
appearing spines, we compared the size of newly formed and eliminated spines to spines that 
persisted for at least two imaging sessions, by measuring several parameters of spine 
morphology, including adjusted spine head brightness (a measure of volume), head diameter, 
and spine neck length. We found that in both WT and KO mice, spines that were newly formed 
over a 2-day interval in 1-month-old animals had, on average, smaller head diameter and lower 
brightness compared with spines persisting for at least 2 days (Fig. 2.5 A-B). While total spine 
length did not differ significantly between unstable and stable spines (Fig. 2.6 A-B), spine neck 
length was longer in newly formed spines compared with stable spines (Fig. 2.5C, excludes 
stubby-type spines where no neck is present). Similarly, spines that were eliminated over a 2-
day period were smaller-headed and had longer neck lengths compared to stable spines (Fig. 
2.6 C-E). Furthermore, when we compared the rate of turnover in spines grouped by their 
morphological features, we found that spines with smaller head volume and longer neck length 
were more likely to be eliminated compared with larger-headed and shorter-neck spines in both 
genotypes (Fig. 2.7 A-D). Together, these results suggest that the increased population of 
transient spines in Fmr1 KO mice may contribute to the immature spine phenotype previously 
reported in Fmr1 KO mice.  
It is important to point out that the increase in transient spines in the KO (~4%) is smaller 
than the increase in the percentage of immature-appearing spines reported in the literature for 
adult Fmr1 KO mice and FXS patients. As there is a substantial overlap in size and length 
distribution between transient spines and stable spines, some immature-appearing spines likely 
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belong to the stable pool. Furthermore, in one-month old animals there was a trend towards 
increased elimination even of larger-headed, and short-necked spines in the KO animal (Fig 
2.7), although these differences did not reach statistical significance. Thus, the larger pool of 
transient spines in Fmr1 KO mice may contribute to some, but not all, of the immature-
appearing spines seen in KO animals.  
2.3.5. Sensory-dependent spine formation and elimination are altered in KO mice.  
As Fmr1 KO mice have been shown to be hyperactive and hypersensitive to sensory 
stimuli (1994; Chen and Toth, 2001), it is possible that the increased pool of transient spines in 
Fmr1 KO mice is related to increased sensory inputs and/or enhanced responses to sensory 
stimuli. To test this possibility, we used a sensory deprivation paradigm in which all of the 
whiskers on one side of the facial pad were trimmed daily over a period of 2 weeks. We then 
examined the effect of sensory deprivation on the rates of spine formation and elimination in the 
barrel cortex contralateral to the whisker trimming side in KO and WT mice at 1 month of age. 
We found that sensory deprivation through whisker trimming did not significantly affect spine 
formation in either WT or KO mice as compared with their corresponding untrimmed controls 
(Fig. 2.8A; P > 0.4). In the absence of whisker sensory input from one side of the facial pad, the 
formation of new spines over 2 weeks continued to be higher in KO mice than in the controls 
(10.4 ± 0.3% in KO and 5.9 ± 0.3% in control, P < 0.05), suggesting that it is unlikely that the 
larger pool of newly-formed spines in KO mice is due to enhanced sensory input. Furthermore, 
in agreement with previous studies (Zuo et al., 2005b), we found that whisker trimming over 2 
weeks reduced the rate of spine elimination in the barrel cortex of WT control mice (15.4 ± 0.8% 
in non-trimmed and 10.9 ± 0.8% in trimmed mice, P < 0.01). Notably, in the KO mice, whisker 
trimming had no significant effect on the rate of spine elimination (20.4 ± 0.5% in non-trimmed 
and 19.7 ± 0.9% in trimmed animals, P > 0.5), suggesting that regulation of sensory-dependent 
pruning of existing spines is altered in KO mice. 
To further investigate alterations of sensory experience-dependent spine plasticity, we 
tested the effect of chessboard trimming, which increases the difference in sensory experience 
coming from adjacent whiskers and has been shown to increase spine formation over a period 
of days in barrel cortex (Fox, 2002; Holtmaat et al., 2006). First, both hemispheres of each 
animal were imaged twice (with a 2-day interval) to determine the baseline turnover without 
whisker trimming. Spine formation over the first 2 days in the barrel cortex did not differ between 
the hemispheres in either 1-mo-old control WT or KO animals (P > 0.2 for both control and KO 
mice). During the next 2 days, we performed chessboard whisker trimming on one side of the 
facial pad and imaged spine turnover in both hemispheres again. We found that in control mice, 
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chessboard trimming over 2 days led to a higher rate of spine formation in the hemisphere 
contralateral to the trimmed side than in the other hemisphere (Fig. 2.8B; 10.0 ± 0.6% 
contralateral to the trimmed side; 6.5 ± 0.4% ipsilateral to the trimmed side; P < 0.05). However, 
no significant difference in spine formation was found in the barrel cortex of KO mice between 
the hemispheres contralateral and ipsilateral to chessboard trimming (12.5 ± 0.1% ipsilateral to 
the trimmed side, 11.4 ± 0.9% contralateral to the trimmed side, P > 0.25). Furthermore, we 
found that chessboard trimming over 2 d had no significant effect on the degree of spine 
elimination in either WT or KO mice (Fig. 2.8C; P > 0.2). These experiments indicate that, unlike 
in the control mice, the formation rate of spines in KO mice is not altered by chessboard 
trimming. Together with long-term sensory deprivation experiments, these results suggest that 
the impact of sensory experience on spine formation and elimination is reduced in KO mice.  
 
2.4. DISCUSSION 
Abnormalities in the number and morphology of dendritic spines are observed in mental 
retardation patients with various causes, and have been examined using microscopic 
methodologies for more than thirty years (Purpura, 1974). However, until recently it was not 
possible to follow the fate of individual dendritic spines in a live animal in order to determine how 
changes in spine number occurred in these illnesses (Bhatt et al., 2009; Pan and Gan, 2008). In 
this study, we utilized intravital 2-photon imaging to study how development and plasticity of 
dendritic spines are altered in a mouse model of Fragile X Mental Retardation (FXS). 
Specifically, we asked how lack of Fmr1 gene function affects spine turnover and whether 
abnormal spine turnover and spine morphology are related to one another in Fmr1 KO mice. 
Furthermore, we also examined whether FMRP plays an important role in experience-
dependent spine turnover in sensory circuits. Several important conclusions can be drawn from 
our results. First, spine turnover, including both formation of new spines and elimination of 
existing spines, is increased in the KO animal compared with age-matched WT controls. This 
enhanced turnover in the KO is seen early during development as well as in adulthood. On the 
other hand, the age-dependent decline in rates of spine turnover and developmental spine 
pruning are preserved in the KO animal. These findings indicate that increased spine turnover is 
a major abnormality of dendritic spine development and plasticity in the KO.  
Second, we found that the increased spine turnover in the KO mice is due to the 
existence of a larger pool of transient spines, while the majority of spines in the KO have long-
term stability similar to that in the WT. Because spines in the transient pool have, on average, 
smaller head diameter and longer neck length than stable spines, the increased population of 
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transient spines in Fmr1 KO mice likely contributes to the immature spine phenotype in Fmr1 
KO mice. 
Lastly, sensory deprivation, as caused by whisker trimming, does not reduce the 
enhanced spine formation seen in the KO. Thus, the higher formation rate in the KO mice does 
not stem from a sensory “overload.” In two sensory modulation paradigms we used (long term 
whisker trimming to reduce spine elimination rates, or short-term chessboard trimming to 
increase spine formation rates), formation and elimination of dendritic spines in KO animals fail 
to respond to sensory modulation. Thus, synaptic connections in Fmr1 KO mice appear to be 
less impacted by sensory stimuli than WT mice, potentially leading to the establishment of 
synaptic circuits that are improperly tuned by sensory experience from the outside world.  
It is important to point out that previous studies in the visual and somatosensory cortex 
of Fmr1 KO mice have shown variable increases (0-20%) of immature-appearing, thin-headed 
spines on pyramidal cells in KO compared with WT mice, depending on the strain, region 
examined, as well as the animals’ ages. For example, both Galvez et al. (21) and Nimchinski et 
al. (22) did not find differences in spine morphology or density in one-month old Fmr1 KO mice, 
whereas differences were seen at earlier and later periods of development. In the temporal 
cortex of human patients with fragile X syndromes, >50% more thin-headed spines were noted 
(Irwin et al., 2001) whereas in Fmr1 KO mice, morphological differences were found, but to a 
lesser degree. Thus, the effect of Fmr1 mutation on spine morphology and turnover could vary 
depending on age, as well as on the cell types, cortical layers, cortical regions and species 
examined. Although our studies on apical dendrites of layer 5 pyramidal cells have provided 
several new insights into abnormal development and plasticity in Fmr1 mutant mice, the 
generalities of our findings remain to be determined.  
Interestingly, our findings of spine instability and insensitivity to experience-dependent 
modulation have striking parallels to the molecular findings in FXS. FMRP is thought to act as a 
protein translation repressor until a permissive signal causes the release of inhibition, thereby 
inducing local translation in dendrites (Laggerbauer et al., 2001; Li et al., 2001). Many lines of 
evidence have shown that local protein translation, via the polyribosomes in dendrites, is an 
efficient way to rapidly synthesize new proteins involved in synaptic plasticity (Holt and Bullock, 
2009; Steward and Levy, 1982; Wang et al., 2009). In the Fmr1 KO neurons, excess protein 
synthesis is seen under baseline conditions, whereas when a specific stimulus occurs (e.g., 
DHPG stimulation of mGluR or neuronal activity), there is a failure to induce activity-dependent 
protein translation (Muddashetty et al., 2007; Todd et al., 2003). Thus, it is possible that 
excessive basal protein translation and the increased formation of transient spines are 
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intimately related. Furthermore, in the absence of Fmr1 gene function, activity-dependent spine 
remodeling may still occur, but to a reduced degree as basal translation levels are already high. 
It has been shown that FMRP interacts with CYFIP1/Sra1 to repress activity dependent protein 
translation and this process is likely regulated by Rac1, a small GTPase important for 
modulating structural plasticity of dendritic spines (Kobayashi et al., 1998; Napoli et al., 2008; 
Tashiro et al., 2000). Additionally, PSD-95 and CaMKII translation after mGluR activity were 
essentially absent in Fmr1 KO mice, suggesting a critical function of FMRP in regulating activity-
dependent expression of important synaptic proteins (Muddashetty et al., 2007; Todd et al., 
2003). Thus, FMRP may directly or indirectly act as a regulatory signal for basal and activity-
dependent translation of synaptic proteins, and the disruption of this translation process in the 
absence of FMRP could underlie abnormal dendritic spine dynamics.  
It has been recently shown that in WT animals, the population of transient spines grows 
after enriched sensory experience or after behavioral training over days. Furthermore, a small 
fraction of the newly formed spines can persist over the animal’s lifetime, contributing to long-
lasting circuit remodeling associated with new sensory or behavioral experience (Yang et al., 
2009). Regardless of sensory experiences and developmental stages, the population of 
transient spines is always larger in the KO than in the WT, suggesting that the pool of transient 
spines may be less responsive to sensory stimuli in the KO. As the generation of a larger 
population of transient spines is a prominent deficit in KO mice, it will be important to identify the 
molecular mechanisms underlying the genesis and plasticity of transient spines to better 
understand mental retardation pathology in FXS. Furthermore, because abnormal spine density 
and morphology are found in almost all known causes of mental retardation, it will be important 
to investigate whether similar abnormalities of spine development and plasticity also occur in 
other mental disorders. 
 
2.5. METHODS 
2.5.1. Experimental animals and in vivo transcranial imaging:  
Fmr1 KO mice (FVB) and YFP-H (C57BL/6J) used at NYU were obtained from the 
Jackson Laboratory. FVB Fmr1 KO and C57BL/6J YFP-H mice were first crossed to generate 
F1 female mice (Fmr1+/-), which were then backcrossed with the YFP-H C57BL/6J males to get 
littermate WT and KO male mice for experiments. In the second breeding paradigm utilized in 
UIUC, either C57BL/6J WT or Fmr1 KO (from lines maintained at Dr. Greenough’s Laboratory 
and re-crossed every 3-4 generations) were bred with YFP-H C57BL/6J mice to obtain either 
WT or Fmr1 KO F1 litters. The procedure of transcranial two-photon imaging and data 
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quantification was described previously (Grutzendler et al., 2002; Yang et al.; Zuo et al., 2005a). 
All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of 
University of Illinois and New York University. Detailed breeding paradigm and imaging 
procedures were provided in SI Materials and Methods. 
2.5.2. Sensory manipulation:  
For sensory deprivation experiments, all whiskers of the right facial pad were trimmed by 
a pair of scissors under dissection microscope while the mice were still under anaesthesia. 
Then the whiskers were further trimmed daily with a small shaver. Whisker trimming in a 
chessboard pattern was performed every other day immediately after each imaging sessions 
with a pair of scissors.  
2.5.3. Data quantification:  
Percentage of spines eliminated or formed is defined as the number of spines eliminated 
or formed/ number of existing spines at the first view. Change in the total spine number is 
calculated as 100% plus the percentage of formation minus the percentage of elimination 
measured over a given interval. Data throughout the text is presented as mean ± standard error 
of the mean (s.e.m.). P-values were calculated using the student’s t-test, except where 
otherwise noted.  
Spine density, spine size and neck length were measured from 3-dimensional images 
using NIH ImageJ software. The spine density was calculated based on the mean spine density 
of dendritic segments within the imaged regions (200 µm by 200 µm). Spine neck length was 
measured for spines that remained primarily in one plane. Neck length was measured for spines 
with a spine head separate from the dendrite, from the bottom of the head to the shaft of the 
dendrite. Spine head size was measured using both spine brightness and head diameter, in the 
plane from which the values were largest. Spine brightness (a measure of head volume and 
surface area (Holtmaat et al., 2005)) was measured as follows, where “Area” is the number of 
pixels in an oval surrounding the head of the spine and mean optical density (MeanOD) is the 
mean brightness of pixels in that area: 
Spine Brightness = (Area (of spine) x MeanOD (of spine) – Area (of spine) x MeanOD (of 
background))/MeanOD of dendrite.  
The MeanOD of both the background and the dendrite were calculated from 
measurements taken next to each spine, averaged for each dendrite segment.  
2.5.4. Supplementary materials and methods 
2.5.4.1. Experimental animals 
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Fmr1 KO mice (FVB) and YFP-H (C57BL/6J) used at NYU were obtained from the 
Jackson Laboratory. FVB Fmr1 KO and C57BL/6J YFP-H mice were first crossed to generate 
F1 female mice (Fmr1+/-), which were then backcrossed with the YFP-H C57BL/6J males. From 
this breeding paradigm, both WT and KO littermates could be obtained. Only male mice were 
used in this study.  Some of the heterozygous F2 female mice were used as breeders to get 
littermate WT and KO subsequently. Genotyping was performed using the same primers and 
protocol (version 2.1) as the ones used in the Jackson Laboratory.   In the second breeding 
paradigm utilized in UIUC, either C57BL/6J WT or Fmr1 KO (from lines maintained at Dr. 
Greenough’s Laboratory and re-crossed every 3-4 generations) were bred with YFP-H 
C57BL/6J mice to obtain either WT or Fmr1 KO F1 litters. The significant differences between 
the two breeding paradigms include 1) different background strains 2) different recent origin of 
the Fmr1 KO gene segment from FVB versus C57BL/6J (thus including any piggy-backing 
genes that could inadvertently differ between WT and KO mice), 3) Use of littermate controls 
(NYU) vs. F1 crosses of YFP-H mice to separately maintained WT/KO lines (UIUC). 
2.5.4.2. In vivo transcranial imaging and data quantification 
A transcranial two-photon imaging technique was used to follow identified spines of 
layer-5 pyramidal neurons in the primary somatosensory barrel cortex of living transgenic mice 
expressing yellow fluorescent protein. The Ti-sapphire laser was tuned to the excitation 
wavelength for YFP (920 nm) at a low laser power (20 mW on the sample) to minimize the 
possibility of phototoxicity. A stack of image planes was acquired by using a water immersion 
objective lens (60X, 1.1 numerical aperture; Olympus), an external detector and a digital zoom 
of 3.0x. The imaging depth was between 15 to 100–150 µm from the pial surface and the step 
size was 0.75µm. Two-dimensional projections of three-dimensional image stacks containing 
dendritic segments of interest were used for all figures. Filopodia turnover rates are calculated 
as (Fformed+Feliminated)/2Ftotal, where Fformed is the number of newly-formed filopodia, Feliminated is the 
number of eliminated filopodia and Ftotal is the total number of filopidia at the first view. Data 
throughout the text is presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (s.e.m.).  P-values were 
calculated using the student’s t-test, except where otherwise noted. 
 
2.6. CONTROL STUDIES (not included in Pan and Aldridge et al. 2010) 
2.6.1. YFP expression in KO and WT animals 
YFP expression in the YFP-H line is driven by the thy-1 promotor, and thus 
developmentally regulated (Feng et al., 2000). A potential concern is that KO cells might mature 
differently, and thus thy1-driven expression might be different. We have assessed this possibility 
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by counting labeled cells in adults. The total number of labeled cells, the number of layer V 
neurons, bright pyramidal cells, and the number of sparse layer 2/3 cells were counted for total 
hemisphere sections from adult WT and KO animals containing SS cortex, using the optical 
fractionator method modified for rare events (Mouton, 2002). We found no significant 
differences in these measures. A subjective comparison of expression levels in ear punches 
from 3-week old animals also suggests a lack of difference at that age.  
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Figure 2.1 Increased dendritic spine turnover in the barrel cortex of Fmr1 KO mice at 
different developmental stages. 
(A–D) Repeated imaging of dendritic segments in the somatosensory barrel cortex over 2 wk in 
1-mo-old WT control mice (A and B) and Fmr1 KO mice (C and D). Open arrowheads indicate 
spines that were eliminated between the two views, and filled arrowheads indicate new spines 
that were formed between the two views. Asterisks indicate dendritic filopodia. (E and F) Spine 
formation and elimination over 2 d were significantly higher in Fmr1 KO mice compared with WT 
control mice at postnatal day 20 (E) and postnatal day 30 (F). (G and H) Spine formation and 
elimination rates over 2 wk were also significantly higher in KO animals than in control mice at 
postnatal day 30 (G) and adult (>4 mo old) (H). Data are presented as mean ± SEM (*P < 0.05).
Figure 2.1 is reprinted from: Pan and Aldridge et al., 2010
Section 2.8 Figures and Tables
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Figure 2.2  Filopodia percentage and their turnover rates were similar between WT and 
Fmr1 KO animals. 
(A-C) The percentages of dendritic filopodia among all protrusions were not significantly 
different between WT control and Fmr1 KO mice at postnatal day 20 (A), postnatal day 30 (B), 
and in adulthood (C). 
(D–F) The filopodia turnover rates were similar between WT and Fmr1 KO animals over 2 d at 
postnatal day 20 (D), postnatal day 30 (E), and over 2 wk in adults (F).
Figure 2.2 is reprinted from: Pan and Aldridge et al., 2010
Section 2.8 Figures and Tables
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Figure 2.3 A larger population of transient spines existed in Fmr1 KO mice. 
(A) Newly formed and preexisting spines were identified in the first 2 d or 2 wk and reimaged 
after 2 d or 2 wk. (B) Spines formed over 2 d in 1-mo-old mice were largely eliminated over the 
next 2 d. In contrast, the majority of preexisting spines were maintained for these 2 d. The 
survival rates of newly formed spines and preexisting spines in the KO mice were not 
significantly different from those in the WT control mice. (C) The percentage of transient 
spines (formed over 2 d and eliminated over the next 2 d) was higher in Fmr1 KO animals than 
in WT mice (*P < 0.05). (D) Spines formed over 2 wk in 1-mo-old mice were largely eliminated 
over the next 2 wk, whereas most preexisting spines were maintained during this period. (E) 
The percentage of transient spines that were formed over 2 wk and eliminated over the next 2 
wk was also higher in Fmr1 KO animals than in WT mice (*P < 0.05).
Figure 2.3 is reprinted from: Pan and Aldridge et al., 2010
Section 2.8 Figures and Tables
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Figure 2.4 The majority of dendritic spines have similar long-term stability between KO 
and WT mice.
(A) A small fraction of new spines were added in both KO and control mice from 1 mo to 4 mo 
of age, whereas most of the spines that existed at 1 mo of age survived at 4 mo of age in both 
KO mice and WT controls. The percentage of spine addition and elimination from 1 mo to 4 
mo of age in KO mice was higher than that in control animals (*P < 0.05). (B) More than 80% 
of dendritic spines that survived for 2 wk (from postnatal day 30 to 44) persisted into 
adulthood (4 mo of age) in both Fmr1 KO and WT animals. (C) The majority of adult spines 
that persisted for at least 2 wk were similarly maintained over the next 2 wk in both WT and 
Fmr1 KO mice.
Figure 2.4 is reprinted from: Pan and Aldridge et al., 2010
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Figure 2.5  Newly formed spines were smaller than stable spines. 
Spine size distribution was examined by plotting the cumulative frequency of sizes of all 
examined spines and comparing distributions using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (*P < 0.05). 
(A and B) Spines that were newly formed over 2 d in 1-mo-old animals had a smaller head size 
compared with spines that persisted during both imaging sessions (stable spines) using a 
measure of spine volume, (A) integrated fluorescence intensity of spine head relative to 
dendritic shaft and (B) spine head diameter. (C) Spine neck length, excluding stubby 
(neckless) spines, was significantly longer in newly formed spines compared with stable 
spines. Figure 2.5 is reprinted from: Pan and Aldridge et al., 2010
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Figure 2.6  Measures of spine morphology in stable and unstable spines. 
Spine size distribution was examined by plotting the cumulative frequency of sizes of all 
examined spines and comparing distributions using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test *P < 0.05. 
(A) Total spine length was not significantly different between stable and eliminated spines or 
(B) stable and newly formed spines. (C) Spines that were eliminated over 2 d in 1-mo-old 
animals had a smaller head size compared with spines that persisted during both imaging 
sessions (stable spines), using a measure of spine volume (integrated optical density), and 
(D) spine head diameter. (E) Spine neck length, excluding neckless spines, was significantly 
longer in eliminated spines compared with stable spines.  Figure 2.6 is reprinted from: Pan 
and Aldridge et al., 2010
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Figure 2.7  The 2-d spine elimination rate for all spines (including filopodia) grouped by 
measures of morphology in 1-mo-old WT and Fmr1 KO mice. 
Spine head volume (integrated optical density) (A) and spine neck length (µm) (C) were found 
to have a significant effect on the probability of elimination (repeated measures ANOVA; P < 
0.0001 and P < 0.01, respectively), whereas there was no significant effect of genotype (P > 
0.05). The percentage of spines in each category, as grouped by head volume (B) or neck 
length (D), was not different between the genotypes in these animals (P > 0.05).
Figure 2.7 is reprinted from: Pan and Aldridge et al., 2010
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Figure 2.8  Sensory manipulation by whisker trimming altered spine elimination or 
formation rate in WT mice but not in Fmr1 KO mice. 
(A) Sensory deprivation through whisker trimming on one side of the facial pad reduced spine 
elimination over 2 wk in WT mice but not in Fmr1 KO animals (**P < 0.01). Sensory deprivation 
has no significant effect on the rate of spine formation over 2 wk in both WT and KO mice. (B) 
In WT mice, spine formation over 2 d after chessboard trimming was significantly higher in the 
side contralateral to trimming than on the ipsilateral side. Chessboard trimming over 2 d had no 
significant effect on spine formation in the barrel cortex contralateral and ipsilateral to the 
trimming in Fmr1 KO mice. (C) Chessboard trimming over 2 d did not affect spine elimination in 
the barrel cortex of either the ipsilateral or contralateral brain hemisphere of WT or Fmr1 KO 
mice. (D) Chessboard whisker trimming pattern
Figure 2.8 A-C are reprinted from: Pan and Aldridge et al., 2010
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CHAPTER 3 
SPINE MORPHOLOGY AND DYNAMICS 
 
“Do thin spines learn to be mushroom spines that remember?” 
     -Bourne J and Harris KM (2007) 
 
 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
3.1.1. SPINE MORPHOLOGY IN FXS 
The long, tortuous, dysmorphic dendritic spines seen in patients with Fragile X 
Syndrome have captured the imagination of many neuroscientists. Are these spines reaching 
for a synapse that simply isn’t there? Are they groping about, unable to settle for a single 
partner? Are they eternally immature, held in a spine purgatory, not able to really live or die? Or 
alternatively, are they actually immature, perpetually formed anew and then removed again 
before they have a chance?  
In chapter 2, I showed that the frequency of immature-appearing spines is greater in the 
unstable spine population (spines that are either newly-formed, or lost during the interval 
between imaging sessions). In other words, in the unstable populations, more spines had longer 
necks and smaller head-size compared to spines in the stable population. However, although 
the Fmr1 KO animals had an increased population of these unstable spines, we did not see a 
statistically significant overall difference in the proportion of spines that had smaller heads or 
longer necks. This was not surprising, given previous data from Galvez and Greenough (2005) 
showing no difference in spine morphology in layer V neurons in animals at one month of age, 
and instead, a morphological phenotype that developed by 75 days. To determine if this was 
also true in the layer V tufts (the portions of the dendrites of layer V cells that project into layer 
I), we therefore examined spine shape using morphological categories in both 1-month old and 
adult animals using in vivo imaging. Interestingly, the overall phenotype in both genotypes was 
entirely different from that seen in previous Golgi data, with substantially more mushroom 
shaped spines and negligible numbers of filopodia-like protrusions, in addition to the lower 
overall spine density. No significant difference in overall spine phenotype was apparent between 
Fmr1 KO and WT animals, regardless of age. This may explain why no differences were seen in 
the overall size or length of spines in this layer. However, these findings suggest also several 
possibilities: 1) spine shape and stability are independent, such that smaller spines, regardless 
of shape, are eliminated or 2) the larger population of unstable spines in the KO is not large 
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enough to affect the overall spine phenotype in this layer, or 3) a combination of factors 
influences the stability of spines, and may do so differently in the KO.  
 
3.1.2. QUANTIFYING MORPHOLOGY 
 
The two main morphological characteristics of dendritic spines are shape and size. As 
described in the main introduction, both of these features correlate with physiological measures. 
For example, AMPA receptor expression, post-synaptic density size, and thereby synaptic 
strength correlates with the size of the spine head (Bourne and Harris, 2008; Matsuzaki et al., 
2001). Thinner necks (an attribute of shape) compartmentalize Ca2+ to a greater extent than 
thicker necks (Noguchi et al., 2005). Interestingly, spines with thinner necks are also more likely 
to be smaller, leading to significant Ca2+ sequestering specifically in small spines, which have 
been shown to be more likely to change during a plasticity-inducing stimulus (Noguchi et al., 
2005). Thus, attributes of shape and size are also strongly correlated, and may synergistically 
contribute to the role of the individual spine. Indeed, it has been postulated that large, 
mushroom and stubby shaped spines may be “memory spines”, whereas small, thin headed 
spines may be “learning spines” (Kasai et al., 2003). This hypothesis is both loved and hated in 
the field. Opponents may believe it oversimplifies what is obviously a continuum, whereas 
proponents feel it is an elegant model that reflects two very different populations of spines. 
The shape categories used to classify spines and non-spine protrusions were made to 
reflect general variations seen in situ, including from three-dimensional reconstructions using 
electron microscopy (Spacek and Hartmann, 1983). They are generally defined to reflect the 
presence or absence of what are thought to be the biologically relevant features. The spine 
head is the widening associated with the post-synaptic-density, and is found in thin, mushroom 
and stubby spines, but not in filopodia. The spine neck is a local narrowing that may physically, 
or dynamically, regulate passage of substances between the dendrite and spine compartments. 
It is present in thin and mushroom spines, but not stubby spines, which are open at their bases 
to the dendrite (Figure 3.1). Spines can be objectively categorized into groups without using any 
measurements, except for thin and mushroom spines, which differ in the ratio of their neck-
length and head width. To distinguish between the two, authors have at various times used the 
absolute size of these features (i.e. mushroom spines are large), or the relative size of these 
features (Ratio of head:neck-length or head:total-length). Such methods disagree on the 
placement of very tiny “mushroom shaped” spines, and very long “large-headed spines”, which 
results in some difficulty when comparing results in the literature. However, despite these 
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difficulties, spine shape has been successfully used to study and describe morphological 
changes that do occur during countless biological processes, including learning, disease, 
addiction, aging, etc. Furthermore, as these shapes have themselves been correlated with 
ultrastructural differences, they act as a marker for biological changes that are difficult (or 
impossible) to measure in certain situations, and thus may help create hypotheses regarding 
these processes. For example, serial EM reconstruction has shown that mushroom shaped 
spines are more likely to have a specialized endoplasmic reticulum, the “spine apparatus,” 
within their head or neck (Spacek and Harris, 1997), and are more likely to have a larger, and 
more perforated post-synaptic density (Arellano et al., 2007). Mushroom spines also have 
significant amounts of F-actin associated with the PSD and spine apparatus, whereas thinner-
headed spines have very little F-actin (Capani et al., 2001). Most interestingly, morphogenesis 
of spines, specifically spine head enlargement, occurs during certain forms of cellular learning, 
such as long-term potentiation, and may be required for its full expression (Bourne and Harris, 
2008).  
What is not clear is whether the changes that have been correlated in the literature with 
morphology are due to a unique property of specific shapes, or rather to the average size or 
length of the spines that are typically classified into those shapes. For this reason, I examined 
the relationship of size, shape and stability using a categorical spine classification that is 
theoretically independent of size, in that it is based on the relative ratios of features within the 
spine. We simultaneously took measurements of the actual size of each spine feature to 
determine if spine categories are biologically biased towards specific sized spines. I then used 
these measurements to determine how shape, size and stability are related in the normal 
animal, and additionally, whether these relationships are disrupted in the Fmr1 KO mouse.  
 
In this chapter we first determine the phenotype of Layer V tufts and show that in this 
layer, there is no difference in the overall morphology of Fmr1 WT and KO spines, as well as no 
apparent morphological maturation occurring, even in WTs, between 1-month and 3-months of 
age (Section 3.2.1). Within this context, we next determine that morphology is an accurate 
predictor of spine turnover or stability (section 3.2.2), and, when classified independent of size, 
there is still a biological bias toward specifically sized spines in each morphological category 
(3.2.3). Finally, we use regression to show shape plays a role independent from size in 
predicting spine stability, and furthermore, that the relationship between morphology and 
stability may be dysregulated in the Fmr1 KO mouse  (section 3.2.4).  
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3.2. RESULTS 
 
3.2.1. Morphological phenotype in layer V tufts 
To determine whether there was a different morphological distribution of spines in the 
Fmr1 KO in the tufts of layer V neurons, we utilized data from five independent in vivo imaging 
experiments, including data drawn from the somatosensory cortex and visual cortex of young 
animals (4 and 5 weeks old, respectively) and the somatosensory cortex of adult animals (3 
month old). These experiments included two experiments utilizing an FVB/C57 hybrid mouse 
strain, imaged at NYU by Dr. Feng Pan, and three using a pure C57Bl6 strain, imaged at 
University of Illinois. All images were analyzed for morphology at Illinois using the categorical 
scheme in figure 3.1, by raters blind to the genotype of the animal.  
The data from of all five studies are presented in figure 3.2. The most striking result was 
how consistent the morphological profile was between experiments, despite being done at 
different times and even on different brain regions (somatosensory vs. visual cortex). Yet, the 
profile was very different compared to previous findings in Golgi data. Galvez and Greenough, 
(2005), examined the spine phenotype, looking as far up the dendrite as 200-250µm from the 
soma (Figure 1.4A). McKinney et al. (2005), found a different morphological phenotype in 
occipital cortex from dendrites between 50-300µm from the soma (Figure 1.4B). In comparison, 
the layer V tufts in these studies, located in Layer I, are approximately 500µm away from the 
soma (Figure 3.2). Overall, there may actually be a trend toward decreased thin-headed spines 
in the KO, and perhaps increased stubby spines, especially in the adult animals. However, what 
is very clear from our data is that, even if present, this phenotype does not resemble that of 
deeper dendritic layers, where the reverse is often found. 
Due to the large variation in filopodia between our studies in Layer V tufts, and those 
previously reported for apical shaft dendrites (Figure 1.4A), we were worried that proportion 
might not accurately reflect differences in spine morphology.  We therefore measured the 
density of each spine type (as apposed to proportion) in layer V tufts in our study of 
somatosensory cortex (taken from study #2, figure 3.2) in 1-month old animals (Figure 3.3). In 
this case, we found that the proportion of spines in each category did reflect morphological 
density differences, although this is probably because there was no overall difference in density 
between WT and KO animals at this age. Filopodia density was increased in Fmr1 KO animals, 
although not significantly when corrected for multiple pre-planned comparisons, (p=0.03, Figure 
3.3) Similarly, thin spine density in this study actually appeared somewhat decreased in the KO 
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(albeit not significantly), and this matched the trend seen in the majority of our experiments in 
both young and old animals (figure 3.2). This also corroborates the Galvez et al. 2005 finding 
that thin-headed spines may actually be decreased in the KO in some dendrites (figure 1.4A), 
even though the overall profile of spines is quite different between these dendritic regions. 
Moreover, we saw little evidence for a shift in spine profile between young and adult animals in 
layer V tufts (although this cannot be addressed statistically in this case since the experiments 
were performed separately).  
The total spine density in 1-month-old animals in layer V tufts was about 40 spines (+ ~5 
filopodia) per 100µm in both WT and KO animals of both background strains (see sec 2.3.2). 
This is in stark contrast to ~160 and ~70 protrusions per 100µm on the apical shaft and apical 
obliques, respectively, in animals of this age (Galvez and Greenough, 2005). To determine if the 
large difference in density is due to the layer or the imaging technique, I next attempted to 
analyze layer I dendrites in Golgi stained tissue. I examined spine morphology and density in 
layer 1 of somatosensory cortex using Golgi stained tissue of 75-day-old animals from a 
previous study (Galvez and Greenough, 2005), and visual cortex using Golgi stained tissue of 
45-day-old animals from a new study (see Chapter 4, section 4.6.2). In both cases, we found 
that it was rarely possible to measure tufts of Layer V neurons, as inevitably the long dendrite 
would be cut off by the angle of the section at some point along its course to the surface. 
Instead, we measured tufts from layer II/III neurons. Previous reports have shown that KO 
animals have higher density on the apical obliques of layer II/lll neurons (Dolen et al., 2007). 
Thus we tried to determine if the layer II/III tufts (in layer I) would match that previously reported 
for these neurons in deeper layers. Interestingly, although spine density was elevated in the 
tufts of Fmr1 KO compared to WT, the magnitude of the difference was lower than that seen in 
dendrites closer to the cell body (Figure 3.4A). Furthermore, filopodia again made up a very 
small percentage of the total protrusions, similar to our findings in vivo for layer V tufts, and thus 
did not contribute to the morphological profile significantly (Figure 3.4B). Thus, it is likely that 
dendrites in layer I may be quantitatively different than dendrites located in lower layers, and 
that these discrepancies are due to the layer rather than differences between Golgi and in vivo 
imaging techniques. 
 
3.2.2. Morphology and Turnover 
3.2.2.1. Spine Turnover density by morphology 
The morphological profile does not appear to differ between WT and KO animals in layer 
V tufts, and yet there is a larger population of unstable spines in the KO that have, on average, 
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smaller head size and longer necks. For this reason I wanted to determine whether the majority 
of spine turnover events come from one spine morphological category, and thus if stability of 
spines is influenced by morphology. First, I looked at the density of newly formed spines, broken 
up into morphological categories, in layer V somatosensory tufts from 1-month-old animals. 
Spines were defined as newly-formed if they were not present in the previous (2-day prior) 
imaging session. Interestingly, KO animals showed an increased trend in all morphological 
categories, with significantly more newly-formed mushroom spines compared to WT animals 
(1.11 +/- 0.16 spines/100µm WT (n=9 mice) vs. 2.18 +/- 0.39 spines/100µm KO (n=7 mice), 
p<0.05, Figure 3.5A). The results were the same when I compared the density of spine 
elimination events in WT and KO animals (Figure 3.5B). The number of mushroom spines lost 
per 100µm of dendrite was larger in the KO (2.57 spines +/- 0.24) compared to that of the WT 
(1.67 spines +/- 0.22), p<0.05).  
These findings suggest that the larger population of transient spines in the KO include a 
greater number of mushroom shaped spines, which are usually thought to be the more stable 
category. Although the data from Figure 3.5 suggests that more thin-spines and filopodia are 
lost than mushroom spines, and more stubby spines retained, these numbers could reflect the 
differences in the total number of spines of each type (Figure 3.3).  
 
3.2.2.2. Spine Turnover within morphology 
To determine the actual stability of each spine category, it is necessary to look at the 
percentage of spines that are lost out of all the spines that were classified as that type. We 
examined this relationship between stability and morphology in both young (1-month-old) and 
adult (3-month-old) Fmr1 WT and KO animals. Since it is well known that filopodia are less 
stable than spines, disappearing in minutes to hours in most studies, I was most interested in 
determining whether differences in spine morphology (stubby, mushroom, or thin-headed) are 
related to stability. First, we determined the percentage of spines that were lost from within each 
morphological category (Figure 3.6A and B). Both in young and adult animals, there was an 
overall main effect of morphology (p<0.001). Post-hoc analysis determined that the thin-headed 
spine type is less stable (shows more elimination) than both mushroom and stubby spines 
(p<0.01). Furthermore, in young animals, mushroom spines were also significantly more stable 
than stubby spines (p<0.001). Interestingly, although this cannot be statistically compared using 
this design, the elimination rate of thin and stubby spines appears to decrease between one and 
three months, whereas the elimination rate in mushroom spines remains low and stable 
regardless of age. Elimination rates in the Fmr1 KO were increased in most spine categories, 
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but this difference did not reach significance overall using ANOVA analysis (p=0.12 young, 
p=0.06 adult). 
We next analyzed what percentage of spines in each morphological category were 
newly-formed (not present at the first imaging session), and found that about 20% of thin spines 
in young (WT) animals are newly formed, whereas only about 10% are newly-formed in adult 
animals (Figure 3.6 C, D). Thus, shape alone is not an accurate measure of the age, or 
chronological immaturity, of a spine, at least between developmental stages. However, within 
age group (1 month or 3 months), spines within a specific morphology with significantly different 
in terms of the percent new-formed (p<0.001). The thin spine category had a larger percentage 
of newly-formed spines than did the mushroom spine category, and this was true in both young 
and adult animals (p<0.01). Furthermore, in younger animals, the stubby spine category also 
had a larger percentage of newly-formed spines than did the mushroom spine category 
(p<0.01). Although these results clearly demonstrate that spine stability and shape are 
correlated, they also show that newly-formed (less than 2-day-old) spines can exist in all three 
categories.  
 
3.2.3. Size of filopodia and mushroom, stubby, thin-headed spines 
All of our analyses thus far have used morphological categories of shape that are 
theoretically independent of absolute size. Mushroom shaped spines are defined as having a 
head equal or greater in width in comparison to the length of the spine neck. Thus, one can 
have a long necked spine with a very large head that is classified as a mushroom spine, or a 
very tiny spine with a very short neck that is also classified as a mushroom spine. However, it is 
likely, given that the classification scheme was designed based on the forms seen most often, 
that spines with very long necks usually have smaller heads (thin-headed spines), and spines 
with very short necks usually have larger heads (mushroom spines). I decided to determine if 
this was the case in layer V somatosensory tufts, in vivo. Four different measures of spine size 
were assessed, including head width, neck length, total length, and brightness. Brightness, a 
measure of volume, was assessed using integrated optical density (IOD) normalized to the 
brightness of the dendrite.  Although filopodia do not have a visible “head”, this measurement 
was taken at the largest width of the protrusion. Interestingly, head width and brightness, both 
measures of head size, led to different, but related conclusions. In both cases, mushroom 
shaped spines had the largest head size (all pairwise, *p<0.05). However, thin-headed spines 
were larger than stubby spines when head-width was compared, whereas stubby spines were 
larger when integrated brightness was used as the measure of size. Furthermore, there was 
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greater differentiation from filopodia when brightness was used. The differences between these 
measures are most likely due to a floor effect, as width measurements cannot be made below a 
single pixil, whereas brightness is theoretically able to measure variations smaller than this. 
Morphological categories also differed significantly in their total length, with filopodia > thin-
headed > mushroom > stubby spines (all pairwise, *p<0.001). Together, these findings suggest 
that morphological categories may be innately tied to size, even when size is not used as a 
criterion for their categorization. This brings up an important question regarding the 
interpretation of the results of our previous findings relating spine stability to spine morphology 
(figure 3.7); mushroom spines may be the most stable simple because they are, on average, the 
largest in size.  
Finally, and most interestingly, genotype did not appear to affect the size or length of any 
spine type when categorized in this fashion. Furthermore, as opposed to the data from figure 
3.6, there is not even a trend suggesting that decreased size could explain the differences in 
stability seen in the KO animals. In Chapter 2 (figure 2.7A) we showed that spine head size 
significantly predicts stability. However, KO animals appeared to show a trend towards 
increased turnover of spines of all sizes, including larger headed spines. Together with the 
findings presented here, these data may indicate that the increased turnover in the KO may be 
disassociated, to some degree, from the morphological features that normally predict it. In other 
words, KO mice may be losing larger, more “stable” spines inappropriately.  
 
3.2.4. Regression Analysis 
Our findings show that the category a spine is placed into predicts the average stability 
of spines in that category. In other words, it predicts the probability that the spine will be lost in 
the next imaging session. We have also shown that even though spines are placed into 
categories based on the ratio and presence of each feature compared to one another, 
mushroom shaped spines are still, on average, larger, whereas thin and stubby spines are, on 
average smaller. Furthermore, we have shown that spines that are lost are most often smaller-
headed spines (Figure 2.7A). Together, these findings suggest the possibility that size alone 
may predict the stability of a spine, and act as a confounding variable when trying to understand 
the role of spine shape. 
In order to determine if spine shape predicts stability independent of measures of size, I 
used logistic regression. First I tested which measure of size (head width, head volume, or 
length) was best able to predict spine stability of individual spines (rather than just average 
stability). Head volume was estimated using integrated “brightness”, the sum of fluoescence for 
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pixils within the spine. This measure has been shown previously to correlate well with spine 
head volume (and surface area) in spines reconstructed using electron microscopy (Holtmaat et 
al., 2005).  The variables were then added to the model using a forward LR method (SPSS), 
and a χ2 was computed in each case to determine if addition of the variable significantly 
improved the prediction. Length showed no significant predictive ability in the model (p>0.05), in 
agreement with our previous analysis. Brightness and head-width both added significantly to the 
prediction when analyzed in sequence. However, as both are measures of the same biological 
feature (head size), brightness was chosen for the final model since it had more predictive 
value.  
Next, the three variables of interest, brightness, morphology, and genotype, and well as 
all possible two and three way interactions were added to the model, again using the stepwise 
forward LR method. All three variables have significant predictive value when added alone. 
However, the LR method adds variables to the model one by one, based on their predictive 
value given the variables already in the model, and then tests to see if the new model is 
significantly improved compared to the previous model. Spine brightness was still most 
predictive, and thus added first. Brightness showed significantly better predictive value 
compared to a constant alone (χ2(df=1, N = 1313) = 241.4, p < 0.0001). The next variable added 
to the model was morphology, coded using two dummy variables to represent the three possible 
spine categories (Mushroom, thin, and stubby). The addition of morphology significantly 
improved the model [χ2(df=2, N = 1313) = 17.8, p = 0.00013], although to a much smaller 
degree than brightness. This is not surprising given the substantial correlation between 
morphology and brightness. Finally, a MorphxGenotype interaction term was added to the 
model and also significantly improved the model [χ2(df=2, N = 1313) = 11.2, p = 0.004]. No 
further terms were added to the model as no other variables significantly improved prediction. 
The full model is listed below: 
Ln(Stability) = -0.765 + 6.394(Brightness) + Morphology[+1.175(mushroom) + .533(thin) 
] + Gen(KO)XMorph[-0.693(mushroom) -0.492(thin)] 
The final model is significant using an omnibus test [χ2(df=5, N = 1313) = 270.5, p < 
0.0001]. The p values for the individual variables are listed in Figure 3.8. This model suggests 
that, of the variables we can currently measure, spine size is the most robust indicator of 
stability. Secondly, the model shows that morphology is also a significant predictor, even after 
the variation explained by head-size (brightness) has been removed. Specifically, mushroom 
spines are significantly more stable than stubby spines, all other factors being equal (p<0.001). 
Thin spines are also more stable that stubby spines, albeit not significantly in the model 
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(p=0.07). The reverse is actually true when analyzed on average (Figure 3.6A), but this may be 
explained by the finding that stubby spines are larger-headed on average, at least when 
analyzed using spine brightness. Finally, the interaction between genotype and morphology 
suggests that stability is differently related to morphology in KO animals compared to WT 
animals, with mushroom and thin spines less stable in the KO animals compared with stubby 
spines (significant for mushroom (p=0.004), but not thin spines, p=0.093). This is in line with our 
findings in Figure 3.6A, showing increased elimination in thin and mushroom spines in the KO, 
but decreased elimination in stubby spines. In this model, variation attributable to size has been 
removed, which makes it more likely, as I proposed at the end of section 3.2.3, that increased 
turnover in the KO animal cannot be explained by differences in overall size or morphology 
alone.  
 
3.3. DISCUSSION 
 
Several important conclusions can be drawn from the data presented in this chapter. 
First, I have shown that the morphological spine profile of apical tufts in layer I is dramatically 
different from the spine profile of apical shaft dendrites in other layers in all genotypes, even 
though the parent neuron is the same.  
In previous reports of apical shaft dendrites from young animals, filopodia-protrusions 
make up a large fraction (~40-60%) of total protrusions in both WT and Fmr1 KO animals, 
depending on dendrite type (Figure 1.4 A and B, Galvez et al., 2005). By contrast, we found that 
filopodia made up less than ~10% of the protrusions, both in young and adult animals (Figure 
3.2). In 75-day old animals in the Galvez study, the proportion of filopodia falls to ~20% in the 
WT, but remains elevated in the fmr1 KO, showing morphological maturation. Because these 
are proportions, it was not possible to tell whether the maturation in the WT animal is due 
directly to an absolute decrease in filopodia, or whether more mature forms actually increase in 
density at the same time. Similarly, it is thus difficult to say whether thin spines on the apical 
shaft are actually decreased in number in the KO, as opposed to the increased proportion of 
thin spines seen in the KO in apical obliques (fig 1.4B), or as reported by McKinney et al 2005 
(figure 1.4C). Nevertheless, our proportion data suggests that morphological maturation of the 
type reported by Galvez et al. (2005) does not appear to occur between 1 month and 3 months 
in apical tufts of layer V neurons. Furthermore, spine density in apical tufts was lower compared 
to dendrites located in deeper layers. Most importantly, there was no difference in sine 
phenotype between WT and KO in this region, regardless of age. 
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These findings are intriguing because they suggests that the spine profile may be related 
to the inputs available in specific layers, rather than the parent cell. Evidence in the literature for 
this model comes from hippocampal area CA1, where De Simoni and Edwards (2006) found 
that large, mushroom spines are preferentially connected to one pathway (in this case axons of 
CA3 neurons), whereas two other pathways onto the same dendrites rarely contacted 
mushroom shaped spines. However, they further suggest that morphology is also not an 
intrinsic property of the pathway, but rather a characteristic of the connectivity changes 
occurring over time between the populations of cells, including during learning and 
development. Nevertheless, the massive highway of diverse axonal inputs that course across 
layer I may be responsible for the very different spine profile found in this location.  
Alternatively, or additionally, the reduced density in layer I may also contribute to the 
morphological profile differences seen in this layer. In a systematic analysis of 23,000 spines 
from dendrites in multiple neuronal types, Konur et al. (2003) determined that spine head size is 
inversely related to spine density, with larger headed spines usually spaced further apart from 
one another than smaller headed spines. This is in line with our finding that layer V tufts have 
both low spine density and a substantially higher proportion of mushroom spines than previously 
reported for Layer V dendrites closer to the soma. Although I cannot yet use in vivo microscopy 
to address directly the ontogeny of the morphological spine phenotype found in deeper regions 
of the brain, the finding that FXS animals do not exhibit increased numbers of long, immature 
appearing spines in layer I, in combination with the similar context-dependent phenotypes found 
in other regions, is informative in itself. It is possible that there is no KO morphological 
phenotype because in this region because it lacks the does not normally show the same sort of 
morphological maturation as other regions.  
I have shown that unstable spines are immature-appearing on average and that there 
are more unstable spines in the KO animal (chapter 1). Yet, I also find there are not enough 
additional unstable spines in the KO to alter the overall morphological phenotype. Could this 
suggest an even more exaggerated turnover phenotype in other layers of the brain, or even in 
patients, where immature-appearing spines are extremely prevalent? Or alternatively, might 
there be a more pronounced dissociation between morphology and stability in deeper layers, as 
suggested by our analysis of these relationships? Clearly, future research using in vivo imaging 
of deeper layers (i.e. with prisms) or of other cell types (eg: layer 2/3 cells) will be necessary to 
test these possibilities. 
Secondly, I have found that spines, classified into morphological categories on the basis 
of the ratios of their relevant features, are significantly different from one another in several 
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ways. These categories differ both in terms of their relative stability (probability of being 
eliminated) and the “youthfulness” of their constituents, i.e., how many of them are newly-
formed. Furthermore, the spines also differ in their average size, even though the classification 
scheme is theoretically independent of size. There is a trend towards increased instability in 
some morphological categories in the KO (Figure 3.5) and the majority of the loss and gain 
events occur in mushroom spines (Figure 3.4). Yet, I find no difference in size between WT and 
KO, even within this morphological category where spines seem to be lost in greater numbers 
than they should. Although it is possible that the number of unstable spines is still insufficient to 
alter the overall morphological phenotype (the unstable spine proportion in this category is 
increased ~10% in the KO over WT), it is also a possibility that size and stability are somewhat 
dissociated in the KO. In chapter 2 (figure 3.6A), I examined the stability of spines of different 
head sizes, and saw an increased trend within all groups, suggesting that even some larger 
spines in the KO may be lost inappropriately. Here, I used regression analysis to analyze the 
contribution of each anatomical factor. Interestingly, I showed not only that shape is an 
independent predictor of stability, but that genotype interacts with this feature. As shape and 
size are highly intertwined, I believe these findings indicate that stability and spine morphology 
in general (size and shape) may be dissociated in the KO mouse, at least in this layer I. 
However, it is important to note that, even if confirmed, this effect is not large. Otherwise, the 
entire population of unstable spines in the KO would be significantly larger, on average. Instead, 
most of the excess transient spines in the KO are typical. In both genotypes, there is substantial 
overlap between the two populations, stable and unstable, in terms of size and shape. Thus, the 
stability of spines cannot be predicted on morphology and size alone. However, in the KO, there 
seems to be a slight shift in the probabilities, such that a few larger spines are also lost.  
It is oddly comforting, at least in terms of learning and memory research, that we cannot 
predict with certainty which spines will live and die. If we knew, from day to day, how the 
network would change solely based on the anatomy of each spine, then there would be no room 
for the act of learning to change the particular fate of individual connections in the network. 
Perhaps it is at this level, at the decision to live or die made during the process of learning, that 
the dysfunction in Fragile X exists. In the future, methods aimed to examine the activity in the 
network or individual spines, in combination with anatomy may allow us to better determine the 
underlying learning rules, and therefore whether these rules differ in the absence of FMRP.   
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3.4. METHODS 
3.4.1. Experimental Animals 
B6.Cg-Tg(Thy1-YFPH)2Jrs/J, stock #: 003782, heterozygous for the thy-1 YFP gene 
were obtained from Jax laboratories. I subsequently bred the strain into homozygousity using 
test-crosses and subsequent re-breeding of specific animals that produced all YFP offspring. 
YFP-H mice express yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) under the promoter control of thy1 in a 
specific subpopulation of pyramidal neurons, including layer V pyramidal neurons projecting to 
layer I, as well as occasional (~1%) layer II/III pyramidal neurons (YFP H-line, Feng et al., 
2000). The fluorescence is nearly undetectable at birth, but begins to increase such that by 2-3 
weeks neurons in the brain are sufficiently labeled to allow imaging. The phenotype of each pup 
could be assessed at the time of ear clipping (around 2-3 weeks), by placing each punch onto a 
glass slide and examining it for labeled axons under an epifluorescent microscope.  
Homozygous YFP-H C57Bl6 mice were then bred to either WT or Fmr1 KO C57Bl6 lines 
to produce F1 crosses containing one copy of the YFP gene, and one copy of the dysfunctional 
Fmr1 gene on the X chromosome. This breeding scheme therefore produced male mice 
containing no functional Fmr1 gene when the dam was also a homozygous Fmr1 knockout, 
whereas WT mice were produced when the sire was either WT or Fmr1 KO and the dam was a 
YFP-H+ Fmr1 WT. This breeding scheme was used for all in vivo imaging experiments at UIUC. 
At NYU, YFP-H C57Bl6 mice were crossed with the FVB strain, and then backcrossed to 
produce WT and KO littermates. Additional information is described in the methods section of 
Chapter 2 (2.5.4.1). 
Animals were housed socially, fed and watered ad-lib, and kept under a 12/12 light dark 
cycle. At UIUC experiments were performed between 7am (lights on) and 12pm, except for the 
experiments in visual cortex, which was performed between 4pm and 9pm (2hr after lights off). 
 
3.4.2. In vivo imaging 
3.4.2.1. Surgery 
Male mice were anesthetized by IP injection of KX (8.7mg Xylazine and 87mg Ketamine 
per kg body weight) and continuously monitored for depth of anesthesia. After the animal was 
fully anesthetized, the surgical site was shaved and cleaned using 3x betadine and 70% ethanol 
rinse. The skull surface was exposed using a midline incision, and a thin (400µm) sterile 
stabilizing plate was glued to the skull. A small skull region less than 2mm in diameter was 
thinned over the area of interest in the cortex (using stereotaxic coordinates) by the initial, 
gentle use of a high speed dental drill under a dissecting scope. The brain was kept cool 
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through careful, intermittent drilling and the use of Artificial cerebral spine fluid (ACSF) applied 
to the skull. The final stage of the thinning was completed by gentle scraping with a micro 
scalpel blade under the dissection scope to prevent any damage to the underlying brain, and an 
area less than 1mm in diameter was thinned to a 10-40µm thickness with extreme care (3.9A). 
The brain was then imaged through this thinned skull-window using an epifluorescent 
microscope equiped with a digital camera, and photographs were taken of the overlying 
vasculature to use as a roadmap to return to the same imaging location on subsequent imaging 
sessions (Figure 3.9B) The fluorescent image was also taken to confirm the presence of 
fluorescent dendrites in the area of thinning. The animal was then wrapped in sterile cotton pads 
(to keep warm) and placed on the microscope platform. The stabilizing plate (attached to the 
skull) of the anesthetized animal was then secured to bolts that are attached to this platform, to 
minimize breathing movements of the head during imaging. A water immersion objective of a 2-
photon microscope was then lowered onto the area, which was covered in ACSF (Figure 3.9C). 
Neurons were imaged through the thinned but intact skull using this microscope, thus causing 
no damage to the brain. After imaging, the stabilizing plate was gently removed, and the area 
was rinsed with sterile ACSF to remove any remaining glue or bone dust. The skin was then 
sutured with 3 to 5 non-absorbable sterile sutures (6-0 monofilament), and the animal was 
monitored as it recovered, and then returned to its home cage within the animal care facility and 
monitored every 12 hours thereafter for 36 hours. Animals were given one dose of carprofen, 
SQ, for pain management. Sutures were quickly removed when the wound healed, or, more 
often, were removed by companion mice in the cage. All mice are kept at least in pairs to avoid 
isolated conditions, and whenever possible, both animals receive surgery on the same day. For 
certain experiments, after the final imaging session, the animals were euthanized by cervical 
dislocation while anesthetized, or were given a lethal overdose of sodium pentobarbital 
(100g/kg) by IP injection for immunohistochemistry. In this case, animals were transcardially 
perfused with 0.1M phosphate buffer followed by fixative (paraformaldehyde, glutaraldehyde). 
The brain were subsequently removed and prepared for histological analysis.   
3.4.2.2. Imaging 
A 2-photon Ti-sapphire laser scanning microscope built on an upright Olympus 
microscope was used for imaging. The laser was tuned to the optimal excitation wavelength for 
YFP (920nm) and I used as low laser power as possible to minimize phototoxicity. The image 
was acquired using a long-working distance 60x water-immersion objective and a zoom of 3.0x 
for optimal resolution of dendritic spines. A stack of image planes at a depth of 50 to 200 µm 
from the pial surface was collected to get a full three-dimensional data set of dendrites (Figure 
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3.9D). The step size was 1µm for the initial image (no zoom), used for relocation, and 0.50 µm 
step size for the 3x zoomed images used for spine analysis (3.0 zoom).  
3.4.2.3. Quantification 
By imaging in four to seven zoomed locations, we were able to analyze at least 10-20 
dendritic segments (~5-20 mm in length) containing at least 100 dendritic protrusions per 
animal. To determine changes over time, the same dendritic segments were identified from 3D 
image stacks with high image quality taken at different times. The presence and morphology of 
all dendritic protrusions was recorded for each view by observers blinded to age and genotype. 
In certain studies, observers recorded the spine head width, defined as the maximum width at 
the tip of a spine and perpendicular to the shaft of the spine, spine length, neck width, and neck 
length, where applicable. Spines were assigned to morphological categories on the basis of 
ratios of biologically relevant morphological features, such as presence of a spine head (place 
of excitatory synaptic contact), thickness of neck (relevant to biochemical compartmentalization 
(Bloodgood and Sabatini, 2005), and the size ratio between these two features (see Figure 3.1). 
Additionally, relative “brightness” of the spine was measured as a ratio between fluorescence of 
the head and adjacent dendrite, using the methods adapted from Holtmaat et al., (2005), and 
further discussed in section 2.5.3. Protrusions were considered unchanged based on their 
location compared to adjacent landmarks, and considered different if they were more than 0.7 
µm away from their expected positions (Figure 3.10E). Adult WT and KO animals were 
compared using ANOVA analysis, using repeated measures as appropriate, except as 
otherwise noted. ERROR bars are SEM. 
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Figure 3.1 Spine Morphological Categories
A: Spines are categorized into shape classifications based on the presence or absence of the 
spine head or spine neck, and the relative ratios of the width of these features to one another 
as depicted here. The neck width is measured at its narrowest point, while the head width is 
measures at is widest. 
B: In vivo image showing all of the major spine categories. Most spines can be easily classified 
into morphological groups by eye. 
A
B
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Wildtype!   Fmr1 KO
Figure 3.2 Spine Morphology in Layer 5 tufts
Five independent experiments were performed over the course of several years. The 
experiments, numbered 1-5, are described below. Imaging for experiments 1 and 4 was 
performed by Dr. Feng Pan at NYU. Experiments 2, 3, and 5 were imaged by GMA. 
Morphological categories for all experiments were assigned by blind raters at UIUC (GMA: #1, 
2, 3, 5, and SR: #4). 
Study #:
1) Somatosensory cortex, FVBxC57Bl6 strain, n(animal number)=4 WT, 4 KO, age: 4 weeks
2) Somatosensory cortex, C57Bl6J strain, n=9 WT, 7 KO, age: 4 weeks 
3) Visual Cortex, C57Bl6J strain, n=6 WT, 9 KO, age: 5 weeks
4) Somatosensory cortex, FVBxC57Bl6 strain, n=2 WT, 2 KO, age: 3 months
5) Somatosensory cortex,C57Bl6J strain, n=6 WT, 9 KO, age: 3 months (controls from lithium 
exp. chapter 4)
Section 3.6 Figures and Tables
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Figure 3.3 Density of spines in each morphological category in Layer V tufts
Spine density in layer V tufts of somatosensory cortex in 1-month-old animals imaged in vivo 
and assessed during the first imaging session. Filopodia were increased in KO compared to 
WT (p=0.032), but not significantly with correction for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni, alpha 
= 0.0125)
 From: Study #2: Somatosensory cortex, C57Bl6J strain, n(animal #)=9 WT, 7 KO, age: 4 
weeks 
Density of spines by morphology, in layer 
V pyramidal tufts located in layer I
Wildtype!   Fmr1 KO
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Density of spines in apical pyramidal tufts 
located in layer I by morphology 
Density of spines in apical pyramidal tufts 
located in layer I using Golgi
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Figure 3.4 Density and morphology of pyramidal tuft spines in Fmr1 KO and WT 
animals using Golgi. 
A) Spine density in pyramidal tufts of somatosensory cortex (SSctx) and visual cortex in adult 
animals (study 6 and 7). In both cases, the majority of dendrites were from Layer II/III 
neurons, as pyramidal neurons from layer V did not usually make it all the way to the 
surface, due to the angle of sectioning. 
B) Spine density by morphology in somatosensory cortex of 75 day old Fmr1 WT and KO 
animals. Spines were listed as unclassified (uk) if they protruded out of the focal plane, 
making assessment of morphology inaccurate. 
From:
Study #6: Somatosensory cortex: n=5 KO, 4 WT, age: 75 days (tissue via Galvez et al. 2005)
Study #7: Visual cortex: n=3, age: 45 days (tissue from Glucocorticoid study, Chapter 4)
filo!     thin!        mush!   stubby      uk
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Figure 3.5 Number of newly-formed spines and eliminated spines per 100µm of dendrite 
over a 2-day period in somatosensory cortex in 1-month-old WT and Fmr1 KO animals. 
There was a significantly larger number of newly-formed (A) and eliminated (B) mushroom 
spines per 100 micrometers of dendrite in Fmr1 KO compared with WT animals. 
(n=9WT, 7KO) 
*p<0.05, corrected for four pre-planned comparisons via Bonferroni method. Error bars: SEM
WT
Fmr1 KO
A
B
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Figure 3.6 Spine turnover within morphological category in somatosensory cortex
The stability of spines from each morphological category was assessed by calculating the 
percentage of spines lost of spines within that category in 1-month-old (A, study 2) and 3-
month-old (B) animals.  Similarly, the number of spines in each category that were newly-
formed (not present in the previous imaging session, 2 days prior) was determined for 1-month-
old (C) and 3-month-old (D) animals. Turnover of filopodia are included on the graph for 
comparison, but were not included in the statistical analysis. 
ANOVA followed by all pairwise post-hocs using Tukey’s correction for multiple comparisons. 
 **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. Error bars are SEM.
(Study 2) Somatosensory cortex, C57Bl6J strain, n=9 WT, 7 KO, age: 1 month
(Study 4) Somatosensory cortex, C57Bl6J strain, n=6 WT, 9 KO, age: 3 months
A B
C D
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Figure 3.7 Spine size within morphological category in somatosensory cortex in 1-
month-old mice
The size of spines with each morphological category was assessed using four measures of 
size, head width (A), length (B) head brightness (C), and neck length (D). 
Analysis by ANOVA showed a significant effect of morphology in all measures (p<0.01). This 
was followed by post-hoc analysis for all pairwise comparisons. 
Displayed *p values are corrected p-values using Tukey’s correction for multiple comparisons. 
Error bars are SEM.
From: Study #2: Somatosensory cortex, C57Bl6J strain, n=9 WT, 7 KO, age: 1 month
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Figure 3.8 Logistic Regression Analysis
Logistic regression was used to test which anatomical measures could best predict spine 
stability (whether a spine would be eliminated in the next imaging session), and whether these 
measures interacted with the genotype of the animal. Features were added to the model until 
they no longer improved predictability, using the forward LR method (SPSS). The model 
derived from step 3 is
Ln(Stability) = -0.765 + 6.394(Brightness) + Morphology[+1.175(mushroom) + .533
(thin) ] + (KO)X orph[-0.693(mushroom) -0.492(thin)]
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Figure 3.9 In vivo imaging methods
A) An area of skull less than 1mm in diameter is thinned to 10-40µm thickness with a dental 
drill and hand scalpel. B) Images are taken of the area using epifluorescence in order to 
record the position of the vasculature and confirm the presence of fluorescent dendrites  C) 
The anesthetized animal is fixed to a stabilizing plate to reduced breathing artifacts. D) An 
overview stack is taken of the dendrites to allow re-localization at a later imaging session. E) 
Spines are examined (using a 3-Dimensional stack) in images taken days or months apart to 
determine the loss of spines or the formation of new spines. 
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CHAPTER 4 
MANIPULATING THE SPINE PHENOTYPE 
 
“There is nothing wrong with change, if it is in the right direction” 
     -Winston Churchill 
 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In 2007, Dolen et al. published a paper entitled “Correction of fragile X syndrome in 
mice.” Having found that genetic knockdown of mGluR5 in the Fmr1 mouse led to the 
amelioration of an impressive array of behavioral and structural abnormalities, Dolen et al. 
(2007) essential pronounced the Fragile X problem solved. All that was left to do was design the 
right drug to mimic the effect and give it to humans.  
With almost any other disease these findings would have been cause for major 
celebration. The major problem is that, in Fragile X, a wide variety of pharmacological and 
behavioral treatments seem to alter Fragile X phenotypes, making it difficult to rigorously test 
how each manipulation interacts with the disease. Behavioral phenotypes often differ markedly 
between strains of Fmr1 KO animals, and some can even be rescued by environmental 
manipulation alone (Restivo et al., 2005). Along with mGluR inhibitors, lithium, minocyclin, and 
GABA agonists have all shown effects on different behavioral phenotypes in Fragile X mouse, 
and early clinical trials for some of these drugs have been completed or are now underway in 
humans (Berry-Kravis et al., 2008; Bilousova et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2010; Paribello et al., 2010; 
Wang et al., 2010). However, the lack of direct biomarkers of improvement, and the huge 
variability in the behavioral phenotypes both in mice and patients, makes interpretation of the 
results difficult. It is fairly easy to determine if a particular drug in its current form has a 
beneficial effect, but without specific knowledge regarding the outcome measures that you want 
to improve, it is difficult to determine if the line of treatment is worth pursuing, and if so, how to 
improve it.   
Similarly, the dendritic spine phenotype has been used to study pharmacological and 
behavioral interventions, but with even more guarded optimism, since, without direct behavioral 
correlates, it is almost entirely unclear what a “rescued” spines phenotype represents.  
Most studies examining the effect of individual treatments on the spines in FXS have shown a 
full or partial rescue of the described phenotype, although it is plausible that some studies 
showing no rescue fail to be published. The main difficulty with interpreting changes in the spine 
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phenotype is that these changes may happen in multiple ways and be indicative of very different 
underlying phenomena. A change in spine number in one situation might occur differently in 
another, due to the hormonal status of the animal. Changes in spine number could represent 
changes in synapse number, but alternatively, they could represent changes in how spines 
associate with existing synapses. Moreover, a drop in spine density could mean either a loss of 
existing stable spines, or a reduction in the ongoing formation of new ones.  Instead of trying to 
rescue the anatomical spine phenotype itself, I decided to use manipulations already known to 
alter dendritic spines, to instead address how different mechanisms could play a role in how we 
interpret rescue studies. In this chapter I examine two specific questions. 1) If alterations in the 
glucocorticoid pathway (through either altered receptor localization or glucocorticoid signaling) 
could impact the abnormal spine profile, and 2) Whether an enriched environment, known to 
alter spine morphology in the KO, specifically alters ultrastructural measures of spine 
connectivity. In Chapter 5, I additionally examine how spine dynamics are altered by lithium, as 
a direct method for addressing how changes in spine phenotypes come about. Although these 
questions each address very different specifics about Fragile X, the larger question that drove 
their formulation is the same. We know that spine phenotype can be altered; the question now 
is, what does that mean? 
One of the fundamental corollaries of the cargo hypothesis (section 1.3.1) is that the 
dysreglulation in translation of specific cargo mRNAs contributes to aspects of the FXS 
phenotype. Identification of the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) as a candidate cargo mRNA led to 
the hypothesis that dysregulated localization or translation of this receptor could lead to anxiety 
and the altered cortisol regulation seen in human patients (Hessl et al., 2006; Miyashiro et al., 
2003). Male Fmr1 KO mice of the C57Bl6 strain also specifically show delayed cortisol 
activation with a protracted return to baseline, suggesting that both signaling and negative 
feedback mechanisms might be abnormal (Markham et al., 2006b). Furthermore, Miyashiro et 
al, 2003, found that the localization of GR receptor was altered in the CA1 region of the KO 
mouse. KO mice have a 40% reduction in GR in the stratum radiatum, where the CA1 
hippocampal apical dendrites reside, suggesting that in the absence of FMRP, there might be a 
failure of GR transport or translation in the distal dendrites. Recently, it has been shown that the 
glucocorticoid receptor can be found at synapses, and may contribute to dendritic spine 
morphogenesis at the level of individual spines (Komatsuzaki et al., 2005). Thus, altered GR 
expression may impair glucocorticoid sensing, leading to dysregulated cortisol release do to 
impaired negative feedback. This signaling could then, in turn, contribute to abnormal spine 
morphogenesis in neurons expressing glucocorticoid receptors. However, excessive or chronic 
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stress signaling has most often been reported to reduce spine and synapse density, rather than 
enhance it (Fuchs et al., 2006). If glucocorticoid receptors in the KO are not localized properly 
into the dendrites and spines, as suggested by Miyashiro et al., (2003), then spine morphology 
in the KO mouse would not respond properly to local glucocorticoid signaling at the spine, but 
might respond to chronic dysregulated signaling through other (eg. nuclear) mechanisms. We 
therefore examined spine density and morphology after acute administration of dexamethazone, 
a glucocorticoid receptor agonist, to Fmr1 WT and KO animals. This administration mimics 
glucocorticoid signaling, allowing us to determine the effects of GR activation on spines in a 
controlled manner, and therefore whether hormone signaling during stress or experience might 
have differential effects on spine morphology in WT and KO mice.  
Whereas unseen stress or experience might alter the results of studies on spine 
morphology, unseen function might change our interpretation of such results. In the WT mouse, 
a spine containing a bulbous head is almost always associated with a synapse (Arellano et al., 
2007). However, it is unknown whether this assumption holds true in the KO animal. 
Furthermore, although we generally interpret changes in spine density using the assumption of 
a one-synapse-one bouton connection, this belief may also prove misguided. 
Restivo et al. (2005) showed that spine morphology in the visual cortex of the KO animal 
was restored to a WT profile by long-term (developmental) exposure to an enriched 
environment (an environment filled with social partners and toys which are changed daily). 
However, as with drug treatments showing a rescue in spine abnormalities, it is difficult to 
determine what these findings represent. Our laboratory therefore examined the ultrastructural 
phenotype after exposure to a complex environment in KO animals. The primary outcome of the 
original study was synapse density, which was not significantly affected by 30 days of 
environmental enrichment (Figure 4.5). However, there was a trend toward decreased synapse 
number in the KO overall (GENOTYPE p=0.09), especially in the enriched environment, which 
contrasts with the increased density seen in dendritic spines after this treatment. This indirectly 
suggests that some of the excess spines in the KO are uninnervated, despite the fact that many 
of the excess spines contain a spine head. In this study, I decided to take a second look at the 
type of synapses present on spines in this region. I reclassified synapses into three types: single 
spines, multiple-synapse-spines (MSS) or multiple-synapse-boutons (MSB), in order to test the 
assumption that the pretense of a spine in the KO represents the same underlying feature in a 
WT animal.  
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4.2. RESULTS 
4.2.1. GR translocation 
I first confirmed that stress-induced translocation to the nucleus of GR receptors 
functioned properly in the KO, as enhanced nuclear expression could be an alternate 
explanation for the different distribution of GR receptors. Animals were subjected to 30 min of 
restraint stress (or sham), and either sacrificed immediately or allowed to recover for 15, 60, or 
90 min. Nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions were extracted to assess GR translocation using 
western blot analysis. As expected, GR translocated to the nuclear fraction in both WT and KO 
animals, but remained elevated in the nuclear fraction in the KO (Figure 4.1), in parallel with the 
protracted return to baseline of corticosterone, previously reported in these same animals 
(Markham et al., 2006b). Although assessed in the cerebellum, rather than the hippocampus, 
these data suggest lack of a global difference in nuclear GR at baseline, and show that GR can 
translocate appropriately (and in parallel with corticosterone levels) in response to stress in the 
KO animal.  
 
4.2.2. Spine Phenotype 
We next tested the hypothesis that disrupted receptor expression in the KO mouse 
would alter the effects of GR activation at dendritic spines. There is no published literature on 
the effects of dexamethazone administration on spines in vivo. However, it has been found that 
administration to slices almost doubles the density of spines within 1 hour, primarily though an 
increase in thin and mushroom type spines (Komatsuzaki et al., 2005). We therefore injected 
40-45 day old mice with dexamethazone, at 4 doses: 0 (sham), 1, 2 or 5µg/100gram body 
weight. These procedure was designed as a glucocorticoid-suppression test. Thus, the primary 
outcome was assessment of the negative feedback mechanisms in the KO. Negative feedback 
normally immediately down-regulate endogenous GR signaling in response to exogenous 
dexamethazone. However, this procedure also allows us to test the response of spines to GR 
activation via dexamethazone.  Animals were euthanized after 4 hours and the brain was 
removed for Golgi processing. Measurement of cortisol levels in trunk blood (by other members 
of our laboratory), revealed impaired negative feed-back in the KO animals, who showed 
significantly attenuated dexamethazone induced glucocorticoid-suppression, compared with WT 
controls (SfN poster: Markham et al., 2006a).  
For measurements of spine changes, I compared mice injected with the highest 
dexamethazone dose (5µg/100g mouse) to sham injected animals. The CA1 of the 
hippocampus was examined, as this was the region where GR distribution differences were 
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reported in the KO, and furthermore, where dexamethazone has been shown to promote 
spinogenesis in acute slices. However, the phenotype in CA1 in the KO is different from other 
regions of the brain, with a different immature profile of spines, and no significant difference in 
spine density previously reported (Grossman et al., 2006). Fully impregnated pyramidal neurons 
in area CA1 of hippocampus were examined using light microscopy. 
I first measured apical oblique dendrites 100-200µm away from the soma. Interestingly, I 
found that spine density was significantly reduced in the KO compared to the WT in sham-
injected animals (Figure 4.2). Furthermore, dexamethazone did not appear to have an effect on 
spine density in either genotype in these dendrites.  
Next, I looked at dendritic spines on the apical shaft, either 50µm or 100µm from the 
soma, and examined spine density as well as morphology. In these dendrites, spine density in 
the KO was instead increased (albeit non-significantly) in the KO animals (Figure 4.3, p=0.08). 
Dexamethazone appeared to increase spine density in WT animals, but less so in the KO, 
although none of these effects reached significance. I further examined spine morphology and 
size, as GR activation was thought to primarily increase the density of mushroom spines. 
Overall, I found a significant main effect of genotype (p=0.031), as well as a 
morphologyXgenotype interaction (p=0.043), confirming that the KO had a higher density of 
spines overall, and that this was likely most pronounced in mushroom shaped spines (Figure 
4.4A). The main effect of treatment again did not reach significance overall (p=0.11), however 
there was a trend towards increased density of mushroom spines in the WT animals, whereas 
the trend was in thin spines in the KO. In order to see if morphological differences could be 
better examined by overall size, I took a rough measure of spine size (spines greater or less 
than 1µm in length). There appeared to be an increase in density of both larger and smaller 
spines in the WT after dexamethazone treatment, whereas larger spines in the KO showed no 
apparent increase (although neither effect reached significance).  Although I was unable to 
show a significant effect of dexamethazone in vivo, the trends were in line with what has been 
reported in slice culture.  The findings also demonstrate that the context dependence of the 
Fragile X phenotype extends even to different dendrites on the same type of neuron, as I saw a 
significant increase in spine density in the KO on the apical shaft of CA1 neurons, but a 
significant reduction in density on apical obliques. 
 
4.2.3. Enriched Environment and ultrastructure 
I examined synapse type using a modified physical dissector method. Aligned ultra-thin 
sections (about 10-14 per stack) were used for this analysis. Synapses that appeared between 
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the first and second image were identified. Then, each of these synapses was examined 
throughout the full stack to determine if it represented a simple synapse, a multiple synapse 
spine (MSS), or a multiple synapse bouton (MSB). Only synapses that appeared in the second 
image and the second to last image (going in reverse) were utilized in this study, as otherwise 
there would not be enough sections to reconstruct the synapse. The number of synapses of 
each type per neuron was estimated by using synapses/volume divided by an estimate of 
neurons/volume. Neuronal density was examined by light microscope from adjacent areas of 
tissue, using the physical dissector method (see methods). 
 Although MSS and MSB synapses make up a small percentage of the total synapses, 
there was a significant effect of environment on the total number of multiple synapse boutons, 
and this effect varied depending on the genotype (Figure 4.5: main effect: Genotype, and 
GenotypeXenvironment interaction, p<0.05). Whereas isolated WT and KO animals have 
approximately equal numbers of MSBs, we found that WT animals raised in an enriched 
environment had approximately 511.0 +/- 74.4 MSBs per neuron, whereas KO animals only had 
364.2 +/- 58.9 MSBs per neuron. By contrast, environmental enrichment had no effect on the 
number of multiple spine synapses (MSS) in the WT animal, but increased this number in the 
KO, albeit non-significantly. These findings suggest that environment enrichment affects WT 
and KO animals in very different ways, at least in terms of spine connectivity. These findings 
highlight why a “normalized” density is not necessarily a beneficial result in terms of treatment 
strategies. Environmental enrichment, which rescues some abnormal behavioral phenotypes in 
the KO, actually increases some synaptic differences at the ultrastructural level, perhaps 
through upregulation of compensatory mechanisms induced by the extra sensory training and 
input. These changes occur in opposite direction in the WT and KO, but this appears to be 
beneficial rather than harmful, at least in terms of the behavior measures that have been 
examined in the literature. 
 
4.3. DISCUSSION 
In this chapter I examined two different manipulations of the spine phenotype using two 
different methods. Although each experiment was designed to test a distinct hypothesis, overall 
I was interested in testing mechanisms that could alter our interpretations of changes in the 
spine phenotype. 
First, I showed that in CA1 pyramidal neurons of the hippocampus, spine density in the 
KO animal is significantly increased compared to WT on the apical shaft, whereas it is 
significantly decreased compared to WT on apical obliques. The apical shaft data confirms the 
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trend reported by Grossman et al (2006), which did not reach statistical significance in that 
paper. This is intriguing because it shows that the phenotype can vary significantly within the 
same neuron type, with higher density at one location and lower in another.  
Dexamethazone exposure itself did not appear to have a significant effect on the density 
or morphology of spines in either type of dendrite. However, in apical dendrites of the WT, there 
was a trend toward increase spine density in animals treated with dexamethazone, especially in 
mushroom shaped spines, and this trend is very similar to the changes described in acute slices 
(Komatsuzaki et al., 2005). Although direct conclusions cannot be drawn from this data due to 
the lack of statistical differences, the trends warrant future experiments into this mechanism of 
spine morphogenesis. Specifically, since the effect appears to occur within four hours, 
examining these changes using live imaging would allow one to specifically determine if and 
how acute morphogenesis occurs, and if these changes are attenuated or altered in the KO 
animal. Additionally, these findings shed light on how stress might interact with the 
morphological phenotype when it is a covariate in a study rather than the focus.  
Secondly, we found that exposure to an enriched environment alters the number of 
multiple synapse boutons (MSB), both increasing them in the WT and significantly decreasing 
them in the KO. MSBs (also known as multiple spine synapses) represent multiple spines 
connected with a single synaptic partner. Although not a great deal is known about the role of 
different synaptic arrangements, it has been shown that the frequencies of different types of 
synapses change with experience. After motor learning, for example, there is an increase in the 
number of multiple synapse boutons along with an increase in simple synapses, but no change 
in the number of multiple synapse spines (Kim et al., 2002). Furthermore, LTP also promotes 
the formation of multiple spine synapses/MSBs, and it has been shown that this is due to 
multiple spines from the same dendrite contacting the same axonal bouton, presumably 
increasing the synaptic connection strength by duplicating existing connections (Toni et al., 
1999). Thus, it is extremely interesting that enriched environment increases this connection type 
in the WT animals, but seemingly does the reverse in the KO. However, it is unclear whether 
this effect is compensatory, or a new phenotype/deficit that is only manifest under the enriched 
condition. Indeed, enriched environment ameliorates some behavioral abnormalities in the KO 
animal, such as impaired habituation to objects and impaired exploration, whereas it was not 
shown to improve the hyperactivity phenotype (Restivo et al., 2005). As no learning tasks have 
been reported in KO mice raised using an enriched environment, it is hard to speculate on the 
meaning of the decreased MSBs seen in the KO after enrichment. Do the additional MSBs (or 
synapses, in other studies), added in WT animals raised in an enriched environment represent 
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additional memories, added over time, or do they represent the increased capacity for new 
learning? Perhaps these two alternatives are equivalent, as high quality connections added in 
the past can lead to additional high quality connections as the network develops.  Nevertheless, 
it is clear that KO animals reared under an enriched environment have an ultrastructural spine 
profile very different from that of either WT animals or isolated KO animals, despite 
morphological rescue in spine abnormalities. It is thus important to consider this type of scenario 
(multiple spines with single partners or spines with multiple partners) when trying to interpret the 
gross morphological spine phenotype.  
Together these data highlight the multiple layers that need to be addressed in order to 
understand changes in a particular phenotype. Stress induced cortisol signaling adds a layer of 
complexity to the spine phenotype that will need to be examined in order to fully understand 
changes in dendritic spines occurring with other manipulations. However, it also offers one 
potential explanation, or at least an example, for how the spine phenotype could be context-
dependent.  Changes in synaptic connection type, such as multiple synaptic boutons, may be 
the end result of some of the reactive spine changes we have explored, and yet this process 
may be dysregulated in the KO mouse without our being able to regularly detect it. Future 
research may have to identify pre-synaptic contacts of spines that have been imaged over time 
to explore these differences in concert with morphogenesis. 
 
 
4.4. METHODS 
4.4.1. Restraint Stress 
82 Male N13C57BL/6J and 81 N12FVB Fmr1 KO and WT mice (aged 40-45 days) (8 - 
12 /genotype/condition). Procedures were approved by IACUC. Restraint and corticosterone 
analysis was as described in Markham et al. (2006). Animals were subjected to 30 min of 
restraint in a 50 ml plastic centrifuge tube, removed and either sacrificed immediately or allowed 
to recover for 15, 60, or 90 min. Testing took place between 10:00 and 12:30 h. 
Corticosterone analysis: Trunk blood was collected, permitted to clot for 30 min and 
the serum fraction was stored at -20 ºC. Levels were assayed using a competitive EIA kit 
(Immunodiagnostic Systems). 
Nuclear and Cytoplasmic extraction: Nuclear and Cytoplasmic fractions were 
extracted to assess GR translocation according to methods adapted from Kitchener et al., 
(2004). Briefly, tissue was homogenized at 4ºC in 10µl/mg tissue of S1 buffer, centrifuged 
(2000g, 3 min.), and the supernatant was kept as cytoplasmic fraction and stored at -80ºC.  The 
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pellet was resuspended in S1 and passed 10 times through a 25-G needle.  After centrifugation 
(2000g, 3 min.), the pellet was washed in S1 buffer, and recentrifuged (2000g, 3 min.). The 
pellet was resuspended in 1.2 pellet volume of S2 buffer and kept under agitation on ice for 1 hr, 
then centrifuged (20,000g for 35 min.) Supernatant was kept as the nuclear fraction.  
 
Western Blot:  Protein concenctration was determined using a Bicinchoninic Acid 
Solution (Sigma) protein assay test, and equal (10-30ug) of protein was loaded on 10% 
polyacrylamide gel. Anti-GR antibody (1:10,000) Santa-Cruz biotechnologies (M-20), followed 
by 2 hours in anti-rabbit IgG, HRP-linked 2ndary antibody (Cell Signaling) and visualized with 
SuperSignal West ECL (Pierce) using a FluorChem 8900 machine (Alpha Innotech). 
Data Analysis: Standards (mixed brain homogenates) were loaded in duplicate to allow 
comparison between gels.  Optical density (OD) measurements were made using 
AlphaEaseFC. OD of the target protein was normalized using a stain for total protein (Amido 
Black or SYPRO Ruby (Invitrogen)) – based on my findings that total protein stains are a better 
loading control than antibodies commonly used (Aldridge et al., 2008).  Normalized data were 
then standardized between blots by dividing by the normalized OD of the standard lanes. 
 
4.4.2. Dexamethazone administration 
Animals were weighed and given injections of dexamethazone (1, 2 or 5µg/100gram) or saline, 
and then returned to their home cages for 4 hours. After 4 hours, animals were sacrificed by 
rapid decapitation using a sharpened guillotine.  
 
4.4.3. Golgi Staining and Analysis 
Fully impregnated CA1 neurons in the anterior hippocampus that had apical dendrites 
reaching at least 200µm were chosen for analysis. Dendritic segments were chosen from apical 
oblique dendrites found at least 150µm from the soma, and apical shaft segments between 50-
100 or 100-150µm from the soma. The segment was at least 10µm in length and in a single 
plane of focus, and was at least 5 µm away from the branch point and terminus of the dendrite. 
8 dendrites were counted for each animal (4 at each distance) on apical dendrites, and 14 
segments were counted per animal on aplical oblique dendrites. 
Golgi- Detailed Methods: Golgi-Cox solution was prepared as follows: Solution A: 37.5 g 
potassium dichromate in 750ml warm dH20. Solution B: 37.5g mercuric chloride in 750ml dH20, 
heated to just below boiling. Solution C: 30g potassium chromate in 600 ml cold dH20. The 
three solutions were then combined with 1500ml addition dH2O, and then stored in a dark glass 
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bottle for 5 days. The mixture was then filtered (#4 filter paper), and then stored in the dark 
again until use.  
Brains were removed after rapid decapitation and immediately placed into Golgi Cox Solution. 
After about 5-7 days, brains were checked for adequate staining using a thin-slice (prepared by 
hand) covered in several drops of ammonium hydroxide for 5 min, followed by drops of water. If 
neurons were appropriately filled, brains were then blocked at the optic chiasm and dehydrated. 
(Dehydration: 1 hour in 100% ETOH: Acetone (1:1), 1 ½ hrs in same; fresh solution, 1 ½ hrs in 
same; fresh solution, 1 hour in 100% ETOH, 3 hrs in 100% ETOH: Ether (1:1) Between steps, 
jars are stored in a dessicator, and the lid is wiped each time with 100% ETOH).  
After dehydration, brains were placed into 6% celloiden in a glass container (Parlodion strips 
dissolved in 1:1 100%ETOH:Ether). After a week, brains were moved to 12% celloiden. After 
another week, brains were placed into plastic boats (Embedding Molds, Polysciences) and 
covered with 12% celloiden and then placed into a dessicator with added chloroform. Brains 
were removed when hardened, and stored in butanol if not sectioned immediately. Brains were 
then sectioned using a sliding microtome at 150µm to allow visualization of as much of the 
dendritic tree as possible.   Processing: Sections were then processed as follows, and then 
mounted. 1) 50% ETOH for 1 min, 2) dH20 for 1 min (submerge with paintbrush), 3) AH for 20 
min. (under hood; 400 ml Ammonium Hydroxide: 800 ml dH20 in tray), 4) dH20 for 1 min (under 
hood), 5) Kodak Fix for 10 min. (stock Kodak rapid Fix (A) solution: 1 part stock: 3 parts dH20. 
Working solution for the processing tray: 100 ml stock soln: 1000 ml dH20), 6) dH20 for 1 min., 
7) 50% ETOH for 1 min, 8) 70% ETOH for 1 min., 9) 95% ETOH for 1 min. 10) 100% ETOH for 
3 min. 11) 100% ETOfor 3 min., 12) Xylene for 5 min.  
 
4.4.4. Enriched Environment 
30-day-old WT and Fmr1 KO FVB mice were either individually housed, or placed together in a 
large wire mesh cage (2’ x 2’ x 2’), with a large assortment of toys that were changed daily. 
During the changing, the mice were moved to an open field (3’ x3’ x 2’), also filled with toys for 
45 minutes. The arrangement and complexity of the toys in the open field was increased over 
the period of 30 days. Isolated mice were also handled. Both groups of animals were given 
saline injections to control for another parallel study. Mice were sacrificed at 60 days of age, 
anesthetized, perfused, and prepared for electron microscopy. Semi-thin sections were also 
taken and stained with Methylene Blue/Azure II 0Basic Fuschin for estimation of neuronal 
density. Neuron density was estimated using the physical disector (Sterio, 1984). 
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4.4.5. Electron Microscopy and Analysis 
Electron microscopy was used to test the innervation of dendritic spines in young adult 
Fmr1 KO and WT animals housed under either isolated conditions in standard housing or an 
enriched environment (n= 6-7 per condition, 1 tissue section per animal, 2-3 optical stacks per 
section). Electron microscopy methods used for this experiment are as detailed in Klintsova et 
al, (2002). The dissector method was used to make unbiased stereological quantifications 
(Gundersen et al., 1988; Sterio, 1984). Synapses (that appeared in the second image out of a 
full stack) were then classified as simple, MSB or MSS, by utilizing the full 3D range of sections 
available. A MSB (multiple synaptic bouton) forms synaptic contacts with two or more dendritic 
spines and/or dendritic shafts; and an MSS (multiple synaptic spine) is a synapse forming a 
synaptic contact with more than one bouton (Jones et al., 1997). Neuron density was also 
calculated using the physical dissector. 5-7 disector pairs, used in forward and reverse (10-14 
pairs) were utilized per tissue block. For each dissector pair, 45 samples sites (1500µm2 each) 
were randomly placed throughout Layer IV of V1M, the same region examined using electron 
microscopy. Sections were aligned and using a computer interface, all neurons and glia present 
in a section were marked. The adjacent section was then aligned with the marks, and each cell 
was assessed to see if it disappeared. New neurons in the adjacent section were also marked 
(for forward and reverse dissector methods).  The density of neurons was then estimated as 
follows: (#neurons gained+lost)/(2(forward + reverse) x 1500µm x sampling sites x 
2µm(between sections). Synapses/neuron was then calculated as synapse density divided by 
neuron density.  
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Figure 4.1 Stress induced translocation of GR into the nucleus
Fmr1 WT and KO mice were exposed to mild restraint stress for 30 minutes by placement in a 
plastic tube with an airhole. (A).  Analysis of nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions by western blot 
analysis showed that GR translocated to the nucleus after stress, and then returned to the 
cytoplasmic fraction (B).  Panel C shows a representative western blot.
A
B
C
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Spine Density in Apical Oblique Dendrites after 
exposure to acute dexamethazone
Figure 4.2 Spine density in apical oblique dendrites after acute exposure to 
dexamethazone.
 Fmr1 WT and KO mice were injected with saline or 5µg/100gram body weight 
dexamethazone and then sacrificed 4 hours later. Secondary terminating obliques 
were analyzed for spine density using light microscopy of Golgi stained tissue.
n(mice) = 5,7,7,7 (WT, WTdex, KO, KOdex)  *p=0.005 (Bonferroni correction: α = 
0.0125)
Sham inj.
Dex inj.
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Figure 4.3 Spine Density on the Apical Shaft of CA1 Neurons after Dexamethazone 
exposure.
Fmr1 WT and KO mice were injected with saline (mock) or 5µg/100gram body weight 
dexamethazone (Dex) and then sacrificed 4 hours later. Apical dendrites 50 or 100µm from 
the soma were analyzed for spine density using light microscopy of Golgi stained tissue.
n(mice) = 5,7,7,7 (WT, WTdex, KO, KOdex). ERROR bars are SEM.
50µm from the soma 100µm from the soma
Anova: 
Genotype: p=0.08
Treatment: p=0.3
GenXtreat: p=0.6
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Figure 4.4 Spine Density by morphology after acute dexamethazone exposure.
Fmr1 WT and KO mice were injected with saline (mock) or 5µg/100gram body weight 
dexamethazone (Dex) and then sacrificed 4 hours later. Apical dendrites 50 or 100µm from the 
soma were analyzed for spine morphology using light microscopy of Golgi stained tissue.
n(mice) = 5,7,7,7 (WT, WTdex, KO, KOdex). ERROR bars are SEM.
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Figure 4.5 Change in synapse type with long-term exposure to an enriched environment
(A) Male Fmr1 KO and WT animals were house either under isolated conditions (IC), or in an 
environment enriched with toys that were changed daily (EC), starting when the animals were 
30 days old, and continued until the animals were perfused at 60 days. Electron microscopy 
was used to determine the number of synapses per neuron, and as well as the subtypes of 
these synapses (B): Multiple synaptic spines (MSS), and Multiple synapse boutons (MSB).
ANOVA analysis showed a significant Genotype (p=0.006) and GENxEnvironment interaction 
(p= 0.004) for multiple synapse boutons (MSB). 
n(mice) = 6-7 per group. Error bars are SEM.
A
B
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CHAPTER 5 
PHARMACOLOGICAL TREATMENT 
 
 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The choice of lithium to evaluate the relationship between changes in spine dynamics 
and “rescue” of the spine phenotype in the KO mouse was based on two important criteria. I 
was interested in a drug that 1) had already shown promise in behavioral efficacy, either in the 
mouse model or in human FXS patients, and 2) was known to “rescue” the dendritic spine 
phenotype in the Fmr1 KO mouse, so that our in vivo analysis would not be investigating if 
dendritic spines are altered by treatment, but instead how the long-term dynamics of individual 
spines might lead to these changes.  
Lithium has a long history as a mood stabilizer for manic-depressive psychosis. The 
lithium ion inhibits two key dephosphorylating enzymes, inositol polyphosphate 1-phosphatase 
(IPPase) and inositol monophosphate phosphatase (IPMase), leading to a depletion of inositol 
triphosphate, needed for signal transduction by neuronal receptors (Berridge and Irvine, 1989). 
Lithium may therefore act in the Fmr1 KO by reducing receptor signaling. Additionally, lithium 
inhibits GSK3b, which is also thought to be a major target in its mood-stabilizing activity (Phiel 
and Klein, 2001) Importantly, this enzyme was also shown to be elevated in the Fmr1 KO, and 
its levels are reduced by administration of lithium (Min et al., 2009; Yuskaitis et al., 2010).  
The chronic treatment of lithium in rats has been shown to significantly increase the 
magnitude of fEPSP (field excitatory postsynaptic potential), and LTP (long-term potentiation) in 
the dentate gyrus (Shim et al., 2007; Son et al., 2003), providing evidence that it can exert a role 
in synaptic plasticity. Recently, Choi et al., (2010) showed that lithium treatment, either given 
long-term over development, or short-term during adulthood could rescue the enhanced long-
term-depression seen after stimulation with DHPG (an mGluR agonist) in Fmr1 KO mice. 
Importantly, there was no alteration in LTD levels in WT animals when given the same 
treatment. 
Finally, lithium may function in mood-disorders, as well as Fragile X, though its 
interactions with the ERK signaling family of kinases, as it has been shown to activate and 
modulate these pathways in culture and in vivo (Chen and Manji, 2006). Lithium alters the 
dynamics of ERK signaling in FXS patients, and appears to improve the function and 
responsiveness of the pathway itself, rather than just altering basal levels of the activated 
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protein (Weng et al., 2008). These changes occur in parallel with improvements in cognitive and 
behavioral deficits in humans (Berry-Kravis et al., 2008). ERK signaling is involved and required 
in a variety of cellular processes relating to its role in transmission of signals from the cell 
surface to cytoplasmic and nuclear targets, and leading to changes in translation and 
transcription. Disruptions in ERK signaling (via genetic mutation of members of the pathway) 
have been implicated in a variety of human diseases that cause cognitive disability and even 
autism (Samuels et al., 2009). Most interestingly (and most recently), the “mGluR theory” of 
Fragile X has morphed into the “hypersensitive ERK theory.” It has now been shown by the 
Bear lab that there is not increased mGluR signaling in the KO. Instead, there is increased, 
saturated protein synthesis specifically in response to ERK activation. ERK activation does 
occur in response to mGLuR signaling, but is not tied to any one receptor system (Osterweil et 
al., 2010). Furthermore, inhibiting ERK in vivo led to complete rescue of audiogenic seizures in 
the KO  
Liu et al., (2010) reported that treatment with 0.3% lithium carbonate, starting at 
weaning, significantly altered spine density on apical dendrites of layer III cells in Fmr1 KO and 
WT animals. The treatment appeared to reduce spine density in both genotypes, but to a 
greater degree in KO animals, thereby normalizing the phenotype. Furthermore, increased 
spine length in the KO was normalized after treatment with lithium.  The ERK pathway provides 
one possible mechanism for these changes.  In addition to its many other signaling functions, 
the ERK pathway is also thought to have a regulatory role in spinogenesis and stabilization of 
dendritic spines (Alonso et al., 2004; Goldin and Segal, 2003; Sweatt, 2004). ERK activation 
may be involved in local crosstalk between spines, regulating LTP and spine morphogenesis 
(Harvey et al., 2008). Furthermore, it has recently been shown that ERK signaling may act to 
recruit AMPA receptors into the spine during LTP (Patterson et al., 2010). This is significant 
because AMPA receptor internalization is enhanced abnormally in the KO mouse (Nakamoto et 
al., 2007).  
In order to look specifically at how spine dynamics change with lithium treatment we 
utilized 2-photon live animal imaging to track the fate of individual dendritic spines in lithium 
treated and mock treated animals. In parallel, members of our laboratory examined behavioral 
and molecular (ERK) phenotypes in animals treated during the same time period. Interestingly, 
lithium treatment completely rescued behavioral abnormalities in an object recognition task in 
KO mice (Venkitaramani, personal communication). In Chapter 2 and 3, I showed that there is a 
larger population of labile, unstable spines in the Fmr1 KO, and that although on average most 
unstable spines in both genotypes are immature-appearing, in FXS, some spines seem to be 
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lost that wouldn’t otherwise, given their size and shape. Here, I have examined how this spine 
phenotype differs with lithium treatment, including 1) the (static) morphology profile of dendritic 
spines 2) the turnover rates of individual dendritic spines over two-days and two-weeks 3) the 
relative stability and “immaturity” of spines within individual morphologies and 4) the integration 
of newly formed spines (stabilization) and the elimination of previously stable spines. Overall, 
we find that rather than “rescuing” the increased spine turnover in the KO animals, lithium 
treatment appears to increase turnover on its own. However, it may increase elimination to a 
greater extent than formation, especially in the KO, leading to the “normalized” spine density 
reported previously in Golgi tissue. 
 
 
5.2. RESULTS 
 
6-week-old male C57Bl6 mice (42-54 days old) were started on mouse chow containing 
0.24% lithium carbonate or the same brand of food without added lithium carbonate. Blood from 
mice fed lithium using this protocol has been tested for lithium previously in our laboratory, and 
was found to contain approximately 0.73 mmol/L, which is within the range suggested for 
human patients (0.6-1.2 mmol/L).  
Mice were imaged using 2-photon microscopy on three separate occasions. The mice 
were first imaged 6 weeks after starting the lithium (or mock-lithium) diet (treatment length 
mean/SD: 44 +/- 3 days), and treatment continued until the termination of the study. Mice were 
weighed before each imaging session, and no significant differences were seen in body weight, 
or weight lost or gained, between any of the groups (mean/SD, first imaging session = WT: 
26.11g +/- 2.5g, KO: 27.08g +/- 1.4g, WT-lithium: 25.97g +/- 2.3g, KO-lithium: 26.34g +/- 1.14g).  
Mice were imaged two times after the first imaging session, once 48 hours later (2-day interval), 
and once 12 days after the second session (2-week interval).  
 
5.2.1. MORPHOLOGY 
I first examined the spine morphology profile in lithium-treated and sham animals on 
days 0, day 2 and day 14. In animals of this age, I expected the overall morphology profile to 
remain fairly stable between imaging sessions, unless the initial anesthesia or surgery itself 
caused changes in the animal. Although slight variations led to differences in which categories 
reached statistical significance, the overall profile and trends were similar between imaging 
sessions (Figure 5.1). Interestingly, there appeared to be a significant reduction in the 
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proportion of thin-headed spines in WT animals treated with lithium compared with untreated 
controls, with a proportional increase in stubby and mushroom spines. In other layers of cortex, 
such a change might be considered “maturation”, however, as we saw in Figure 3.2, the spine 
morphology profile does not appear to change developmentally in Layer V tufts, at least not 
after 1 month of age. Thus, although we do not know what an “immature” profile in this region 
would look like, it is clear that the profile in WT animals treated with lithium becomes more 
similar to the profile of untreated (and treated) KO animals. Lithium has no significant effect on 
the spine profile of KO animals.  
 
Turnover Rate 
We looked at the rate of formation of new spines and the elimination of existing spines 
over two separate intervals, between day 0 (the first day of imaging) and day 2, and between 
day 2 and day 14. All animals were imaged on day 0 and day 2 (n(animals)=8,7,9,9, WT, WT-
lithium, KO, KO-lithium), however only a subset of animals could also be imaged on day 14, as 
excessive thinning during the first sessions, fighting between animals, or skull calcification made 
exclusion of some animals necessary by the third session (n=5,5,6,6). Figure 5.2 shows spine 
turnover over two days in the full set of animals. In these mice, there was a significant increase 
in the formation of new spines (main effect of treatment). Post-hoc analysis showed this was 
mainly due to a significant increase in formation in the WT, although the KOs also showed this 
trend (Figure 5.2A). The elimination rate over the same time period was also significantly 
increased by treatment with lithium (main effect treatment). Elimination in the KO appeared 
higher overall, although this effect did not reach significance (p=0.09). However, the treatment 
effect seemed primarily due to increased elimination in the KO, which may explain the reduction 
is spine density with lithium treatment reported previously.  
We next examined spine formation rate in the smaller subset of animals that could be 
imaged over both the two-day and two-week intervals (Figure 5.3A). When we looked at the 
formation rate of new spines over the two intervals, we found a significant genotype X treatment 
interaction (p=0.03). In these animals, it appears that lithium increased the rate of formation of 
new spines in WT animals, but does not in the KO (or even lowers the rate). This is in contrast 
to our findings in the larger set of animals over 2 days, where it appeared lithium increased 
formation in the KO as well, although only the WT animal reached significance in the post-hoc 
test (Figure 5.2A). It is possible that the difference between these findings may relate to the 
inclusion of more animals in the first group where skull thinning was more extensive, potentially 
leading to undetectable, minor damage or just stimulation of the neurons. This could be enough 
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to alter the turnover, leading to increased formation in the KO. Alternatively, the differences 
between the subgroups may be due to chance. 
The trends in the elimination rates, on the other hand, were consistent between the full 
group and the subgroup over the 2-day interval (5.3B). When the subgroup was analyzed over 
both intervals, there was no main effect of treatment of interaction effect, even though lithium 
appeared to increase elimination rates in the WT over both intervals. In lithium treated KOs, 
elimination rates were much higher over 2-days, but appeared to drop over 2-weeks.  
 
Stability within Morphology 
Next, I examined stability and “immaturity” within each morphological spine category, by 
looking at the relative spine stability within morphological category, as well as the number of 
newly formed spines in that category. Over the two-day interval, there was overall increased 
instability in morphological groups in KO animals (Figure 5.4 A, main effect of genotype, 
p=0.033), as well as increased elimination due to lithium treatment (main effect of treatment, 
p=0.002). The increased elimination in lithium treated animals appeared primarily due to 
increased instability of thin spines in both genotypes, whereas, for example, mushroom spines 
appear to remain fairly stable (morphXtreatment interaction p=0.06). The same general pattern 
was found for the proportion of newly-formed spines (over 2-days) in each morphological 
category, with lithium treatment increasing the proportion of newly formed spines within the thin 
and stubby spine categories in both genotypes (Figure 5.4 C, Treatment: p=0.007, 
morphXtreatment p=0.003). The effects over two weeks mimic what was seen in the overall 
turnover data, although none of the differences reached statistical significance (Figure 5.4 B and 
D). However, it is interesting to note that in both the 2-day and 2-week interval, the proportion of 
newly-formed spines in the stubby category appears increased in the untreated KO compared to 
the WT, and that lithium treatment in the WT seems to raise this rate to KO levels (Figure 5.4 C 
and D).  
 
Network Integration and Stability 
In order to play a role in learning, it is thought that some newly-formed spines must 
become stabilized. This can be assessed by imaging the same spine at three different periods, 
and seeing what percentage of spines formed over the first interval persist into the final imaging 
session. In this study, we saw increased survival of newly-formed spines in the KO, analyzed 
over both lithium and untreated KO mice (Figure 5.5A, Main effect Genotype: p=0.044). Lithium 
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did not appear to significantly affect the percentage integration into the network in either 
genotype. 
Finally, we examined the elimination rate in the final interval, and divided it into spine 
loss that was due to the elimination of transient spines or the elimination of previously stable 
spines. There was no difference in the elimination rate of stable spines, either between 
genotypes or between treatment groups. Instead, increased elimination in the lithium treated 
WT appeared to be due specifically to elimination of transient spines which had formed, in 
increased numbers, over the first 2-days (5.5B GenotypeXtreatment interaction p=0.06).  
 
5.3. DISCUSSION 
 
In this chapter I examined pharmacology manipulation of the spine phenotype using in 
vivo imaging.  I demonstrate that treatment with lithium, which has also been shown to rescue 
behavioral measures in the KO, actually enhanced spine turnover, both in WT and KO animals. 
The increase in the rate of formation of new spines was most pronounced in WT animals, and 
this finding was consistent between our subgroups. Importantly, we saw increased elimination of 
spines with lithium treatment, especially in the KO animal, over the first two-day imaging 
interval. This offers a potential explanation for the reduction in spine density reported with 
treatment of lithium in the KO, as the elimination rate over this interval was higher than the 
formation rate. However, since the increased elimination did not persist to the second imaging 
interval, it is unlikely that there is increased, ongoing elimination under basal conditions. 
Instead, something about the initial imaging, such as the first exposure to anesthesia, the 
surgery itself, or even glucocorticoid release in response to the stress, may have induced 
changes in spine dynamics in the lithium (but not untreated) animals. Otherwise the rates during 
each interval should be constant, or increased in the longer interval. An increased rate is seen 
in the longer interval if there is accumulation of changes in the stable, rather than transient spine 
population, otherwise the baseline rate should remain fairly constant in adult animals. 
Increased elimination over the first two days caused by the surgery would naturally lead 
to lowered elimination over the following interval, unless this elimination was balanced by an 
equally increased formation of transient spines (which is not seen in these animals, Figure 
5.3A). Thus, it appears that, in the presence of lithium, surgery/handling/and anesthesia may 
induce a differential loss of spines in the KO compared to WT animals. Although I did not 
quantify the difference, I noticed that lithium treated KO animals had more minor dendritic 
damage (such as dark spots in the shaft of some surface dendrites). This difference between 
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the groups may be the cause of some of the effects, although it is not clear whether lithium 
caused the damage (for example, by increasing the dendrites sensitivity to photobleaching) or 
instead, that there was more damage in the lithium treated KO group by chance. However, I 
saw no evidence for increased susceptibility to dendritic damage in the lithium treated WT 
group, which also showed increased turnover, arguing against the role of damage in our 
findings. Alternatively, this shifted balance in stability may not be specific to surgery or 
anesthesia, but rather just indicative of differential responsiveness to exogenous events (such 
as might occur with exposure to a novel situation), and therefore could reflect physiological 
differences. Further studies will be required to test such possibilities. In either case, the 
untreated animals retain a similar relationship between rates over the two intervals, suggesting 
that this issue is specific to lithium treatment.  Thus, the take home message appears to be that 
lithium can alter spine turnover rates, and may induce increased elimination compared to 
formation in the KO, but that these changes may be dependent on experience.  
Finally, I examined the transition rate of spines between the stable and transient spine 
populations, a process that is thought to be essential to formation and adjustment of neuronal 
networks by altering connectivity over time.  In Chapter 2, I showed that the majority of newly-
formed spines over 2-days are eliminated by the next imaging session, and that this survival did 
not differ between WT and KO (Figure 2.3B). Since the percentage survival of newly-formed 
spines did not appear to differ, and there were more newly-formed spines in the KO overall, I 
took this to mean that over time, more newly-formed spines would integrate into the KO 
network. In the present study, I found that there was actually an increased survival percentage, 
or “integration” of newly formed spines into the network in the KO animal, regardless of lithium 
treatment. Thus, spines from the transient population were more likely to shift into the stable 
population in the KO. The two major differences between this study and our previous study were 
the length of the intervals (2 days followed by 12 days in this study), and the size of the cages. It 
is possible that the difference between the studies may relate to the larger, rat cages that were 
required for both untreated and treated mice in this study (necessary for including saline water 
bottles along with regular water). In fact, in behavioral studies, there appeared to be a slight 
difference in object recognition ability, depending on whether the KO mice were raised in larger 
or smaller cages (Venkitaramani, personal communication). Alternatively, it is possible that the 
specific intervals chosen for this study were better able to distinguish differences in spine 
integration.  
Using a 2-day interval followed by a 12-day interval allows us to know that the newly-
formed spines examined in the second imaging session are at most 47 hours old. If these 
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spines persist 12 days later, to the third imaging session, than it is very likely that they will stay 
persistently stable. The 2-day/2-day paradigm used in Chapter 2 may miss unstable spines that 
are lost on day 5, whereas the 2-week/2-week paradigm includes more accumulation of newly-
persistent spines. However, it is unclear what exact phenomena would have to be present to be 
missed by both these imaging procedures, but seen by the current version. Thus, it is probably 
more likely that differences in environment (or even strain) caused the differences between the 
studies.  Nevertheless, the increased integration of transient spines in the KO is exciting, as it 
suggests a plausible mechanism for how the increased population of transient spines in the KO 
might lead to accumulation of abnormal, incorrect, or spurious connections over time or even 
hyperplasticity under situations when it is not called for. The finding that lithium had no effect on 
this difference is actually encouraging, as we may be able to use this phenotype in the future to 
evaluate potential improvements in treatment.  
Clearly, the spine phenotype in Fragile X can change with pharmacological treatment. 
This comes as no surprise, as the phenotype was mutli-dimensional to begin with, developing 
over the lifetime of the animal and varying by region in both WT and KO. However, the findings 
presented in this chapter offer a unique perspective on how and why the phenotype might 
change, and even what it might mean when it doesn’t. Furthermore, our in vivo studies 
examining lithium suggest that live animal imaging may provide a valuable tool for the 
evaluation and comparison of potential treatments, but that evaluation using additional 
modalities or circumstances, as described in chapter 4, will give us the clearest picture of how 
the pharmacology interacts with the disease. Furthermore, the unexpected increase in dendritic 
spine turnover caused by lithium and possible interaction with the surgery experience, opens 
the possibility of using lithium in combination with a more physiologically relevant exogenous 
experience, such as enriched environment or active training in a task. If this interaction also 
promoted enhanced turnover, it could suggest that lithium is helping promote the removal of 
improper connections in the KO in response to experience, rather than just changing the overall 
threshold for removal. 
 
 
5.4. METHODS 
 
5.4.1. Lithium Treatment 
Lithium was fed to YFP-expressing WT and KO animals, using customized food chow 
containing lithium carbonate (teklad diet 92271), starting at around 6 weeks of age. Animals 
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were housed with ad lib access to food, water, and 0.9% sodium chloride. Animals were socially 
housed (2-4 per cage) in large, rat sized cages to accommodate the second water bottle 
containing saline. After 6 weeks of treatment, animals were imaged according to the methods 
and procedures described in chapter 2 and 3.  
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Figure 5.1 Spine Morphological Profile in lithium treated WT and Fmr1 KO mice
Mice were fed lithium or mock lithium pellets starting at 6 weeks of age and continued until the 
termination of the study. Animals were first imaged (Day 0, A) approximately 6 weeks after the 
start of lithium treatment. Mice were subsequents imaged 2-days (B) and 14 days (C) after the 
first imaging session. (A and B): n(mice) = 8,7,9,9 (WT, WT-lithium, KO, KO-lithium) (C): n(mice) 
= 5,5,6,6 (WT, WT-lithium, KO, KO-lithium) *p<0.016, (alpha for bonferonni correction for 3 pre-
planned comparisons)
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Figure 5.2 Spine turnover over 2-days after 6 wks of Lithium and mock-lithium treatment
Mice were fed lithium or mock lithium pellets starting at 6 weeks of age and continued until the 
termination of the study. Spine turnover over two-days, including the percent formation of new 
spines (A) and the percent elimination of existing spines (B) was measured in live animals 
using 2-photon in vivo imaging after 6 weeks of lithium treatment. 
post-hoc:  *p <0.05 corrected using Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons.  
n(mice) = 8,7,9,9 (WT, WT-lithium, KO, KO-lithium)
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Figure 5.3 Spine turnover after 6 weeks of Lithium and mock-lithium treatment in mice 
imaged over two separate intervals
Mice were fed lithium or mock lithium pellets starting at 6 weeks of age and continued until the 
termination of the study. Spine turnover over two-days and two-weeks, including the percent 
formation of new spines (A) and the percent elimination of existing spines (B) was measured in 
live animals using 2-photon in vivo imaging after 6 weeks of lithium treatment. 
n(mice) = 5,5,6,6 (WT, WT-lithium, KO, KO-lithium)
B
A
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Figure 5.4 Spine turnover within each morphological categories in sham and lithium 
treated mice. 
6 week old mice were fed lithium for approximately 6 weeks before their first imaging session. 
Animals were then either imaged on day 0 and day 2 (2-day interval), or they were imaged at 
three sessions (day 0, day 2, and day 14). “2-week-turnover” represents percent turnover 
between day 2 and day 14 (12 days). 
Percent elimination over 2 days (A) and 2 weeks (B).
Percent formation over 2 days, (C) and 2 weeks (D).
(A and C):   n(mice) = 8,7,9,9 (WT, WT-lithium, KO, KO-lithium)
(B and D):  n(mice) = 5,5,6,6 (WT, WT-lithium, KO, KO-lithium)
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Figure 5.5 Transitions between the stable and transient spine populations
A: Newly formed spines were identified in the first imaging interval (day 0-day2), and then 
were examined on day 14 to determine their stabilization rate. 
B: Spine loss at day 14 was characterized into loss of transient spines (spines that had just 
appeared on day 2) and loss of previously stable spines (spines that were present in both 
previous imaging sessions)
n(mice) = 5,5,6,6, (WT, WT-lithium, KO, KO-lithium)
B
A
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CHAPTER 6 
GENE THERAPY AND THE DEVELOPMENTAL ROLE OF FMRP 
 
  
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The fact that Fragile X Syndrome is caused by the lack of a single protein makes it a 
promising candidate for gene therapy. However, unlike single-gene disorders of metabolism, 
where there is an acute need for a protein that affects one or a few pathways, it is unclear 
whether restoration of the FMRP protein in a developed individual with existing neuronal 
connections will be beneficial. As discussed in chapter 4, certain treatments do appear to 
restore or rescue particular phenotypic characteristics in the Fmr1-knockout mouse, and thus 
gene therapy is increasingly regarded as having the potential to benefit Fragile X patients. 
Recently, Zeier et al., (2009b) showed rescue of enhanced LTD in the Fmr1 KO mouse using an 
adeno-associated viral vector coding for isoform 1 of FMRP. However, many questions 
regarding the safety, practicality, or even the necessity need to be addressed before human 
trials can be considered. For example, as LTD has also been restored using pharmacological 
methods, what added benefit does restoration using FMRP offer the patient? One would expect 
that there should be many processes in the cell that only the restoration of FMRP can rescue, or 
at the least, one. However, it is also possible that all of the actual functions of FMRP are coded 
for by redundant mechanisms, and thus the deficits in patients are just a matter of too much or 
too little of specific processes (such as protein synthesis), and thus pharmacological methods 
alone may be sufficient. More likely, the underlying function of FMRP serves a more subtle 
purpose, beyond the most obvious phenotypes, and that this process, at least in patients, 
gradually accumulates deficiencies over development, for example in the tuning of circuits and 
the wiring of neuronal networks. It would be for this sort of phenotype that viral restoration of 
FMRP itself might be required, instead of pharmacological rescue. However, it is also for such a 
phenotype that it is unclear whether restoration late in development could help.  
Several viral vector systems have been successfully developed to a point where gene 
replacement is now in early clinical trails.  One of the most widely-used vector systems for the 
delivery and expression of genes to the nervous system is recombinant adeno-associated virus 
(rAAV) (Manfredsson and Mandel, 2010).  Deletion of all three wildtype viral proteins results in a 
vector that cannot replicate even in the presence of helper viruses, and is therefore relatively 
safe (Carter, 2005).  rAAV vectors primarily target neurons, although with higher titers 
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expression in some non-neuronal cells has been seen as well (Burger et al., 2004; Burger et al., 
2005; Carter, 2005; Manfredsson and Mandel, 2010). Continued expression of the transgene 
has been demonstrated for up to 19 months in the rodent brain (Peel and Klein, 2000). rAAV 
vectors have already been used successfully for rescue of several lysosomal storage diseases 
in the CNS using mouse models. For example, Passini et al. (2005) demonstrated that adeno-
associated virus could be used to restore sphingomyelinase in a mouse model of Niemann-Pick 
type A disease, and numerous other examples exist.  
I decided to use viral vector in FXS in order to address two specific questions. First, I 
wanted to help determine the feasibility of using rAAV as a therapeutic agent in humans. 
Although restoration of FMRP in 5-week-old animals was able to restore normal LTD to the 
hippocampus of Fmr1 KO animals (Zeier et al., 2009b), it still remains to be shown whether 
behavioral or anatomical measures can be altered, and whether there are negative side-effects 
to the reintroduction of this gene product in vivo.  
Secondly, I was interested in using restoration of FMRP in living animals to address 
specific mechanistic questions regarding the function and role of FMRP. For example, Pfeiffer et 
al. (2007) demonstrated that restoration of FMRP in vitro in Fmr1 KO neurons leads to an acute 
reduction in spine and synapse number. In slices, it has also been demonstrated that FMRP is 
required for synapse elimination induced by neuronal activity through the activation of myocyte 
enhancer factor 2 (MEF2), and that replacement of FMRP into Fmr1 KO cells restores this 
function (Pfeiffer et al., 2010). However, not all areas of the KO brain contain excess spines or 
synapses, as there are locations where synapse number is instead reduced compared to WT, 
as we have shown in previous chapters.  Thus, the induction of FMRP expression in vivo allows 
us to test how adult introduction of the protein performs in context. It is possible that parts of the 
spine phenotype are the product of gradual, developmental change in the connectivity between 
different regions and networks over time, and thus will not be altered by relatively acute 
expression of FMRP. In this chapter, we address these questions by looking at the spine 
phenotype in CA1 as well as neocortex, regions where we have previously seen very different 
phenotypes in the KO. Unfortunately, the results show that viral vector itself, independent of 
FMRP expression, have an effect on cellular function, and potentially the spine phenotype. 
These findings highlight aspects of viral vector research that will need to be pursued to further 
gene therapy prospects, and additionally, suggest that other models may be more appropriate 
for specifically examining the developmental role of FMRP.  
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6.2. RESULTS 
6.2.1. Analysis of GFP as a marker for spines 
In the pilot experiment, 5 Fmr1 KO mice were injected with both adeno-associated viral 
vector (AAV) coding for the full-length mouse isoform 1 of FMRP (fAAV), as well as vector 
coding for Green-fluorescent protein (GFP-AAV). As controls, 4 WT and 5 Fmr1 KOs were 
injected with GFP-AAV alone. Three injections were made into area CA1 of hippocampus, using 
stereotaxic coordinates. The vector coding for GFP was included both as a control for viral 
transfection (such that all groups received at least one vector), as well as a mechanism by 
which I could label transfected cells and visualize spines. Although the plasmids coding for 
FMRP and GFP were packaged into separate vectors, the overlap between transfection was 
expected to be high. Indeed, I found that most cells that expressed FMRP were also labeled, to 
some degree, with GFP. However, spines analysis was only possible in cells with very high 
expression of GFP. After several attempts to titrate the amount of GFP vector, I determined that 
this method of labeling would not work well for analyzing dendritic spines. When the vector 
concentration was too low, cells were incompletely labeled and spines could not be seen. When 
the concentration was higher, cells showed strong labeling of dendritic spines, but all the 
neighboring cells, including non-pyramidal cells, began to express GFP as well, making it 
impossible to distinguish the origin of any one dendrite in most cases (Figure 6.1). However, for 
the pilot analysis I was able to count spine density in basilar dendrites in area CA1 of 
hippocampus.  
 
6.2.2. Spine density after reexpression of FMRP in CA1 (confocal study) 
Spine density was measured using confocal microscopy. Image stacks were taken of 
individual basilar dendrites 50µm from the soma of neurons labeled by transfection with GFP. 
Although no significant difference was found, the spine density from KO animals injected with 
control vector appeared lower than the spine density on WT neurons (Figure 6.2A). 
Interestingly, spine density for the KO injected with fAAV was intermediate between the control 
WT and KO animals. When broken down by morphology, it is clear that these differences are 
due to changes in the number of mushroom shaped spines (Figure 6.2B). WT animals appear to 
have a higher density of mushroom spines than control KO animals, although not when 
corrected for multiple-comparisons (p=0.03, no correction). Most interestingly, KO animals 
injected with fAAV showed increased density of mushroom spines compared to those injected 
with the control vector alone (p=0.016, no correction). Thus, FMRP expression in vivo may 
actually raise spine density in some contexts.   
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6.2.3. Spine Density after reexpression of FMRP in hippocampus (Golgi study) 
As our pilot study demonstrated the GFP would not work as a reliable marker of dendritic 
spines, we decided to use Golgi staining to examine spine morphology. In the second study, 5-
week-old animals were injected bilaterally with vector into the hippocampus, and additionally, 
given separate injections into the overlying somatosensory cortex. 7 KO animals were injected 
with fAAV and GFP-AAV, and 6 WT and 6 KO animals were injected with GFP-AAV alone. 
These injections were made at the University of Florida. 15-20 days post-injection, animals were 
sacrificed and their brains were put into Golgi-stain and sent to University of Illinois for 
processing. It is not possible to stain for FMRP expression in combination with Golgi. Therefore, 
the spread of the transfection and the approximate ratio of transfected to untransfected neurons 
was measured in additional littermates injected at the same time. About 70-80% of pyramidal 
neurons throughout the dorsal hippocampus showed expression of FMRP (Bloom, personnel 
communication).  I therefore counted density of secondary and tertiary apical oblique dendrites 
from neurons in the CA1, CA2 and CA3 regions of dorsal hippocampus using a light 
microscope. In agreement with my findings in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.2), the KO had a lower 
density of spines in area CA1 compared to WT, although this difference was not significant in 
this case. Neither CA2 nor CA3 showed any difference between the control WT and KO 
animals. fAAV injection had no significant effect on spine density in any of the regions. 
 
6.2.4. Spine Density after rexpression of FMRP in cortex (Golgi study) 
I next used the same animals to examine spine density and morphology in the 
neocortex. We first analyzed the subset of animals processed for immunohistochemistry to 
determine whether pyramidal neurons in the cortex were transfected sufficiently. Sections 
stained with DAB using antibody against FMRP showed strong labeling of pyramidal cells in all 
layers of cortex. Staining was seen mostly in the cytoplasm, but could be seen in apical 
dendrites as well, and occasionally, more distal dendrites (Figure 6.4). Expression levels of 
FMRP were overexpressed compared to WT, as had been reported by Zeier et al., (2009b) 
using this vector in hippocampus.  
In this study, image stacks of the full focal depth were taken using a computerized light 
microscope so that spines could be counted for density and morphology using precise 
measurements. Optical z-stacks of apical shaft dendrites (40-60µm from soma and 80-100µm) 
as well as secondary basilar dendrites were collected digitally using a 0.2µm step size. Using 
imageJ software, I was then able to measure spine head-width and length, in addition to gaining 
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increased magnification of each spine through computerized zoom. In apical dendrites, we 
found that there was no difference between GFP-AAV injected WT and KO controls (Figure 
5.4B), contrary to previously published data in this region. KO animals injected with fAAV 
showed a trend towards increased density compared to control KO animals, but this trend did 
not reach significance.  
After initial analysis failed to show a difference between GFP-AAV injected KO and WT 
animals, I also began counting the same dendrites, using the same protocol, from previously 
stained tissue from uninjected animals. Although not significantly different with only three 
animals per group, I was able to show in the uinjected animals a trend between WT and KO 
similar to the published phenotype for apical dendrites in this region. There are then two 
possibilities for why we did not see any evidence for a difference between the GFP-AAV 
injected WT and KO animals. 1) Unforeseen differences in the animals groups, such as 
handling or caging, led to differences in the phenotype. This is not unlikely, since the spine 
phenotype is very context-sensitive.  2) The injection itself, the vector, the anesthesia, or the 
surgery could have altered spine dynamics such that the baseline difference between WT and 
KO was no longer apparent. Indeed, when we looked at spine density broken down into spine 
morphological category (Figure 6.5), it is clear that injected WT animals have an increased 
density of thin spines, in both segments of the apical dendrite examined. However, the overall 
morphology phenotype, compared between injected and uninjected controls is remarkably 
similar, such that if the vector or surgery itself is altering spine morphology, it must be doing so it 
a small subpopulation of the spines. Most interestingly, though, the fAAV-injected KO appears 
much more similar to the WT than it does to control-GFP-injected KOs, suggesting that FMRP 
may be providing some form of functional recovery such that KO neurons in these animals “act 
like” WT neurons in their response. I further analyze this phenomenon by examining the head 
width of each spine, the major feature determining the morphology of the spine. Using this 
analysis, I was able to show a significant interaction between head-width and genotype, 
suggesting that WT and fAAV-KO animals have more tiny-headed spines, while control GFP-
AAV KO animals have a higher density of medium-headed spines (GenXwidth, *p<0.01, Figure 
6.6). WT and fAAV-KO also seemed to have slightly increased density of large-headed (head-
width greater than 1µm) spines compared to control KOs. Thus, we were able to demonstrate 
that the fAAV vector had an effect beyond that of the control vector alone in the KO animal, 
producing a phenotype that more closely resembled WT.  
We also examined basilar dendrites from the same neurons. In these dendrites, there 
appeared to be no difference between uninjected mice and mice injected with control vector. 
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WT animals in both groups showed a higher density of spines compared to KOs. fAAV vector 
had no significant effect on overall spine density (Figure 6.7A). Although there was a non-
significant increase in stubby spines in the fAAV KO, there was no change in thin spines, which 
showed the most difference between control WT and KO animals.  
In order to determine possible mechanisms for why the spine phenotype might be 
disturbed I decided to stain sections for markers of inflammation and neuronal changes. 
Previous studies in our laboratory using herpes-simplex virus (HSV) encoding FMRP, had 
shown that the marker NeuN, a stain associated with mature neurons, were abnormally 
expressed in HSV, but not saline injected controls. However, markers of cell death were not 
elevated by the vector treatment. Furthermore, Nissl staining suggested that protein expression 
might be lowered in the vector-injected animals (Kohler and Alonso, personal communication). I 
therefore stained for NeuN, as well as GFAP, a marker for activated glia, in sections injected 
with either fAAV or GFP-AAV unilaterally. I found strong activation of GFAP, as well as diffuse, 
abnormal staining of NeuN on the injected side, similar to that found in HSV transfected 
neurons. GFAP expression is a marker of immune response and astrocyte activation, which 
may have been induced by the vector. These changes support the hypothesis that transfection 
with viral vector itself, regardless of the protein expressed (and possibly regardless of which 
type of virus is used), induce changes in the cell that may explain the alteration we observe in 
spine phenotype. Nevertheless, on top of this potential inflammatory process, we can induce 
expression of FMRP, and the protein itself appears to play an independent role in altering the 
spine phenotype in some dendrites. 
 
6.3. DISCUSSION  
 
In this chapter I demonstrated two key principles. First, I showed that expression of 
FMRP in adult animals can alter spines in the KO, and that the changes that we see are not a 
straight-forward reduction in spine density or loss of synapses in all brain regions. In fact, the 
data overall show a trend towards increased density in fAAV injected KO animals. Second, we 
show that injection of viral vector causes changes in cells, and may itself alter the spine 
phenotype. This makes it difficult to conclude that FMRP itself actually increases spine density. 
Instead, we can only conclude the fAAV-injected animals look more like WT than GFP-injected 
KOs.   
The aims of this chapter were twofold; I wished to determine whether reexpression of 
FMRP using viral vectors was a viable treatment option and, secondly, I hoped to use viral 
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vector reexpression of FMRP to determine the temporal requirement for FMRP during 
development. These findings provide some insight into the first question. Since expression of 
FMRP seems to make KO spines “behave” more like WT spines, these findings suggest that 
FMRP has restored some functional response. Although it is early to speculate, it is possible 
that in WT animals, injection of the vector induces reactive spinogenesis and/or morphogenesis, 
potentially due to a stress-like response, or other signaling mechanisms activated by the vector 
or the surgery. In the control injected KO, it is possible that this “activity” induced reaction is 
abnormal, leading to a lack of these increased spines. If this is true, then restoration of FMRP 
using viral vector has restored this capacity. However, multiple other scenereos exist that could 
explain the phenotype we have described. Future research using in vivo analysis to specifically 
address this question, and thus our understanding of this gene therapy approach may be 
warranted. 
 Although neuronal abnormalities due to AAV administration have not been reported in 
the literature, Zeier et al., (2009a) recently reported that non-replication competent HSV induces 
a limited innate immune response with increased antigen presentation and differential gene 
expression. In our laboratory, we have seen similar changes occurring with both HSV and AAV, 
including altered expression of NeuN, a neuronal marker, as well as s generalized increase in 
background staining. A Nissl stain seemed to show a reduced amount of cellular 
RNA/endoplasmic reticulum in HSV infected neurons, suggesting reduced protein production 
(Kohler and Alonso, personal communication).  Although we do not have similar studies in AAV 
injected animals, this finding brings up an alarming possibility. One of the key features of Fragile 
X is excessive protein synthesis; if transfection with viral vector itself reduces protein synthesis, 
this could cause phenotypic rescue independent of expression of FMRP.  It is for this reason 
that control animals are injected with vector coding for a control protein. When Zeier et al. 
(2009b) demonstrated rescue of long-term-potentiation using fAAV, there was no unexpected 
rescue of the phenotype using the control GFP-AAV vector. Thus, it is not likely that the vector 
is changing the phenotype through this mechanism. Instead, it is more likely that any change in 
experience or state can, and should alter the phenotypic differences between WT and KO. It is 
clear from my data as well as published data, that the differences in morphology between 
dendritic segments at different distances from the soma are much more dramatic then the 
differences between genotypes, at least in the mouse (Figure 6.5). There are strong factors 
regulating spine density and morphology that function apart from FMRP, and these appear to 
remain intact even with the injection of the vector. Thus, it may be only a subpopulation of 
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spines that respond (in terms of morphology) to FMRP, and this subpopulation may be 
regulated by external context and experience as well, which viral vector injection does affect.  
Thus, in regards to my second question, I have not yet determined how acute restoration 
of FMRP in vivo affects dendritic spines in general, but I have shown how that it affects the 
spine profile in this one context. It is possible that in this context, the presence of FMRP may 
even help increase spine density, rather than just lower it. However, in order to really address 
this question, a new model is warranted. Recently, a more direct approach has become 
available, such that in the future, genetic restoration of FMRP can be used to address the role of 
this protein in development. The viral vector approach is clearly a superior study in one way; it 
has the potential to be a treatment in human patients. However, in regards to understanding the 
underlying biology, use of the conditionalON mouse, developed by Dr. Nelson, has obvious 
advantages. The combination of overexpression of the target protein, lack of endogenous 
promoter, lack of other FMRP isoforms, inability to induce global expression, damage from the 
injection and endogenous cell responses to viral infection make our research prospects with 
these vectors limited to targeted, specific questions.  
In most cases, it will be beneficial to compare pharmacological treatment to the most 
ideal restoration of FMRP that we can employ.  Conditional, genetic models of Fmr1 expression 
have been established, including both conditional knockouts and conditional restoration. Fmr1 
conditional knock-out (cKO) mice were generated by Mientjes et al. (2006). Cre-induced 
recombination causes loss of the promoter and exon1 of Fmr1, reducing the transcript level to 
<0.09%. The cKO mouse can be used to determine the role of FMRP both temporally and 
spatially, by mating to mouse lines that express cre-recombinase in a temporally or spatially 
restricted manner, such as in Purkinje neurons (Koekkoek et al., 2005). By using the Fmr1 line 
containing a LoxP flanked neo cassette it is also possible to create a conditional restoration 
(cON) model. The neo cassette, inserted in antisense orientation in FMR1 intron 1, provides a 
knockdown of the FMRP protein, with mice expressing 1-5% of normal levels of FMRP. Cre-
induced excision of the neo cassette, provided by a tamoxifen-inducable Cre-recombinase, 
allows FMRP expression to be restored to WT levels.  
We obtained cON mice from Dr. Nelson earlier this year. While we are still in the early 
stages of breeding, clearing norovirus from the colony, and testing expression, this new model 
will play a central role in much of the future research of our laboratory. Not only will this model 
help us compare pharmacological treatments against a gold standard, but it will also allow a 
rigorous exploration of the role of FMRP during development that was difficult using the viral 
vector approach. Using this model, we will be able to determine how acute restoration of FMRP 
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affects dendritic spine morphology in a variety of contexts, including behavioral manipulations. 
We can then test whether expression of this protein allows restoration of some form of activity 
induced morphogenesis, as may be suggested by the data presented here.  
 
 
6.4. METHODS 
6.4.1. Viral Vector:  
The fAAV and GFP-AAV viral vector used here (serotype rAAV2/5) was made in the 
laboratory of Dr. Bloom at the University of Florida (Zeier et al., 2009b). They employ a 
recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV)-based vector system. rAAV vectors have previously 
shown the ability to promote stable long-lasting gene expression in the CNS (Burger et al., 
2005; Mandel et al., 2006). The Fmr1 cDNA for the major murine CNS isoform of FMRP 
(isoform 1) was obtained from the MC2.17 plasmid, a gift from Dr. David Nelson (Ashley 1993). 
Due to the limited packaging capacity of AAV vectors, only the coding sequence of the modified 
(Flag-tagged) Fmr1 gene was inserted into the pTR2 MCS AAV packaging plasmid (provided by 
Dr. Nick Muzyczka). The control AAV vector (UF11) containing a GFP reporter gene driven by 
the same promoter as the FAAV vector was provided by Dr. Muzyczka. The vector contains the 
chicken ß-actin promoter. Both AAV vectors were packaged in serotype 5 capsids to maximize 
neurotransduction (Burger et al., 2004). 
6.4.2. Viral Injection:  
Male C57Bl/6J x B6.Cg-Tg(Thy1-YFPH)2Jrs/J, were anesthetized by IP injection of KX 
(8.7mg Xylazine and 87mg Ketamine per kg body weight) and continuously monitored for depth 
of anesthesia.. The surgical site was shaved of hair and cleaned using 3x betadine and 70% 
ethanol rince. The surface of the skull was exposed using a midline incision. The skull was 
gently swabbed with 3% H2O2 in order to expose skull sutures. A burr hole was then drilled and 
clarified virus (1x1010 pfu/5ul [AAV]); in Modified Eagle’s Medium was stereotactically injected. 
Bilateral injections were made into the area of interest (somatosensory cortex or hippocampal 
CA1) at a rate of 0.25ul/min using a 30 G stainless steel injection cannula (or a pulled glass 
microinjection needle approximately 200 microns in diameter) connected via microbore plastic 
tubing to a 10µl Hamilton syringe in a Harvard syringe pump. 3 x 1010 particles of each vector (in 
0.75 µL) was delivered to each site. Coordinates are from bregma and the skull surface 
(Paxinos and Franklin, 2001).   
All mice were housed in a quarantine room and kept under transgenic conditions 
(microisolator cage tops, sterile food, water and bedding). Adeno-associated virus is now 
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considered a biosafety level 2 organism at our institution, even when replication deficient, 
because of the possible presence of helper virus. As such, biosafety 2 level procedures were 
used for all experiments at UIUC.   
At a designated time following surgery, animals were sacrificed either by rapid 
decapitation (for Golgi) or using a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital and transcardial 
perfusion with saline, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde fixative. Perfused brains were 
removed and processed for immunocytochemistry. Golgi staining methods are described in 
chapter 4, and did not differ between the studies.  
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Figure 6.1 GFP expression after viral vector injection into hippocampus
(A) GFP expression was very dense around the injection site, as well as in specific neurons in 
the CA2 region (regardless of proximity the injection site). It was sometimes possible to count 
spines from basilar dendrites on isolated neurons (arrow, and B), and these counts were used 
for our pilot study.
A
B
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Spine density on CA1 basilar dendrites in mice 
injected with viral vector coding for FMRP or GFP
GFP FMRP
Spine morphology on CA1 basilar dendrites in mice 
injected with viral vector coding for FMRP or GFP
Figure 6.2 Spine Density and Morphology after viral vector injection into CA1
Fmr1 KO and WT mice were injected with either fAAV and GFP-AAV, or GFP-AAV alone. 
A: Spine density was measured using confocal microscopy of basilar dendrites on GFP positive 
neurons. 
B: Morphology was assessed for a subset of spines, and then the proportion of each type were 
used to create an estimated density of spines per morphological type. 
#: p <0.05, no correction made for multiple-comparisons)
A
B
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Figure 6.3 Spine Density in CA1, CA2 and CA3 after injection of viral vector into HPC
Fmr1 KO mice were injected with either fAAV and GFP-AAV, or GFP-AAV alone. WT mice 
were injected with GFP-AAV alone.  
Spines on secondary and tertiary apical oblique dendrites ~50µm from the cell body were 
quantified for density measurements in Golgi stained tissue.
(B)- Golgi stained dendrite (auto focused from an image stack for the figure only)
n(mice) = 6 in each group (WT+gfpAAV, KO+gfpAAV, KO+fAAV
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Figure 6.4 Spine density in Layer V apical shaft dendrites in somatosensory cortex
5 week old Fmr1 KO mice were injected with either fAAV and GFP-AAV, or GFP-AAV alone. 
WT mice were injected with GFP-AAV alone. After 15-20 days, animals were sacrificed and 
processed for Golgi.
(A): Fmr1 KO cortex injected with GFP-AAV. No expression of FMRP.
(B): Fmr1 KO cortex injected with fAAV. Expression of FMRP is visualized with DAB + IC3 
antibody.
(C): Total spine density using golgi measurements, in AAV injected and uninjected animals.
n(mice) = 6, 6, 7 (WT+GFP-AAV, KO+GFP-AAV, KO+fAAV) and 3WT + 3KO uninjected.
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Figure 6.5 Spine density in Layer V apical shaft dendrites in somatosensory cortex
5 week old Fmr1 KO mice were injected with either fAAV and GFP-AAV (KOR), or GFP-AAV 
alone (KO). WT mice were injected with GFP-AAV alone (WT). After 15-20 days, animals 
were sacrificed and processed for Golgi.
A: Spine density measurements were taken at two locations on the dendritic shaft (40-60µm 
and 80-100µm from the soma)
B: Density by morphology 80-100µm from the soma, injected animals
C: Density by morphology 40-60µm from the soma in uninjected control WT and KO mice. 
D: Density by morphology 40-60µm from the soma, injected animals
Filo- Filopodia, Mush- Mushroom, Stub- Stubby, UK- Unknown or unclassifiable
n(mice) = 6, 6, 7, (WT+GFP-AAV, KO+GFP-AAV, KO+fAAV) and 3WT + 3KO uninjected.
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Figure 6.6 Spine density by head size in Layer V apical shaft dendrites in 
somatosensory cortex
5 week old Fmr1 KO mice were injected with either fAAV and GFP-AAV, or GFP-AAV alone. 
WT mice were injected with GFP-AAV alone. After 15-20 days, animals were sacrificed and 
processed for Golgi. 
Optical stacks of dendrites were taken using a 0.2µm step size, such that precise 
measurements could be via computer. Head size was measured at its widest dimension. 
n(mice) = 6, 6, 7, (WT+GFP-AAV, KO+GFP-AAV, KO+fAAV)
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Figure 6.7 Spine density and morphology in layer V dendrites in somatosensory cortex
5 week old Fmr1 KO mice were injected with either fAAV and GFP-AAV, or GFP-AAV alone. 
WT mice were injected with GFP-AAV alone. After 15-20 days, animals were sacrificed and 
processed for Golgi
(A): Total spine density using golgi measurements, in AAV injected and uninjected animals.
(B): Density by morphology of WT and KO (GFP-AAV) and KO (fAAV). 
Filo- Filopodia, Mush- Mushroom, Stub- Stubby, UK- Unknown or unclassifiable
n(mice) = 6, 6, 7, (WT+GFP-AAV, KO+GFP-AAV, KO+fAAV) and 3WT + 3KO uninjected
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Figure 6.8 Immunohistochemistry of animals injected unilaterally with fAAV
5 week old Fmr1 KO mice were injected with either fAAV and GFP-AAV, or GFP-AAV alone. 
After 2 weeks, animals were perfused and sectioned for immunohistochemistry.
Green shows endogenous expressing yellow-fluorescent protein (YFP) in YFP-H mice
Red: GFAP staining (A) injected and (B) non-injected hemisphere. 40x view of (C) injected 
and (D) non-injected hemisphere showing activated astrocytes. 
NeuN staining in (E) injected and (F) non-injected hemisphere. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
 
In 1974, Purpura et al. noted that abnormalities in dendritic spines showed a striking 
relationship with both age and cognitive deficits. He postulated that spine “dysgenesis,” or 
abnormal development of spines, was a major feature of mental retardation. More recent 
studies have shown that abnormal spines are seen in the majority of causes of mental 
retardation, including Rett’s and Down’s Syndrome (Kaufmann and Moser, 2000), suggesting 
altered spines either indicate an underlying connection failure, or alternatively, could themselves 
contribute to mental deficiency. In the preceding chapters, I have described my investigation of 
spine deficits in Fragile X Syndrome, a major cause of mental retardation in humans and one of 
the few known genetic causes of autism. The functional patterning of brain connectivity may be 
significantly disordered in FXS, extending from the level of the individual synapse (e.g., 
abnormal spine morphology) to deficits at the “wiring diagram” level (e.g., excess spine 
numbers, abnormal developmental pruning of dendritic arbors, etc.). While symptom targeted 
therapeutic agents are likely to alleviate some aspects of the disorder, it seems that they would 
be less likely to reverse the developmental deficits in neural organization accumulated over time 
that potentially underlie many of the cognitive symptoms in human patients. In this dissertation I 
have attempted to address how spine deficits arise and the extent to which they can be modified 
or reversed. 
Until recently it was not possible to follow the fate of individual dendritic spines in a live 
animal in order to determine how changes in spine number occurred in diseases such as Fragile 
X. In Chapter 2, I utilized live animal 2-photon imaging to show how dendritic spine development 
and plasticity is altered in a mouse model of this disease. I found that spine turnover, including 
both formation of new spines and elimination of existing spines, is enhanced in the KO animal 
compared with age-matched WT controls. This enhanced turnover in the KO is seen in each 
age group we examined: early in development when both elimination and formation rates are 
high (~20days), during the developmental pruning phase when elimination rates are high, but 
formation is low (~1 month), and in adulthood, when both formation and elimination are normally 
at low levels.  
Secondly, I showed that the developmental changes in rates of spine turnover are 
preserved in the KO animal: both the drop in elimination rate between 1 month and adult, and 
the drop in formation between 20 days and 1 month. These findings suggest that developmental 
changes in pruning and spinogenesis proceed normally. Similar to our findings in dentate gyrus, 
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where increased spine density in the KO was found in the absence of a developmental pruning 
phase, these findings dispute the pruning hypothesis- that globally, lack of developmental 
pruning in FXS lead to spine abnormalities. However, the underlying mechanisms for pruning 
may be abnormal at the level of the individual synapse, instead of at higher levels of regulation 
that control developmental shifts. From these results, it is still unclear how the spine phenotype 
(increased density, immature morphology), seen in Golgi stained tissue, develops, as I could not 
demonstrate this phenotype in the Layer V tufts that are visible using 2-photon microscopy. 
Instead, I was able to show (in Chapter 3), that the morphology and the size of the spine both 
contribute significantly towards predicting the stability status of a particular spine. Thus, it is 
possible that the population of transient spines is even more prominent in other layers of cortex, 
currently inaccessible by 2-photon microscopy. However, in Chapter 3 I also showed that the 
relationship between morphology and stability is partly dysregulated in the Fmr1 KO, with some 
excess loss of larger spines. Thus, analysis of other neuronal types and layers will be necessary 
before we can make assumptions about the meaning of the morphological phenotype in deeper 
layers.   
In Chapter 2 I also showed that elimination and stabilization rates of newly-formed 
spines in the KO are similar to those of newly-formed spines in the WT, despite the fact that 
these types of spines make up a larger proportion of the total spine number in the KO. However, 
in Chapter 4 I found that the transient population of spines in the KO may be even more likely to 
integrate than transient spines in the WT. In either case, this suggests the KO has a larger 
population of these “short-lived” spines, a percentage of which are retained and potentially 
integrated into stable neuronal circuits. Furthermore, sensory deprivation (using whisker 
trimming) does not reduce the enhanced formation of spines seen in the KO, suggesting that 
the higher formation rate does not stem from a sensory “overload.”  Interestingly, in both of the 
sensory modulation paradigms used (whisker trimming to reduce elimination rates, or 
chessboard trimming to increase formation rates), KO animals fail to show sensory modulation.  
The enhanced spine turnover in the KO animal has important implications, especially 
because it appears that the population of transient (newly-formed) spines in the KO has a 
similar, or even greater incorporation rate into stable spines than in WT animals. This argues 
against the idea that the excess spines in the KO are functionless. It is believed that neurons 
have at least two populations of dendritic spines, and that conversion between the two 
populations occurs at a low level, especially in the adult. Stable, or “pre-existing” spines, persist 
for long periods of time under baseline conditions, perhaps even throughout the lifetime of an 
animal. “Transient” or short-lived spines often last for just days or hours (Kasai et al., 2003). 
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These spine populations have also been termed “memory” and “learning” spines respectively, 
based on the hypothesis that newly-formed “learning” spines are randomly searching out new 
connections, waiting for an activity-dependent signal to stabilize them into stable “memory” 
spines (Kasai et al., 2003, Bourne and Harris, 2007). Indeed, it has now been shown that a 
larger percentage of newly-formed spines are stabilized after persistent behavioral experience, 
than under baseline conditions or a single behavioral experience (Yang et al., 2009). Thus it is 
interesting to postulate what it means for a larger proportion of the total spines in the KO animal 
to be made of these transient “learning” spines. In WT animals, the population of transient 
spines grows after a single dose of behavioral training, for example, on a rotorod or after 
chessboard whisker trimming. Furthermore, this increase in the population of newly-formed 
spines is specific to the respective region of the brain that is being modulated (motor cortex for 
rotorod, barrel cortex for tactile experience) (Yang et al., 2009). In the KO mouse, we have 
found that the population of transient spines is always larger than in the WT, regardless of the 
sensory experience or developmental stage. In order to determine if and why this increased 
population of transient spines is detrimental to the KO mouse, it will be necessary to determine 
why WT animals reduce their population of transient spines during baseline conditions and 
increase them with some behavioral experiences.  
There are two main, non-exclusive possibilities for why WT animals would have low 
levels of transient spines under baseline conditions, but higher levels after certain experiences: 
1) Searching/learning spines are energetically costly, 2) An increased number of learning spines 
leads to an increased chance of proper, as well as improper connections being made. In either 
case, it would therefore make sense that this population of spines would only be increased 
when needed, for example at the beginning of a new behavioral experience. If the second 
possibility plays a major role in why the system is set up in this way, then we would expect to 
see alterations in circuit plasticity in the KO mouse that would reflect these differences. In 2008, 
Dolen et al. (2007) examined ocular dominance column plasticity and found that after just three 
days of monocular deprivation in the KO mouse, the pattern of changes resembled that of WT 
mice after seven days of monocular deprivation. This “hyperplasticity” could, in theory, be 
caused by an increased population of transient spines that are prematurely (or constitutively) 
primed to respond to sensory changes. 
In Chapter 2 I utilized two different paradigms to explore sensory plasticity, based on the 
differences in the way these paradigms alter spine dynamics. In the first, complete whisker 
trimming on one side of the face is known to induce a reduction in the spine elimination rate 
(Zuo et al., 2005). In other words, more spines are retained after this experience. Interestingly, 
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in the KO mouse we found no change in the elimination rates after whisker trimming, which lets 
us draw two important conclusions. The first, already mentioned above, is that the constitutively 
higher spine turnover in the KO is unlikely to be due to hyperreactivity to sensory input, because 
removal of this input does not affect the enhanced turnover rates. Secondly, we find no 
evidence that the KO mouse is responding at all to the experience. This is in contrast to the 
aforementioned ocular dominance study in which plasticity seemed to occur at a higher rate. 
However, in this study, we are not directly measuring plasticity, but rather the modulation of the 
substrate on which plasticity occurs. In other words, we have not shown specifically that 
plasticity fails to occur in the KO, as that would require knowing which specific synaptic 
connections are made. Instead, our results suggest that modulation of plasticity, also known as 
metaplasticity, is abnormal in Fragile X. As alterations in dendritic spines are found in the 
majority of known causes of mental retardation, it is interesting to postulate how disruptions in 
synaptic plasticity, or, in this case, metaplasticity, might lead to dramatic disturbances in mental 
function. 
It is clear that spines in general, and the phenotypes in FXS, in particular, are context-
dependent. Combined with published literature, and my own findings over multiple experiments, 
we know that phenotypes vary depending on the location of the dendritic segment on an 
individual neuron, the identity of that neuron, the brain region in which the neuron is located, the 
age of the animal in which the neuron resides, and even the environment in which the animal is 
raised. However, it seems plausible that variability in normal spines simply reflects an 
underlying rule-set involved in learning. The variability in the spine phenotype caused by FXS, 
may therefore suggest that absence of FMRP in some way alters this rule-set. If, alternatively, 
FMRP regulated a single molecular mechanism, for example actin polymerization, one would 
expect a single phenotype superimposed on normal morphological variability (for example, 
longer spines, on average, in all situations, and amenable to a single pharmacology 
mechanism). Instead, we see an interaction between the presence of FMRP and the context. 
However, it is still unclear whether this suggests one underlying principal that is affected by the 
loss of FMRP, or a conglomerate of different specific mechanisms that are each affected, and 
together yield a context-dependent phenotype. 
In chapter 4, I examined one specific mechanism; the relationship between spine 
morphogenesis and abnormal cortisol signaling and sensing. In slice culture, dexamethazone (a 
glucocorticoid agonist) induces synaptogenesis (Komatsuzaki et al., 2005). Glucocorticoid 
signaling increases under specific behavioral contexts, and either enhances or disrupts learning 
depending on the amount and situation (Huang et al., 2005). It is thus possible that increased 
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spinogenesis, induced by such signaling, might be a form of “priming the system” for learning. If 
so, then abnormal cortisol signaling, caused by dysregulated receptor localization and impaired 
negative feedback, might contribute to altered dendritic spines seen in FXS under varying 
contexts. By giving dexamethazone for 4 hours I was able to show a trend towards increased 
spine density, similar to that reported in acute slice (Komatsuzaki et al., 2005). Interestingly, in 
vivo treatment with dexamethazone increased both larger and smaller spines in the WT 
(although not significantly), but did not seem to increase large spines in the KO. These findings 
suggest that the influences of stress, or even just hormonal processes influenced by normal 
exogenous experiences, must be considered when interpreting changing in spine dynamics, 
and ultimately, behavior. 
The increased turnover of spines and abnormal morphological relationships 
demonstrated in chapter 2 and 3, provide a novel phenotype in Fragile X that might be less 
susceptible to indiscriminate rescue compared to static morphology. Since the brain is always 
fighting to maintain homeostasis, it is possible that phenotypes that represent extreme 
situations, such as excess dendritic spines, may be ameliorated simply by perturbing the system 
one way or another, and waiting for the brain to respond. Excess spine turnover may also be an 
example of an extreme phenotype. However, by using imaging across time, it is possible to gain 
clues as to how exactly the system creating the response, rather than just whether or not it has. 
We therefore utilized this phenotype to examine pharmacological treatment with lithium, which 
had been shown previously to lead to reduced spine density in the Fmr1 KO. 
Surprisingly, treatment with lithium appears to increase the turnover of dendritic spines 
in both WT and KO animals over the two days following the first imaging surgery (Chapter 4). 
However, when this study was limited to animals that could be imaged for three consecutive 
periods, lithium still increased formation in the WT, whereas in the KO, there was a non-
significant trend toward reduced formation in the KO over 2 days and 2 weeks. Animals were 
most often excluded from the second group because of the quality of the thin skull procedure 
(overly thinned imaging windows could not be imaged after 2 weeks). Therefore, inclusion of 
these animals may have led to these differences, potentially due to reactionary effects to the 
surgery in some animals.  Nevertheless, I saw increased elimination of spines, especially in the 
KO animal over 2-days, which could lead to the decreased density of spines reported in the 
literature. However, lithium’s differential effect in the KO may be more related to reactionary 
turnover, rather than changes in baseline turnover. Importantly, these findings highlight a 
potential situation where spine density would be reduced while the dynamic and functional 
phenotype was still present in the KO. Similarly, I showed that even when synapse density does 
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not differ between WT and KO animals, WT and KO animals respond differently to enriched 
environment on the ultrastructural level. Both of these underlying changes could lead to 
behavioral differences without showing an obvious difference in spine number.   
The changes in spine dynamics due to lithium are significant because of results from our 
laboratory and others showing that lithium ameliorates behavior abnormalities in the KO mouse. 
I was able to demonstrate that lithium has a significant, albeit complicated effect on dendritic 
spine dynamics, and therefore may play a role in the behavioral recovery. However, we also 
showed in this study that a greater percentage of newly formed spines become stabilized 
(persist into the third imaging session) in KO animals, and that this effect is not reduced by 
lithium treatment. Stabilized spines are thought to be integrated into the neural circuit, and 
therefore if this happens inappropriately in the KO, it might explain alterations in the neural 
network, such as hyperplasticity. Additionally, finding that lithium did not restore all aspects of 
spine dynamics is encouraging, since not all behavioral functions are rescued in Fmr1 KO mice, 
or patients treated with lithium. Thus, improved in vivo imaging may offer a powerful technique 
for distinguishing between treatment strategies.  
Finally, I used viral restoration of FMRP to try to accomplish two specific goals: 1) testing 
the efficacy and side-effects of rAAV vector replacement as a treatment strategy, and 2) to 
determine the developmental role and cellular function of FMRP by examining changes in spine 
density and morphology occurring in specific brain regions after adult reexpression of the 
protein. In this way, I hoped to elucidate how FMRP functions in context, and therefore, what 
changes might be occurring developmentally that could not be rescued by acute treatments.  My 
findings indicate that injection with the viral vector itself may alter the dendritic spine phenotype, 
perhaps due to a reactionary processes as described in Chapter 1, after behavioral 
manipulation. Alternatively, stress signaling or some other molecular response to viral vector 
might initaie changes in spine dynamics. Nevertheless, KO animals treated with vector coding 
for FMRP have a spine phenotype more similar to WT than that of KO animals treated with a 
control vector. Thus, we are able to demonstrate a functional effect of FMRP independent of the 
vector, and this has important implications for future research into gene therapy treatments. 
However, it was not possible to determine exactly how acute adult administration of FMRP 
changes spines. The confounds of the viral vector and the surgical injection make other, genetic 
models a more appropriate future direction for answering questions regarding how FMRP 
expression alters spine dynamics in vivo, and if adult reexpression is sufficient to restore normal 
synaptic plasticity. 
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Together, my findings support a dynamic model of the dendritic spine phenotype that is 
responsive to the current environment and context, rather than being subject to developmental 
constraints. The dynamic spine phenotype, including an increased population of labile dendritic 
spines and abnormal responsiveness to sensory modulation, will be important targets for 
pharmacological (or gene replacement) rescue, as they may represent the current capacity of 
the network to learn and change. In contrast, differences in spine number and morphology may 
reflect the accumulation of network changes over development, and thus it is not clear that a 
sudden, non-specific change in their number would be effective in reversing accumulated 
developmental changes. Future research using conditionalON animals should allow us to test 
this possibility. The findings presented here open up the door to future research examining the 
developmental requirements for FMRP, and thus a greater understanding of how learning 
mechanisms are tied to developmental wiring versus acute synaptic plasticity.  
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